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Jon,
 
I thought you might be interested in this document describing the LED street light conversion project in Asheville,
NC.  They had great success and saved over $600,000 in electrical costs.  Their ROI was about 5 years. 
Interesting that they created a Green CIP program around the project.
 
Also, I asked Sonia to set up a time for us to meet and discuss ideas for sustainability moving forward.
 
 
Troy
 
 
Troy Moon
Environmental Programs Manager
City of Portland, ME
207-874-8467 (office)
207-874-8816 (fax)
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1. Document Purpose



This document describes the Asheville, North Carolina program for installing LED street lights as an energy efficiency strategy.  It was prepared by John Cleveland for the USDN Innovation Working Group, based on information provided by Maggie Ullman, Energy Coordinator for the City of Asheville.  (All quotes used in this document are from Maggie Ullman.)



The purpose of the case study is to share this best practice experience with other Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN) members at the September, 2011 Annual Meeting in Denver Colorado.



2. Executive Summary



Innovation Description



 (
“This innovation is less about LEDs than it is about the opportunity to build a return on investment model to finance sustainability initiatives.  The LED initiative just happened to be the 
largest 
project with best ROI.”
)In 2010 the City Council of Asheville adopted a goal of reducing its carbon footprint by 20% over five years (4% per year).  This resolution doubled the previous target of a 10% reduction over five years.  The strategy for achieving this reduction includes a broad range of carbon reduction initiatives, one of which is a program to replace all 9,000 of the City’s street lights with energy efficient LED fixtures. The LED street light program accounts for one-third of the targeted 20% carbon footprint reduction for the City.



Highlights of this street light LED replacement strategy include the following:



· Utility Relationship. The Asheville street lights are owned and operated by the regional investor-owned utility (Progress Energy Carolinas – PEC).  Prior to the LED program, the utility billed the City for a flat monthly rate for maintenance, repair and energy consumption for each street light.  This rate was regulated by the NC Public Utility Commission.  The implementation of the LED program was made possible by the implementation of a new rate structure for street lights that allowed the City to own the LED fixtures installed on the utility owned arm and pole.  The rate structure in turn provided a significant reduction in the per-light cost based on the lower level of energy used, as well as the reduced need for maintenance. The new rate structure cut the per-light monthly cost by more than 50% for streetlights with LED fixtures. The rate also detailed that the utility would be responsible for the costs of installation of the LED fixtures.



· Green Capital Improvement Plan. To finance many of the improvements capable of achieving a 20% carbon footprint reduction over five years, the City created a Green Capital Improvement Plan (Green CIP). The savings from each project are deposited in a capital improvements account whose funds can roll from one year to the next. These savings finance future initiatives. 



The LED streetlight cost savings are managed like an internal Energy Performance Contract (EPC) relationship, similar to what is done by ESCOs, except in this case managed directly by the City. This model is also seen as an Internal Energy Savings Revolving Program. The annual savings from the LED replacements are captured and used to both pay off the debt incurred for fixture procurement and also fund other energy saving initiatives. Over 10 years, the LED savings are expected to generate $3.3 million in available funding above and beyond what is required to retire the installation debt. 



Debt Financing and Repayment. The City authorized borrowing (in the form of a bond issuance) of $3.6 million to implement the LED replacement program.[footnoteRef:1] The borrowing occurs in three separate installments – one each year for three years.  The amount borrowed for each year procures the LED fixtures and photocells.  [1:  The initial installation of 900 LED units was financed by $270,000 in EECBG funding.] 




The funding of the Green CIP fund required the City Council to leave the operations budget line item for street lights unchanged and authorize the allocation of the difference between that amount and what is actually required by the new LED rate structure to the Green CIP fund. The City Council authorized this internally managed energy performance contracting relationship for a minimum of 13 years (the time required to retire all the debt).



Performance Outcomes



Key performance outcomes from this innovation include the following.



		Metric

		Definition

		Results



		Energy Efficiency

		kWh of energy saved

		· 3,366,402 kWh annually



		Carbon Reduction

		Tons of CO2 equivalent saved

		· Retrofitting of all 9,000 lights will save approximately 2628 tons of CO2 per year

· Total carbon savings represents a 7.1% reduction in the City’s carbon footprint



		Cost Savings

		Reduced cost of street light energy and maintenance

		· Average savings is 50% of existing costs

· Each retrofitted LED light saves an average of $71 in energy costs per year

· Replacement of all 9,000 fixtures will save an average of $638,000 per year



		Return on Investment

		Payback timeframe for capital investment

		· 5.1 year payback







13 Year Financial Summary



Total 13 year debt financing costs (principal and interest)		$4,635,134

Total 13 year savings generated					$7,962,121

Savings over expenses						$3,326,987



Use of savings:

· LED replacement and maintenance				$   137,500

· Staffing								$2,000,000

· Upgrading municipal diesel fleet

	from a 5% biodiesel blend to a 20% blend			$   650,000

· Surplus Revenue to Invest in Projects				$   539,500





Critical Success Factors



· Leadership commitment.  The LED street light program (and the other carbon reduction programs) received management support because they were part of an endorsed City Council policy.



· A supportive policy context.  The City was able to lead the state by implementing the first project using a new utility rate after participating as a key stakeholder in rate development.



· A sound economic model with positive returns. The City Council endorsed the approach of savings reinvestment because the staff was able to demonstrate a reliable positive payback with detailed financial spreadsheets. Furthermore staff was able to demonstrate how this financial model provided a future funding strategy to multiple key policy initiatives that were previously unfunded.



3. Program Background



City Council Carbon Reduction Goals



The LED streetlight replacement program grew out of the City of Asheville’s overall plan to reduce carbon emissions.  In 2007, the City Council approved a carbon footprint reduction goal of 2% per year until an overall reduction of 80% was achieved. (At 2% per year, this would occur in 40 years, or 2047, which is close to the typical reduction goal of 80% by 2050 that many communities have endorsed.) 



In 2008 the Office of Sustainability was formed to lead this effort. The first priority of the Office of Sustainability was to create the Sustainability Management Plan (SMP) to guide reduction efforts and prioritize opportunities. This plan was approved in 2009. The conceptual strategy for carbon reduction in the SMP is a three pronged approach: capital investment, management decision making, and creating an organization that values sustainability.



The Sustainability Management Plan was supported by input from the Sustainability Advisory Committee on Energy and Environment (SACEE).  The SACEE consists of nine members appointed by City Council, including an ex-officio non-voting member for the electric power utility serving the City of Asheville. The term of office is three years. The Committee is supported by the Office of Sustainability. The mission of the SACEE is to support the Mayor and Asheville City Council in their charge to integrate sustainable principles related to energy and the environment into City operations and the broader community consciousness.  Roles include:



· Policy Guidance: Provide technical assistance to the Mayor and Council on institutionalizing environmentally sustainable practices by evaluating and developing current and future policies in support of City sustainability commitments.

· Education: Increase awareness of matters related to energy and environmental sustainability by developing and implementing outreach and education activities aimed at changing behaviors across a diverse cross-section of the community.  

· Partnership: Provide leadership and support in creating synergy among public and private partners in the region to maximize efforts towards a more environmentally sustainable future.

 

Because of success in achieving the 2% reduction in the first three years, in 2011 the City Council adopted a Strategic Operating Plan that doubled the municipal carbon reduction goal – to 4% per year, or 20% over a five year time frame.



The Green Capital Improvement Plan



To translate the 20% target into concrete action strategies, staff created a five year carbon reduction strategy with specific projects. The plan projects a 20.94% carbon footprint reduction over five years. 



One element of this strategy was the creation of a Green Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).  The Green CIP currently consists of 6 separate projects (including the LED streetlight replacement).  Other projects include HVAC upgrades, solar thermal and alternative fuel vehicles. In addition, the Green CIP includes 4 ongoing activities including: education, building maintenance, biodiesel fuel and energy management.  



The table below summarizes all of the carbon reduction projects (including the Green CIP projects) and their anticipated impact.



		Project List

		5 Year Investment

		Revenue Source

		Return on Investment

		Reduction %



		City Hall Lighting Retrofit

		$136,000

		Grant

		11.3 yr

		0.33%



		Solar Thermal at Sta 6 & 8

		$21,000

		Grant

		7.8 yr

		0.05%



		Computer Server Virtualization

		$100,000

		Grant

		10.0 yr

		0.16%



		North Fork Treatment Plant Motor Upgrades

		$510,000

		Grant

		12.8 yr

		1.41%



		Energy Manager

		$375,000

		General Fund

		1.0 yr

		1.80%



		Phase 1: LED Streetlights

		$290,000

		Grant

		6.1 yr

		0.79%



		Clean Cities Grant 27 CNG Vehicle Retrofits

		$425,326

		Grant

		1.0 yr

		1.14%



		Civic Center HVAC Retrofits

		$130,000

		Grant and CIP

		26.0 yr

		0.23%



		Transit Bus Replacements

		$2,600,000

		Grant

		-

		0.81%



		Phase 2: LED Streetlights

		$3,031,814

		Green CIP

		5.1 yr

		7.11%



		City Hall and PW Building Automation

		$558,000

		Green CIP

		15.5 yr

		0.98%



		Solar Thermal for 10 Fire Stations

		$130,000

		Green CIP

		8.7 yr

		0.23%



		City Hall Window Replacement

		$500,000

		CIP

		62.5 yr

		0.15%



		Insulation During Roof Replacements

		$200,000

		CIP

		20.0 yr

		0.23%



		Upgrading full diesel fleet to B20

		$375,000

		Green CIP

		-

		1.58%



		Facilities Maintenance Staff

		$500,000

		Green CIP

		5.0 yr

		1.95%



		Sustainability Outreach and Education Program

		$250,000

		Green CIP

		5.0 yr

		1.70%



		Other

		$-

		Green CIP

		

		0.30%



		TOTAL

		 $10,132,140 

		

		 

		20.94%







As can be seen from the list, the LED streetlight replacement program accounts for approximately one-third of the total investment and carbon reduction contemplated by the City.



The distribution of funding sources across the entire carbon reduction portfolio is as follows:






		Funding Source

		Amount

		% of Total



		Utility Savings Reinvestment

		$5,544,814

		54%



		Awarded Grant Funds

		$4,262,326

		42%



		General Fund Commitments

		$375,000

		4%



		Total

		$10,182,140

		100%







The Green CIP operates a municipal revolving energy savings program. The initial investment in the Green CIP is through issuing debt; however the avoided spending that results from the streetlights and energy efficiency projects is captured and used to complete the business model. Those savings are transferred from the general fund streetlight operating line item to the debt service fund, the capital reserves fund and a capital projects line item within the general fund. This financial model was designed so that the operational savings of any given year is sufficient to, at a minimum, pay for annual debt service of the Green CIP.  In other years those savings support further capital investment in carbon reduction efforts. The Green CIP is 100% financed through energy savings over time.

  

The design and financial performance of specific projects in the Green CIP are detailed in each annual operating budget as seen below.  The number of projects; funding sources; distribution of revenue; etc., may change on a year to year basis as priorities shift and new opportunities arise. 



		 

		 Operations Budget 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Revenue Source: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Utility Savings  

		 

		      108,316 

		      378,564 

		         621,066 

		   685,418 

		   685,418 



		 Utility Rebates 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		     26,195 

		 



		 Total Available Funds 

		                     - 

		      108,316 

		      378,564 

		         621,066 

		   711,613 

		   685,418 



		 

		

		

		

		

		

		 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Use of Funds: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Facilities Maintenance 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 B20 

		 

		        50,000 

		        50,000 

		           50,000 

		     50,000 

		     50,000 



		 LED Maintenance and Replacement 

		 

		 

		        12,500 

		           12,500 

		     12,500 

		     12,500 



		 Salaries and Benefits: outreach and maintenance labor 

		 

		        25,000 

		      100,000 

		         157,000 

		   159,000 

		   161,000 



		 Transfer to Capital 

		 

		        33,316 

		      216,064 

		         401,566 

		   490,113 

		   461,918 



		 Total Use of Funds 

		                     - 

		      108,316 

		      378,564 

		         621,066 

		   711,613 

		   685,418 






	

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		 Green Capital Improvement Budget 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Revenue Source: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Transfer from Operations Budget Utility Savings  

		 

		        33,316 

		      216,064 

		         401,566 

		   490,113 

		   461,918 



		 Transfer in from Capital Reserves 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		     27,815 

		     42,270 



		 Grant Funding 

		          290,000 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 Debt Proceeds 

		 

		1,091,040 

		1,675,526 

		1,093,633 

		 

		 



		 Total Available Fund 

		          290,000 

		   1,124,356 

		   1,891,590 

		      1,495,199 

		   517,928 

		   504,188 



		 

		

		

		

		

		

		 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Use of Funds: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Phase 1 Grant Funding (LED) 

		          290,000 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 Led Streetlight Upgrades 

		 

		1,091,040 

		1,675,526 

		405,633 

		 

		 



		 Facility Energy Improvements 

		 

		 

		 

		         688,000 

		 

		 



		 Transfer to Capital Reserves 

		 

		        33,316 

		        67,137 

		           27,912 

		       5,091 

		       5,440 



		 Transfer to Debt Service fund 

		 

		                 - 

		      148,927 

		         373,654 

		   512,837 

		   498,747 



		 Total Use of Funds 

		          290,000 

		   1,124,356 

		   1,891,590 

		      1,495,199 

		   517,928 

		   504,188 



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		 Capital Reserves 



		 

		 Year 0 

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 

		 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Transfers In 

		 

		        33,316 

		        67,137 

		           27,912 

		 

		              - 



		 Transfers out 

		 

		                 - 

		 

		 

		     27,815 

		     42,270 



		 Total 

		 

		        33,316 

		      100,454 

		         128,365 

		   100,550 

		     58,280 







Green CIP Management



The Green CIP is managed by the Office of Sustainability that recently relocated from the City Manager’s office to the Finance Department. The Office of Sustainability has overall responsibility for the Sustainability Management Plan and implementing the Green CIP.






Utility Relationship and Regulatory Context



In 2006 PEC had proposed the building of a peak energy power plant in Asheville to manage peak demand periods.  The citizens of Asheville mobilized politically to stop the building of the plant. In response, PEC formed a regional stakeholder group (the Community Energy Advisory Council – CEAC) to advise PEC on how best to meet the energy needs of the region, specifically the management of peak demand.  Through this council the utility had the opportunity to educate their customers about technical challenges, regulatory barriers and general utility perspective. Two years of this two way conversation resulted in series of detailed recommendations from CEAC to the utility on how best to achieve these goals. Other exchanges of information took place at this Council as well including the City’s design to see a market based solution to the challenges of reducing carbon footprint for streetlights. 



 (
“There are so many layers to the utility relationship.
 
The fact that we had been working with them for many years on many different issues made a big difference.  Plus we had a ‘win/win’ situation where we both wanted the same result.”
)This successful relationship supported the utility as they developed and researched a new streetlight rates. PEC decided to pursue the current LED rate based on a projected series of events. First the portfolio of streetlights PEC owned were aging out and reaching the end of their lifespan. Faced with the need to begin upgrading their large street light portfolio the PEC lighting specialists began with product research. Convinced that LED’s are the next standard for streetlights, PEC began to run financial projections.  LED’s are currently priced higher than mercury vapors, high pressure sodium or high intensity discharge lamps. To upgrade their portfolio PEC would need to finance the investment.  In order to recuperate the PEC investment the basic rate for streetlights would be increased for municipalities.  PEC was concerned that this creates a perverse incentive for the rate payer to choose upgrading to the utility’s preferred technology.  



The relationship built through the CEAC and the progressive nature of the Asheville area lead the utility to reach out to the city as a key stakeholder at this point. With the knowledge that municipalities can generally borrow money at a lower rate, PEC solicited the City’s input to see if there would be interest from the municipality to purchase the fixtures in exchange for a significantly lower rate.  The City saw this incentive based model as a strong opportunity to reduce carbon footprint and communicated willingness to implement full scale if a rate was available. PEC then pursued developing the “Customer Owned LED” rate. The City reviewed and shared input on the rate before PEC solicited utility commission approval.



4. Detailed Operational Description of the LED Streetlight Replacement Program



Program Management Responsibility



The LED streetlight program is managed by the Office of Sustainability in the Finance Department.



· SETTING UP THE REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE: The replacement schedule is set by the Office of Sustainability through carefully balancing the speed which fixtures can be installed and thus the savings accrual from the lower rate with the total monies borrowed and therefore the debt service payment requirements.

· MANAGING THE UTILITY RELATIONSHIP: The Office of Sustainability is the key point of contact with the utility for this partnership. The Public Works Department serves as the operations contact in regards to future streetlight burn outs and replacements, fixture ordering and warrantees.

· MAINTENANCE: The Public Works Department fields the citizen calls relating to maintenance needs. Public Works then issues a work order for the utility to make a site visit to assess and tend to maintenance needs. 

· MANAGING AND TRACKING THE FINANCES: The Office of Sustainability manages the finances, tracks the savings, initiates the spending and initiates any necessary account transfer and budget amendments. The Chief Financial Officer is responsible for debt issuance. The Budget Manager is responsible for establishing necessary accounts and budget programs. 



Streetlight Rate Structure



The street lights are managed under a special LED street light rate structure – “Street Lighting Service Schedule, SLS-17”.  Under this regulatory arrangement, the utility owns the street light structures (poles) and charges the customer (city) for the cost of the electricity and service/maintenance expenses.  The monthly charges vary by type of light and the lumens rating, which drives a different kWh use per month.  The lights are on from dusk to dawn, and the charge is averaged over the full year and does not change as the length of the day changes.



The new LED rate structure allows two different options:



· The standard option, where the utility owns the LED fixture; and 

· The customer-ownership option, where the customer owns the fixture, which is installed and maintained by the utility.



The City of Asheville chose the customer-ownership option. Under this option, they are responsible for purchasing a PEC-approved LED fixture.  The utility is responsible for installing, operating and maintaining it.  (All of these costs, including installation, are included in the monthly rate.)  The City provides a replacement fixture if one of the existing fixture fails.



The City worked with the utility to set up a purchase and installation schedule that was realistic for the utility to manage.  This required several things:



· Selecting a vendor.  The LED rate structure requires that the customer purchase “PEC-approved” LED fixtures. During the initial stages of discussion, the utility had only one approved vendor (BetaLED). Phase I of the City’s upgrade utilized this one manufacturer however the City communicated unwillingness to continue unless there was adequate competition.  Since then two additional manufacturers have been approved, Leotec and GE.  The City manages the procurement process and negotiates the prices for the fixtures with the manufactures representative.



· Setting the number of lights to be replaced per year.  The City worked with the utility to figure out how many fixtures it could replace each year. The final plan calls for replacement of all 8,989 fixtures over a four year period.  The schedule and cost for each phase is summarized in the spreadsheet below.






		Feature

		Phase 1

		Phase 2

		Phase 3

		Phase 4

		Total



		Source of Funding

		EECBG Grants

		Bond Proceeds

		Bond Proceeds

		Bond Proceeds

		



		Amount

		$272,000

		$1,091,040

		$1,675,526

		$1,093,633

		$4,132,199



		Fixtures Installed

		730

		2,800

		4,300

		1,041

		8,871



		Bond Term

		NA

		10 years

		10 years

		10 years

		



		Estimated Interest Rate

		NA

		3.65%

		3.65%

		3.65%

		



		12 month Savings after operational expenses and debt service is paid

		$47,538

		$182,236

		$280,016

		$175,528

		$685,418







· Negotiating the phasing of the rate savings.  The rate changes for each individual streetlight had to be managed on a light-by-light and month-by-month basis.  In a year in which up to 4,300 units are being replaced, the month of installation had to be noted for each light to manage the phasing in of the new rates based on the installation schedule.  (The City and the utility decided to avoid the complexity of having a pro-rated schedule for a fixture that was replaced in the middle of a month and instead opted to have the new rate effective for the month following the month in which the fixture was replaced.)



· Determining which lights to replace each year.  A geographic schedule was set up to identify which specific lights would get replaced on which street for each year.  Maps of the replacement plan are posted on the Office of Sustainability web site.



Financial Model



 (
“
Internal Energy Performance Contracting works well if you have projects where the savings are clear and easy to calculate so you don’t have to use complex energy modeling software.  LED replacement definitely fell in this category.”
)The Green CIP (including the LED streetlight program) is managed as an energy savings revolving program or like an internal Energy Performance Contracting arrangement:



· The City borrows funds to make the energy efficiency improvements

· A baseline energy cost is established.

· The difference between the baseline and actual costs after the efficiency improvements is calculated as the savings.

· Since those savings are accrued in an operational line item the first expenditure from those savings are operational such as staffing. 

· The savings minus operational expenses are then transferred to the debt service fund to pay off the principal and interest on borrowed funds.

· Lastly any surplus is transferred to the capital reserves which allows can roll from one year to the next and be retained to support the Green CIP revolving fund in years with significant expenditures. 



A total of $3,860,199 of the replacement cost will be financed by 3 bonds issued by the City annually starting FY 11-12. The interest rates for the bonds are estimated to be 3.65% per year. The bonds are expected to be 10 year terms.  All of the bonds will be paid off by the end of FY 2023-2024.  The total cost of financing over the period of all the bonds will be $4,635,134.  The total energy savings over this same time frame will be $7,962,134, resulting in net proceeds to the Green CIP fund of $3,327,000.  This $3.3 million is allocated to the following purposes:



Staffing in the Sustainability Office and Facilities Maintenance		$2,000,000

LED Replacements								$   137,500

Biodiesel 20% blend				 				$   650,000

Surplus Revenue to Invest in Projects					$   539,500



Total										$3,327,000



The funding of the LED streetlight replacement program required the City Council to leave the budget line item for street lights unchanged and authorize the allocation of the difference between that amount and what is actually required by the new LED rate structure to the Green CIP fund. The City Council authorized this energy performance contracting relationship for a minimum of 13 years (the time required to retire all the debt).



Performance Metrics



The key performance metrics for this innovation include:



		Metric

		Definition

		Results



		Energy Efficiency

		kWh of energy saved

		· 3,366,402 kWh annually



		Carbon Reduction

		Tons of CO2 equivalent saved

		· Retrofitting of all 9,000 lights will save approximately 2628 tons of CO2 per year

· Total carbon savings represents a 7.1% reduction in the City’s carbon footprint



		Cost Savings

		Reduced cost of street light energy and maintenance

		· Average savings is 50% of existing costs

· Each retrofitted LED light saves an average of $71 in energy costs per year

· Replacement of all 9,000 fixtures will save an average of $638,000 per year



		Return on Investment

		Payback timeframe for capital investment

		· 5.1 year payback









5. Best Practice Lessons



There are several best practice lessons from this case study that can be helpful to other USDN members considering a similar strategy.



· Clear goals and mandates.  The fact that the City had a top-level commitment to measurable carbon footprint reduction was critical to the implementation of this innovation.  It created a performance mandate carbon reducing investments.



· Working relationship with the utility.  Through its involvement with the Community Energy Advisory Council, the City and City staff had developed a productive working relationship with the utility that enabled it to negotiate the LED rate structure, as well as work out the logistical details for implementation.  



· Positive return economic model and detailed financial modeling. The fact that the City staff could clearly demonstrate a large measurable improvement in an otherwise fixed cost of operations was critical to generating political support for this innovation.  As Maggie Ullman noted:  “If you can make a revenue positive sustainability proposal, the political sell turns into a win/win proposition.  But this required really detailed financial models.  We really needed to know what we were talking about because it now involved serious long-term commitments. Because we were able to show that it more than paid for itself over the long term, the City Council was willing to let us retain our earnings to fund our operations. It was incredibly helpful for me to be nurtured by people from the Finance Department who really knew how to structure this analysis.” 



· Detailed program management.  The work of actually managing the planning and logistics for the replacement of 9,000 fixtures, and managing the detailed finances for the Green CIP fund accounting is not a trivial task and required strong program management skills.



Questions to Consider for Replication in Other Cities



		Category

		Questions



		Political Will

		· Is there a strong commitment to achieving carbon footprint reductions?

· Is this commitment embodied in a public plan?

· Are there measurable performance metrics that create an incentive for demonstrating progress?



		Policy Environment

		· What is the “business model” for City street lights?  

· Who owns the lights?

· What is the rate structure?

· Is there a rate structure that allows you to effectively capture the savings from LED replacements?



		Utility Relationship

		· Are the utilities incentivized to upgrade to LEDs?

· Do you have a good working relationship with the utilities that can manage a technically complicated program structure?



		Financial Model

		· Is your political leadership comfortable with an internal Energy Savings Revolving program of the Performance Contracting model?

· Will they let you retain your savings in excess of the implementation costs?

· What kind of payback terms are they willing to consider?

· Do you have the ability to raise the capital for front-end implementation?

· Do you have the technical support to put the financial models together?



		Program Management

		· Do you have the staff to plan and manage a technically complicated implementation process?










6. Potential Next Steps for USDN



A number of USDN members have expressed interest in implementing a similar strategy in their communities. Since this strategy heavily depends on having the right regulatory environment (meaning a street light utility rate that allows the municipality to reap the savings from LED replacements), the first step would be to research the street light ownership and rate structure in the relevant utility region.  As an example, the following USDN members have common utility providers.



		Utility

		USDN Members



		Pacific Gas and Electric

		· Alameda County, CA

· Berkeley, CA

· Palm Springs, CA

· San Francisco, CA

· San Jose, CA



		Ameren

		· Columbia, MO

· Branson, MO

· Kansas City, MO

· St. Louis, MO

· Urbana, IL



		ComEd

		· Evanston, IL

· Oak Park, IL

· Chicago, IL



		Xcel Energy

		· St. Paul, MN

· Minneapolis, MN

· Denver, CO



		Progress Energy

		· Asheville, NC

· Fort Myers, FL

· Sarasota County, FL







Steps in a broader USDN strategy to replicate LED street light replacement could include:



· Identify USDN members who are interested

· Identify the common utility providers across interested members

· Research the ownership and utility rate structure for each utility

· Determine where:

· An appropriate rate structure is in place

· The current rate structure needs slight changes to be effective

· A new rate structure is needed

· Organize USDN members to collaboratively approach their utilities to secure the right rate structures

· Create common presentation materials for USDN members to pursue implementation in their municipalities

· Explore group buying to reduce the cost of LED replacements

· Collectively monitor the energy and CO2 savings and publicize the results

Page 1 of 3





From: Michael Forcillo
To: jgrondin@gapps.portlandmaine.gov
Date: Wednesday, February 10, 2016 12:22:59 PM
Attachments: Redzone Business Services.docx

Redzone Camden Wifi .docx

I wanted to share the following current Redzone news with you directly.

Media Advisory - Important Maine Broadband News & Business Developments
(2 Press Releases Attached)

Topics
Municipal Broadband Projects
Fiber Alternative High Speed Broadband for Business

*Video News Media Package Available on Request

Best Regards,

Michael

Michael L. Forcillo  / Vice President  
mforcillo@redzonewireless.com

Redzone Wireless, LLC.  
207-593-7276  
41 Mechanic St, Suite 219
Camden, ME 04843  
http://www.redzonewireless.com

    

mailto:mforcillo@redzonewireless.com
mailto:jgrondin@gapps.portlandmaine.gov
mailto:mforcillo@redzonewireless.com
tel:207-593-7276
http://www.redzonewireless.com/
https://www.facebook.com/redzonewireless?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/RedZoneWireless
https://www.linkedin.com/company/redzone-wireless





For Immediate Release



Redzone Wireless, LLC Introduces New Ultra High Speed Broadband Service for Maine Businesses with Speeds Up to 200 Mbps 



Company’s Wireless Technology Delivers Symmetrical Broadband Performance Up to 20x Faster than ConnectME Authority Broadband Standard 



Fiber Alternative Broadband Solutions for Maine’s Most Data-Intensive Industries to be Available in Key Business Markets in 2016



February 9, 2016 – Camden, Maine.  Redzone Wireless, LLC, a leading Maine wireless internet solutions provider (WISP), announced the first in a new suite of broadband services specifically developed for Maine businesses featuring breakthroughs in speed and affordability.



The new commercial broadband service offers symmetrical speeds of 200 Mbps at a monthly cost of $159, or 100 Mbps service for only $99 per month.  Redzone’s Business Broadband, initially developed and offered in Camden, will expand 2016 availability to other Redzone-served communities including Rockland, Portland, Westbrook, Lewiston/Auburn, Bangor, and Augusta.

 

“Redzone’s announcement of 200 Mbps commercial Internet service represents a pivotal milestone for Maine broadband, and a key catalyst for business development,” said Jim McKenna, Redzone Wireless, LLC President.  “The expanded availability of these game changing Internet services will dramatically increase Maine’s capacity for business formation & expansion, and will greatly increase opportunities for Maine business’ success in the digital economy.  The potential and promise of fixed wireless broadband to improve Maine’s broadband competitiveness vs other US states is rapidly becoming a reality.” explained McKenna.



“Maine appreciates Redzone’s continued investment in our broadband infrastructure, and we applaud their focus on meeting the growing business demands for state of art internet services all across Maine,” said George Gervais, Commissioner of the Maine Department of Economic and Community Development.  “Dependable, fast and affordable broadband access is critical to running a successful business.  This new service will only help increase the competitiveness of even more Maine businesses.” 

      

“As a professional video producer regularly collaborating with clients in New York, Washington DC, and Los Angeles, ultra fast and reliable Internet connectivity is a core business necessity,” said David Berez, Award Winning Video Producer & Owner, Post Office Editorial. “Redzone’s new business broadband service allows me to work at the highest level in the video industry from my preferred place to live here in coastal Maine,” explained Berez.



“Redzone is removing a significant barrier to entry for Maine businesses in emerging industries such as biotechnology, research, cloud-based computing, and digital content creation,” said Michael Forcillo, Redzone Vice President.  “While 200 Mbps symmetrical broadband speed represents major improvement vs previous capabilities, Redzone has a clear development pathway to further increase performance and ultimately deliver gigabit speeds to our business customers,” added Forcillo.

 

Business customers interested in Redzone’s Business Broadband can view service plans and request broadband service directly on the company website at www.redzonewireless.com/biz. 



Media Contact:

Shannon Maguire

Marketing Programs Manager

website: www.redzonewireless.com

email: PressMedia@redzonewireless.com

phone: 207-596-5700



Redzone Wireless, LLC, located in Camden Maine was established in 2014 to build a next generation fixed wireless broadband network within the state of Maine. The company’s “first in the nation” statewide 4G LTE Advanced network operates on Federal Communications Commission (FCC) licensed Educational Broadband Service (EBS) spectrum.  Redzone’s 4G LTE network was launched in June of 2015 and is expected to cover 90% of Maine’s population by 2018.  Redzone introduced commercial and municipal wireless broadband solutions for Maine communities and businesses in 2016.
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For Immediate Release



Redzone Wireless, LLC Activates its First High Speed Municipal Free WiFi Network in Midcoast Maine  



Company-Funded Downtown Network Combines Performance up to 100 Mbps Along with a Dynamic Local Visitor Portal to Fuel Economic Growth.



February 9, 2016 – Camden, Maine.  Redzone Wireless, LLC, a leading Maine-based wireless Internet service provider (WISP), announced the launch of it’s first municipal Free public WiFi network today in Camden, Maine.  The local business-supported network covers the downtown business district including public parks, waterfront and harbor.



The WiFi network combines next generation high speed wireless broadband technology with speeds up to 100 Mbps, and a user portal featuring local community focused digital content, developed in partnership with midcoast media company, VStv.



The network provides downtown visitors with up to two (2) hours per day of Free access to 100 Mbps WiFi, and also offers affordable “pay as you go” daily, weekly, and monthly options for visitors requiring extended broadband access.



Redzone’s Free WiFi network in Camden is the first of it’s kind in Maine, and was developed through an innovative community collaboration that resulted in a high speed network built without public resources or funding, and completed in less than 5 months.



“Redzone’s mission is to provide breakthrough broadband solutions that support Maine’s residents, businesses, and visitors.  Our new high speed Free WiFi network represents a key milestone for the company and our state, said Jim McKenna, Redzone Wireless, LLC President. “We are confident that this innovative project represents an essential element in Maine’s new model for municipal broadband.  It was completed in record time, offers unmatched broadband performance, and was funded entirely through private investment,” added McKenna. 



“The addition of the new public wi-fi system enhances the services Camden offers not only to visitors, but also to our downtown businesses, boaters, and anyone out enjoying our public spaces,” said Karen Brace, Camden’s Community Development Director. “Redzone is an important business neighbor and we’re grateful that they’ve funded this initiative. It’s a giant leap forward for Camden.”



The user portal, developed in partnership with VStv, provides visitors with a wide range of community resources including a guide to nearby activities - featuring places to see, stay, eat & shop, and includes local event information and weather in one convenient digital location.



“Redzone’s high-speed, high-capacity platform allows VStv to seamlessly stream its hyper-local video content,” said Reade Brower, co-owner of VStv, “and makes it possible to reach virtually anyone with a mobile device as soon as they arrive in town, either by car, bus, boat, motorcycle, bicycle, and even on foot. And the quality is no different than if someone were watching conventional cable television at home. Truly, this represents pioneering technology for Maine.”

  

“Redzone’s new Camden Free WiFi network represents a truly unique approach to expanding municipal broadband.  While numerous Maine communities are contemplating investing millions of taxpayer dollars for publically-owned internet services, Redzone is demonstrating that privately funded initiatives are a viable alternative,” said Michael Forcillo, Redzone Vice President.  “Based on the success of this initial project in Camden, Redzone intends to build Free WiFi networks in additional selected communities across Maine during 2016,” added Forcillo.

 

Media Contact:



Shannon Maguire

Marketing Programs Manager

website: www.redzonewireless.com

email: PressMedia@redzonewireless.com

phone: 207-596-5700



Redzone Wireless, LLC, located in Camden Maine was established in 2014 to build next generation fixed wireless broadband networks within the state of Maine to meet the growing needs of residents, businesses and visitors. The company’s “first in the nation” statewide 4G LTE Advanced network operates on Federal Communications Commission (FCC) licensed Educational Broadband Service (EBS) spectrum.  Redzone’s 4G LTE network was launched in June of 2015 and is expanding rapidly to cover 90% of Maine’s population by 2018.
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From: Troy Moon
To: Jeff Levine
Cc: Jeremiah Bartlett; Brendan T O"Connell
Subject: Re: GPCOG LED Streetlights conversion study
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 2:18:17 PM
Attachments: LED-Street-Light-Energy-Efficiency-Case-Study-Final-9-3-11-.docx

Looking at the entry I see it is for $100,000 in FY17 and another $450,000 in FY18.  I am
curious what went into these numbers.  At first glance it doesn't sound like enough money.
(One option for funding the project would be an energy savings performance contract that
would not hit the CIP)

I've talked to a variety of people in the government and private sectors who are very
enthusiastic about street light conversions and see a lot of opportunity, which makes me
question Ian's analysis.  However, it is good to have a thoughtful approach and consider what
down sides there might be.  I've attached a case study from Asheville, NC who had a very
successful conversion project.  Locally, East Brown Cow Property Management has changed
all of their outdoor lighting to LED and is very happy with the results.  The Midcoast Regional
Redevelopment Authority switched 650 lights over to LED and is saving almost 80% on
lighting costs.

The next step in our case would be to begin to understand the scale of our project -- how many
lights and of what variety do we have?  Which ones do we own / which do we lease from
CMP.  Maybe you guys have that already, Jeremiah.

Troy

On Thu, Mar 24, 2016 at 1:10 PM, Jeff Levine <jlevine@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:
Brendan- I assume you have seen this?

https://me-portland.civicplus.com/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/2213?fileID=8516

Jeff Levine, AICP
Director
Planning & Urban Development Department
389 Congress Street 4th Floor
Portland, Maine 04101
Phone (207)874-8720
Fax (207)756-8258
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/planning
@portlandplan

On Thu, Mar 24, 2016 at 1:03 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:
There is no GPCOG study regarding street lights.

On Thu, Mar 24, 2016 at 7:28 AM, Jeremiah Bartlett <jbartlett@portlandmaine.gov>
wrote:

Hi Brendan - I don't have it, and would really like a copy myself.  I've copied Troy

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jlevine@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jbartlett@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:boconnell@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jlevine@portlandmaine.gov
https://me-portland.civicplus.com/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/2213?fileID=8516
tel:%28207%29874-8720
tel:%28207%29756-8258
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/planning
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jbartlett@portlandmaine.gov
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1. Document Purpose



This document describes the Asheville, North Carolina program for installing LED street lights as an energy efficiency strategy.  It was prepared by John Cleveland for the USDN Innovation Working Group, based on information provided by Maggie Ullman, Energy Coordinator for the City of Asheville.  (All quotes used in this document are from Maggie Ullman.)



The purpose of the case study is to share this best practice experience with other Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN) members at the September, 2011 Annual Meeting in Denver Colorado.



2. Executive Summary



Innovation Description



 (
“This innovation is less about LEDs than it is about the opportunity to build a return on investment model to finance sustainability initiatives.  The LED initiative just happened to be the 
largest 
project with best ROI.”
)In 2010 the City Council of Asheville adopted a goal of reducing its carbon footprint by 20% over five years (4% per year).  This resolution doubled the previous target of a 10% reduction over five years.  The strategy for achieving this reduction includes a broad range of carbon reduction initiatives, one of which is a program to replace all 9,000 of the City’s street lights with energy efficient LED fixtures. The LED street light program accounts for one-third of the targeted 20% carbon footprint reduction for the City.



Highlights of this street light LED replacement strategy include the following:



· Utility Relationship. The Asheville street lights are owned and operated by the regional investor-owned utility (Progress Energy Carolinas – PEC).  Prior to the LED program, the utility billed the City for a flat monthly rate for maintenance, repair and energy consumption for each street light.  This rate was regulated by the NC Public Utility Commission.  The implementation of the LED program was made possible by the implementation of a new rate structure for street lights that allowed the City to own the LED fixtures installed on the utility owned arm and pole.  The rate structure in turn provided a significant reduction in the per-light cost based on the lower level of energy used, as well as the reduced need for maintenance. The new rate structure cut the per-light monthly cost by more than 50% for streetlights with LED fixtures. The rate also detailed that the utility would be responsible for the costs of installation of the LED fixtures.



· Green Capital Improvement Plan. To finance many of the improvements capable of achieving a 20% carbon footprint reduction over five years, the City created a Green Capital Improvement Plan (Green CIP). The savings from each project are deposited in a capital improvements account whose funds can roll from one year to the next. These savings finance future initiatives. 



The LED streetlight cost savings are managed like an internal Energy Performance Contract (EPC) relationship, similar to what is done by ESCOs, except in this case managed directly by the City. This model is also seen as an Internal Energy Savings Revolving Program. The annual savings from the LED replacements are captured and used to both pay off the debt incurred for fixture procurement and also fund other energy saving initiatives. Over 10 years, the LED savings are expected to generate $3.3 million in available funding above and beyond what is required to retire the installation debt. 



Debt Financing and Repayment. The City authorized borrowing (in the form of a bond issuance) of $3.6 million to implement the LED replacement program.[footnoteRef:1] The borrowing occurs in three separate installments – one each year for three years.  The amount borrowed for each year procures the LED fixtures and photocells.  [1:  The initial installation of 900 LED units was financed by $270,000 in EECBG funding.] 




The funding of the Green CIP fund required the City Council to leave the operations budget line item for street lights unchanged and authorize the allocation of the difference between that amount and what is actually required by the new LED rate structure to the Green CIP fund. The City Council authorized this internally managed energy performance contracting relationship for a minimum of 13 years (the time required to retire all the debt).



Performance Outcomes



Key performance outcomes from this innovation include the following.



		Metric

		Definition

		Results



		Energy Efficiency

		kWh of energy saved

		· 3,366,402 kWh annually



		Carbon Reduction

		Tons of CO2 equivalent saved

		· Retrofitting of all 9,000 lights will save approximately 2628 tons of CO2 per year

· Total carbon savings represents a 7.1% reduction in the City’s carbon footprint



		Cost Savings

		Reduced cost of street light energy and maintenance

		· Average savings is 50% of existing costs

· Each retrofitted LED light saves an average of $71 in energy costs per year

· Replacement of all 9,000 fixtures will save an average of $638,000 per year



		Return on Investment

		Payback timeframe for capital investment

		· 5.1 year payback







13 Year Financial Summary



Total 13 year debt financing costs (principal and interest)		$4,635,134

Total 13 year savings generated					$7,962,121

Savings over expenses						$3,326,987



Use of savings:

· LED replacement and maintenance				$   137,500

· Staffing								$2,000,000

· Upgrading municipal diesel fleet

	from a 5% biodiesel blend to a 20% blend			$   650,000

· Surplus Revenue to Invest in Projects				$   539,500





Critical Success Factors



· Leadership commitment.  The LED street light program (and the other carbon reduction programs) received management support because they were part of an endorsed City Council policy.



· A supportive policy context.  The City was able to lead the state by implementing the first project using a new utility rate after participating as a key stakeholder in rate development.



· A sound economic model with positive returns. The City Council endorsed the approach of savings reinvestment because the staff was able to demonstrate a reliable positive payback with detailed financial spreadsheets. Furthermore staff was able to demonstrate how this financial model provided a future funding strategy to multiple key policy initiatives that were previously unfunded.



3. Program Background



City Council Carbon Reduction Goals



The LED streetlight replacement program grew out of the City of Asheville’s overall plan to reduce carbon emissions.  In 2007, the City Council approved a carbon footprint reduction goal of 2% per year until an overall reduction of 80% was achieved. (At 2% per year, this would occur in 40 years, or 2047, which is close to the typical reduction goal of 80% by 2050 that many communities have endorsed.) 



In 2008 the Office of Sustainability was formed to lead this effort. The first priority of the Office of Sustainability was to create the Sustainability Management Plan (SMP) to guide reduction efforts and prioritize opportunities. This plan was approved in 2009. The conceptual strategy for carbon reduction in the SMP is a three pronged approach: capital investment, management decision making, and creating an organization that values sustainability.



The Sustainability Management Plan was supported by input from the Sustainability Advisory Committee on Energy and Environment (SACEE).  The SACEE consists of nine members appointed by City Council, including an ex-officio non-voting member for the electric power utility serving the City of Asheville. The term of office is three years. The Committee is supported by the Office of Sustainability. The mission of the SACEE is to support the Mayor and Asheville City Council in their charge to integrate sustainable principles related to energy and the environment into City operations and the broader community consciousness.  Roles include:



· Policy Guidance: Provide technical assistance to the Mayor and Council on institutionalizing environmentally sustainable practices by evaluating and developing current and future policies in support of City sustainability commitments.

· Education: Increase awareness of matters related to energy and environmental sustainability by developing and implementing outreach and education activities aimed at changing behaviors across a diverse cross-section of the community.  

· Partnership: Provide leadership and support in creating synergy among public and private partners in the region to maximize efforts towards a more environmentally sustainable future.

 

Because of success in achieving the 2% reduction in the first three years, in 2011 the City Council adopted a Strategic Operating Plan that doubled the municipal carbon reduction goal – to 4% per year, or 20% over a five year time frame.



The Green Capital Improvement Plan



To translate the 20% target into concrete action strategies, staff created a five year carbon reduction strategy with specific projects. The plan projects a 20.94% carbon footprint reduction over five years. 



One element of this strategy was the creation of a Green Capital Improvement Plan (CIP).  The Green CIP currently consists of 6 separate projects (including the LED streetlight replacement).  Other projects include HVAC upgrades, solar thermal and alternative fuel vehicles. In addition, the Green CIP includes 4 ongoing activities including: education, building maintenance, biodiesel fuel and energy management.  



The table below summarizes all of the carbon reduction projects (including the Green CIP projects) and their anticipated impact.



		Project List

		5 Year Investment

		Revenue Source

		Return on Investment

		Reduction %



		City Hall Lighting Retrofit

		$136,000

		Grant

		11.3 yr

		0.33%



		Solar Thermal at Sta 6 & 8

		$21,000

		Grant

		7.8 yr

		0.05%



		Computer Server Virtualization

		$100,000

		Grant

		10.0 yr

		0.16%



		North Fork Treatment Plant Motor Upgrades

		$510,000

		Grant

		12.8 yr

		1.41%



		Energy Manager

		$375,000

		General Fund

		1.0 yr

		1.80%



		Phase 1: LED Streetlights

		$290,000

		Grant

		6.1 yr

		0.79%



		Clean Cities Grant 27 CNG Vehicle Retrofits

		$425,326

		Grant

		1.0 yr

		1.14%



		Civic Center HVAC Retrofits

		$130,000

		Grant and CIP

		26.0 yr

		0.23%



		Transit Bus Replacements

		$2,600,000

		Grant

		-

		0.81%



		Phase 2: LED Streetlights

		$3,031,814

		Green CIP

		5.1 yr

		7.11%



		City Hall and PW Building Automation

		$558,000

		Green CIP

		15.5 yr

		0.98%



		Solar Thermal for 10 Fire Stations

		$130,000

		Green CIP

		8.7 yr

		0.23%



		City Hall Window Replacement

		$500,000

		CIP

		62.5 yr

		0.15%



		Insulation During Roof Replacements

		$200,000

		CIP

		20.0 yr

		0.23%



		Upgrading full diesel fleet to B20

		$375,000

		Green CIP

		-

		1.58%



		Facilities Maintenance Staff

		$500,000

		Green CIP

		5.0 yr

		1.95%



		Sustainability Outreach and Education Program

		$250,000

		Green CIP

		5.0 yr

		1.70%



		Other

		$-

		Green CIP

		

		0.30%



		TOTAL

		 $10,132,140 

		

		 

		20.94%







As can be seen from the list, the LED streetlight replacement program accounts for approximately one-third of the total investment and carbon reduction contemplated by the City.



The distribution of funding sources across the entire carbon reduction portfolio is as follows:






		Funding Source

		Amount

		% of Total



		Utility Savings Reinvestment

		$5,544,814

		54%



		Awarded Grant Funds

		$4,262,326

		42%



		General Fund Commitments

		$375,000

		4%



		Total

		$10,182,140

		100%







The Green CIP operates a municipal revolving energy savings program. The initial investment in the Green CIP is through issuing debt; however the avoided spending that results from the streetlights and energy efficiency projects is captured and used to complete the business model. Those savings are transferred from the general fund streetlight operating line item to the debt service fund, the capital reserves fund and a capital projects line item within the general fund. This financial model was designed so that the operational savings of any given year is sufficient to, at a minimum, pay for annual debt service of the Green CIP.  In other years those savings support further capital investment in carbon reduction efforts. The Green CIP is 100% financed through energy savings over time.

  

The design and financial performance of specific projects in the Green CIP are detailed in each annual operating budget as seen below.  The number of projects; funding sources; distribution of revenue; etc., may change on a year to year basis as priorities shift and new opportunities arise. 



		 

		 Operations Budget 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Revenue Source: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Utility Savings  

		 

		      108,316 

		      378,564 

		         621,066 

		   685,418 

		   685,418 



		 Utility Rebates 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		     26,195 

		 



		 Total Available Funds 

		                     - 

		      108,316 

		      378,564 

		         621,066 

		   711,613 

		   685,418 



		 

		

		

		

		

		

		 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Use of Funds: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Facilities Maintenance 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 B20 

		 

		        50,000 

		        50,000 

		           50,000 

		     50,000 

		     50,000 



		 LED Maintenance and Replacement 

		 

		 

		        12,500 

		           12,500 

		     12,500 

		     12,500 



		 Salaries and Benefits: outreach and maintenance labor 

		 

		        25,000 

		      100,000 

		         157,000 

		   159,000 

		   161,000 



		 Transfer to Capital 

		 

		        33,316 

		      216,064 

		         401,566 

		   490,113 

		   461,918 



		 Total Use of Funds 

		                     - 

		      108,316 

		      378,564 

		         621,066 

		   711,613 

		   685,418 






	

		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		 Green Capital Improvement Budget 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Revenue Source: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Transfer from Operations Budget Utility Savings  

		 

		        33,316 

		      216,064 

		         401,566 

		   490,113 

		   461,918 



		 Transfer in from Capital Reserves 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		     27,815 

		     42,270 



		 Grant Funding 

		          290,000 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 Debt Proceeds 

		 

		1,091,040 

		1,675,526 

		1,093,633 

		 

		 



		 Total Available Fund 

		          290,000 

		   1,124,356 

		   1,891,590 

		      1,495,199 

		   517,928 

		   504,188 



		 

		

		

		

		

		

		 



		 

		 Year 0  

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 Use of Funds: 

		 (Spring 2011) 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Phase 1 Grant Funding (LED) 

		          290,000 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		 Led Streetlight Upgrades 

		 

		1,091,040 

		1,675,526 

		405,633 

		 

		 



		 Facility Energy Improvements 

		 

		 

		 

		         688,000 

		 

		 



		 Transfer to Capital Reserves 

		 

		        33,316 

		        67,137 

		           27,912 

		       5,091 

		       5,440 



		 Transfer to Debt Service fund 

		 

		                 - 

		      148,927 

		         373,654 

		   512,837 

		   498,747 



		 Total Use of Funds 

		          290,000 

		   1,124,356 

		   1,891,590 

		      1,495,199 

		   517,928 

		   504,188 



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		 

		 Capital Reserves 



		 

		 Year 0 

		 Year 1 

		 Year 2 

		 Year 3 

		 Year 4 

		 Year 5 



		 

		 

		 FY 11/12 

		 FY 12/13 

		 FY 13/14 

		 FY 14/15 

		 FY 15/16 



		 Transfers In 

		 

		        33,316 

		        67,137 

		           27,912 

		 

		              - 



		 Transfers out 

		 

		                 - 

		 

		 

		     27,815 

		     42,270 



		 Total 

		 

		        33,316 

		      100,454 

		         128,365 

		   100,550 

		     58,280 







Green CIP Management



The Green CIP is managed by the Office of Sustainability that recently relocated from the City Manager’s office to the Finance Department. The Office of Sustainability has overall responsibility for the Sustainability Management Plan and implementing the Green CIP.






Utility Relationship and Regulatory Context



In 2006 PEC had proposed the building of a peak energy power plant in Asheville to manage peak demand periods.  The citizens of Asheville mobilized politically to stop the building of the plant. In response, PEC formed a regional stakeholder group (the Community Energy Advisory Council – CEAC) to advise PEC on how best to meet the energy needs of the region, specifically the management of peak demand.  Through this council the utility had the opportunity to educate their customers about technical challenges, regulatory barriers and general utility perspective. Two years of this two way conversation resulted in series of detailed recommendations from CEAC to the utility on how best to achieve these goals. Other exchanges of information took place at this Council as well including the City’s design to see a market based solution to the challenges of reducing carbon footprint for streetlights. 



 (
“There are so many layers to the utility relationship.
 
The fact that we had been working with them for many years on many different issues made a big difference.  Plus we had a ‘win/win’ situation where we both wanted the same result.”
)This successful relationship supported the utility as they developed and researched a new streetlight rates. PEC decided to pursue the current LED rate based on a projected series of events. First the portfolio of streetlights PEC owned were aging out and reaching the end of their lifespan. Faced with the need to begin upgrading their large street light portfolio the PEC lighting specialists began with product research. Convinced that LED’s are the next standard for streetlights, PEC began to run financial projections.  LED’s are currently priced higher than mercury vapors, high pressure sodium or high intensity discharge lamps. To upgrade their portfolio PEC would need to finance the investment.  In order to recuperate the PEC investment the basic rate for streetlights would be increased for municipalities.  PEC was concerned that this creates a perverse incentive for the rate payer to choose upgrading to the utility’s preferred technology.  



The relationship built through the CEAC and the progressive nature of the Asheville area lead the utility to reach out to the city as a key stakeholder at this point. With the knowledge that municipalities can generally borrow money at a lower rate, PEC solicited the City’s input to see if there would be interest from the municipality to purchase the fixtures in exchange for a significantly lower rate.  The City saw this incentive based model as a strong opportunity to reduce carbon footprint and communicated willingness to implement full scale if a rate was available. PEC then pursued developing the “Customer Owned LED” rate. The City reviewed and shared input on the rate before PEC solicited utility commission approval.



4. Detailed Operational Description of the LED Streetlight Replacement Program



Program Management Responsibility



The LED streetlight program is managed by the Office of Sustainability in the Finance Department.



· SETTING UP THE REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE: The replacement schedule is set by the Office of Sustainability through carefully balancing the speed which fixtures can be installed and thus the savings accrual from the lower rate with the total monies borrowed and therefore the debt service payment requirements.

· MANAGING THE UTILITY RELATIONSHIP: The Office of Sustainability is the key point of contact with the utility for this partnership. The Public Works Department serves as the operations contact in regards to future streetlight burn outs and replacements, fixture ordering and warrantees.

· MAINTENANCE: The Public Works Department fields the citizen calls relating to maintenance needs. Public Works then issues a work order for the utility to make a site visit to assess and tend to maintenance needs. 

· MANAGING AND TRACKING THE FINANCES: The Office of Sustainability manages the finances, tracks the savings, initiates the spending and initiates any necessary account transfer and budget amendments. The Chief Financial Officer is responsible for debt issuance. The Budget Manager is responsible for establishing necessary accounts and budget programs. 



Streetlight Rate Structure



The street lights are managed under a special LED street light rate structure – “Street Lighting Service Schedule, SLS-17”.  Under this regulatory arrangement, the utility owns the street light structures (poles) and charges the customer (city) for the cost of the electricity and service/maintenance expenses.  The monthly charges vary by type of light and the lumens rating, which drives a different kWh use per month.  The lights are on from dusk to dawn, and the charge is averaged over the full year and does not change as the length of the day changes.



The new LED rate structure allows two different options:



· The standard option, where the utility owns the LED fixture; and 

· The customer-ownership option, where the customer owns the fixture, which is installed and maintained by the utility.



The City of Asheville chose the customer-ownership option. Under this option, they are responsible for purchasing a PEC-approved LED fixture.  The utility is responsible for installing, operating and maintaining it.  (All of these costs, including installation, are included in the monthly rate.)  The City provides a replacement fixture if one of the existing fixture fails.



The City worked with the utility to set up a purchase and installation schedule that was realistic for the utility to manage.  This required several things:



· Selecting a vendor.  The LED rate structure requires that the customer purchase “PEC-approved” LED fixtures. During the initial stages of discussion, the utility had only one approved vendor (BetaLED). Phase I of the City’s upgrade utilized this one manufacturer however the City communicated unwillingness to continue unless there was adequate competition.  Since then two additional manufacturers have been approved, Leotec and GE.  The City manages the procurement process and negotiates the prices for the fixtures with the manufactures representative.



· Setting the number of lights to be replaced per year.  The City worked with the utility to figure out how many fixtures it could replace each year. The final plan calls for replacement of all 8,989 fixtures over a four year period.  The schedule and cost for each phase is summarized in the spreadsheet below.






		Feature

		Phase 1

		Phase 2

		Phase 3

		Phase 4

		Total



		Source of Funding

		EECBG Grants

		Bond Proceeds

		Bond Proceeds

		Bond Proceeds

		



		Amount

		$272,000

		$1,091,040

		$1,675,526

		$1,093,633

		$4,132,199



		Fixtures Installed

		730

		2,800

		4,300

		1,041

		8,871



		Bond Term

		NA

		10 years

		10 years

		10 years

		



		Estimated Interest Rate

		NA

		3.65%

		3.65%

		3.65%

		



		12 month Savings after operational expenses and debt service is paid

		$47,538

		$182,236

		$280,016

		$175,528

		$685,418







· Negotiating the phasing of the rate savings.  The rate changes for each individual streetlight had to be managed on a light-by-light and month-by-month basis.  In a year in which up to 4,300 units are being replaced, the month of installation had to be noted for each light to manage the phasing in of the new rates based on the installation schedule.  (The City and the utility decided to avoid the complexity of having a pro-rated schedule for a fixture that was replaced in the middle of a month and instead opted to have the new rate effective for the month following the month in which the fixture was replaced.)



· Determining which lights to replace each year.  A geographic schedule was set up to identify which specific lights would get replaced on which street for each year.  Maps of the replacement plan are posted on the Office of Sustainability web site.



Financial Model



 (
“
Internal Energy Performance Contracting works well if you have projects where the savings are clear and easy to calculate so you don’t have to use complex energy modeling software.  LED replacement definitely fell in this category.”
)The Green CIP (including the LED streetlight program) is managed as an energy savings revolving program or like an internal Energy Performance Contracting arrangement:



· The City borrows funds to make the energy efficiency improvements

· A baseline energy cost is established.

· The difference between the baseline and actual costs after the efficiency improvements is calculated as the savings.

· Since those savings are accrued in an operational line item the first expenditure from those savings are operational such as staffing. 

· The savings minus operational expenses are then transferred to the debt service fund to pay off the principal and interest on borrowed funds.

· Lastly any surplus is transferred to the capital reserves which allows can roll from one year to the next and be retained to support the Green CIP revolving fund in years with significant expenditures. 



A total of $3,860,199 of the replacement cost will be financed by 3 bonds issued by the City annually starting FY 11-12. The interest rates for the bonds are estimated to be 3.65% per year. The bonds are expected to be 10 year terms.  All of the bonds will be paid off by the end of FY 2023-2024.  The total cost of financing over the period of all the bonds will be $4,635,134.  The total energy savings over this same time frame will be $7,962,134, resulting in net proceeds to the Green CIP fund of $3,327,000.  This $3.3 million is allocated to the following purposes:



Staffing in the Sustainability Office and Facilities Maintenance		$2,000,000

LED Replacements								$   137,500

Biodiesel 20% blend				 				$   650,000

Surplus Revenue to Invest in Projects					$   539,500



Total										$3,327,000



The funding of the LED streetlight replacement program required the City Council to leave the budget line item for street lights unchanged and authorize the allocation of the difference between that amount and what is actually required by the new LED rate structure to the Green CIP fund. The City Council authorized this energy performance contracting relationship for a minimum of 13 years (the time required to retire all the debt).



Performance Metrics



The key performance metrics for this innovation include:



		Metric

		Definition

		Results



		Energy Efficiency

		kWh of energy saved

		· 3,366,402 kWh annually



		Carbon Reduction

		Tons of CO2 equivalent saved

		· Retrofitting of all 9,000 lights will save approximately 2628 tons of CO2 per year

· Total carbon savings represents a 7.1% reduction in the City’s carbon footprint



		Cost Savings

		Reduced cost of street light energy and maintenance

		· Average savings is 50% of existing costs

· Each retrofitted LED light saves an average of $71 in energy costs per year

· Replacement of all 9,000 fixtures will save an average of $638,000 per year



		Return on Investment

		Payback timeframe for capital investment

		· 5.1 year payback









5. Best Practice Lessons



There are several best practice lessons from this case study that can be helpful to other USDN members considering a similar strategy.



· Clear goals and mandates.  The fact that the City had a top-level commitment to measurable carbon footprint reduction was critical to the implementation of this innovation.  It created a performance mandate carbon reducing investments.



· Working relationship with the utility.  Through its involvement with the Community Energy Advisory Council, the City and City staff had developed a productive working relationship with the utility that enabled it to negotiate the LED rate structure, as well as work out the logistical details for implementation.  



· Positive return economic model and detailed financial modeling. The fact that the City staff could clearly demonstrate a large measurable improvement in an otherwise fixed cost of operations was critical to generating political support for this innovation.  As Maggie Ullman noted:  “If you can make a revenue positive sustainability proposal, the political sell turns into a win/win proposition.  But this required really detailed financial models.  We really needed to know what we were talking about because it now involved serious long-term commitments. Because we were able to show that it more than paid for itself over the long term, the City Council was willing to let us retain our earnings to fund our operations. It was incredibly helpful for me to be nurtured by people from the Finance Department who really knew how to structure this analysis.” 



· Detailed program management.  The work of actually managing the planning and logistics for the replacement of 9,000 fixtures, and managing the detailed finances for the Green CIP fund accounting is not a trivial task and required strong program management skills.



Questions to Consider for Replication in Other Cities



		Category

		Questions



		Political Will

		· Is there a strong commitment to achieving carbon footprint reductions?

· Is this commitment embodied in a public plan?

· Are there measurable performance metrics that create an incentive for demonstrating progress?



		Policy Environment

		· What is the “business model” for City street lights?  

· Who owns the lights?

· What is the rate structure?

· Is there a rate structure that allows you to effectively capture the savings from LED replacements?



		Utility Relationship

		· Are the utilities incentivized to upgrade to LEDs?

· Do you have a good working relationship with the utilities that can manage a technically complicated program structure?



		Financial Model

		· Is your political leadership comfortable with an internal Energy Savings Revolving program of the Performance Contracting model?

· Will they let you retain your savings in excess of the implementation costs?

· What kind of payback terms are they willing to consider?

· Do you have the ability to raise the capital for front-end implementation?

· Do you have the technical support to put the financial models together?



		Program Management

		· Do you have the staff to plan and manage a technically complicated implementation process?










6. Potential Next Steps for USDN



A number of USDN members have expressed interest in implementing a similar strategy in their communities. Since this strategy heavily depends on having the right regulatory environment (meaning a street light utility rate that allows the municipality to reap the savings from LED replacements), the first step would be to research the street light ownership and rate structure in the relevant utility region.  As an example, the following USDN members have common utility providers.



		Utility

		USDN Members



		Pacific Gas and Electric

		· Alameda County, CA

· Berkeley, CA

· Palm Springs, CA

· San Francisco, CA

· San Jose, CA



		Ameren

		· Columbia, MO

· Branson, MO

· Kansas City, MO

· St. Louis, MO

· Urbana, IL



		ComEd

		· Evanston, IL

· Oak Park, IL

· Chicago, IL



		Xcel Energy

		· St. Paul, MN

· Minneapolis, MN

· Denver, CO



		Progress Energy

		· Asheville, NC

· Fort Myers, FL

· Sarasota County, FL







Steps in a broader USDN strategy to replicate LED street light replacement could include:



· Identify USDN members who are interested

· Identify the common utility providers across interested members

· Research the ownership and utility rate structure for each utility

· Determine where:

· An appropriate rate structure is in place

· The current rate structure needs slight changes to be effective

· A new rate structure is needed

· Organize USDN members to collaboratively approach their utilities to secure the right rate structures

· Create common presentation materials for USDN members to pursue implementation in their municipalities

· Explore group buying to reduce the cost of LED replacements

· Collectively monitor the energy and CO2 savings and publicize the results
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Moon to see if he can provide a lead.

Thanks,
Jeremiah

Jeremiah J. Bartlett, PE, PTOE
Transportation Systems Engineer
Department of Public Works
City of Portland, Maine
jbartlett@portlandmaine.gov

On Wed, Mar 23, 2016 at 5:37 PM, Brendan T O'Connell
<boconnell@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:

Do either of you have a copy of this study or might be able to point me in the right
direction of who may have it?

Brendan T O'Connell
Finance Director
City of Portland
P: (207) 874 8642
F: (207) 874 8652

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

mailto:jbartlett@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:boconnell@portlandmaine.gov
tel:%28207%29%20874%208642
tel:%28207%29%20874%208652
tel:207-756-8362


From: Yevgeniy Lapin
To: Troy Moon
Subject: Articled on LED lights and a bit about Kansas smart city kiosks
Date: Monday, August 8, 2016 10:36:33 AM
Attachments: Smart city.docx

Here is the document: 

-- 
Yevgeniy Lapin
Arkhangelsk, Russian Federation

mailto:yevgeniy.d.lapin@gmail.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov

On Smart City and Media Kiosks in Kansas City:	Comment by Лапин Евгений Дмитриевич: More info about other countries and cities to be added



http://kcmo.gov/smartcity/ 



http://kcmo.gov/news/2016/kansas-city-launches-world-most-connected-smart-city/ 



http://kcmo.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/USDOTKCMOSmartCityChallengePhase2Application.pdf



http://www.cio.com.au/article/548616/pioneers_internet_things/

http://smartmedia.city



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/kansas-city-smart-technology_us_572cf566e4b016f37895d160



http://www.theverge.com/2016/5/9/11640558/kansas-city-free-public-wifi-smart-streelights-google-sprint-cisco 



Webpage with the video about Columbus winning the Smart City Challenge on transportation:



https://www.transportation.gov/smartcity



They got $40 million as an award from US DOT and raised more from sponsors to improve the transportation system in the city and health care access for those who need it: 



https://www.transportation.gov/briefing-room/us-department-transportation-announces-columbus-winner-unprecedented-40-million-smart



News articles about LED street lights: 



In Harrisburg, PA they’ve experienced some delays in receiving funds for replacement of the old bulbs with LED, so they had to change old light with the same bulbs, not LED. Though, there is 10 yrs warranty which will save a city about $200,000 maintenance costs annually after all the document work is complete and they receive money for new LED fixtures. 



http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2015/08/harrisburg_led_streetlight_con.html





In Edgeworth, PA a contradiction arose with electric companies who own the street lighting in the city. Officials now have to request the company to replace lights with new LED ones, which takes a long time in terms of paperwork.



http://powersource.post-gazette.com/powersource/consumers-powersource/2014/03/25/Switching-on-Installing-LED-streetlights-to-save-Pennsylvania-taxpayers-money/stories/201403250025



Harrisburg, PA experience of receiving a grant worth half a million US dollars for installation of new LED lights. Now they decide on which of the five types of fixtures they should stop and they ask for public opinion on that. The accent there is made on covering primarily walking areas that weren’t enough covered before:



http://fox43.com/2015/04/20/harrisburg-seeking-public-opinion-on-street-light-upgrades/



Sever cities throughout the US received federal grants to cover the expenses of street light upgrade. It is also stated that new LED lights consume up to 10 times less energy than regular bulbs. Though, there are opinions that because LED lights don’t create heat – there are more problems with visibility in wintertime. Pennsylvania officials report on problems with that in past 7 years. WI reports that lifetime of LED lamps is 15 years more than regular lamps. 



http://www.ledsmagazine.com/articles/2010/08/outdoor-lighting-led-traffic-lights-street-lights-continue-to-gain-traction-updated.html



In Waynesboro, PA there is a free testing of LED lightbulbs ongoing. Authorities explain that better street lighting will help decrease the number of crimes. After testing they will have 10 years to replace all the old stand with newer ones:



http://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/tri_state/pennsylvania/led-lights-to-brighten-streets-in-several-pa-boroughs/article_f98abdab-48da-5f14-b55c-028b3a479bbd.html



In Lebanon, PA they replace the old bulbs that are older 10 yrs old with LED lights at no cost for the city as there is an agreement with some of the businesses who take care of the street lights. They also think ahead as there might be some contradictions with those, who won’t like the brightness of the new lights (esp. those, who live in upper floor of downtown apartments): 

http://www.ldnews.com/story/news/local/2016/06/27/brighter-lights-coming-downtown-lebanon/86426902/ 





LED lights help to fight crime, NYC Housing Authority says:

http://freebeacon.com/issues/led-lights-installed-de-blasio-plan-protect-public-housing-residents-crime/ 









From: Troy Moon
To: Jennifer Puser Brennan
Subject: RE: Energy and Sustainability Committee 9/21/2016
Date: Monday, September 26, 2016 2:00:26 PM

The Energy and Sustainability Committee passed the benchmarking ordinance and they gave
us the green light for our Street Light RFP.  I need to reschedule our meeting next Tuesday
because I need to join Councilor Hinck at a meeting with some property owners.

Troy

On Sep 26, 2016 12:31 PM, "Jennifer Puser Brennan" <jpuser@gpcog.org> wrote:

So, what happened at the Council meeting while I was gone?

 

From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 4:49 PM
Subject: Energy and Sustainability Committee 9/21/2016

 

Please find the agenda for the Energy and Sustainability Committee meeting to be held on
September 21.  Please note that the meeting will begin at 6 PM this month.  The full package
is available on the committee web page at: http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-
Sustainability-Committee

 

Have a great weekend.

 

--

Troy Moon

Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee
tel:207-756-8362


From: Jennifer Puser Brennan
To: Troy Moon
Subject: RE: Energy and Sustainability Committee 9/21/2016
Date: Monday, September 26, 2016 2:54:47 PM

Good luck! Will the full council take it up next?

Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE Droid
On Sep 26, 2016 2:00 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:

The Energy and Sustainability Committee passed the benchmarking ordinance and they gave
us the green light for our Street Light RFP.  I need to reschedule our meeting next Tuesday
because I need to join Councilor Hinck at a meeting with some property owners.

Troy

On Sep 26, 2016 12:31 PM, "Jennifer Puser Brennan" <jpuser@gpcog.org> wrote:

So, what happened at the Council meeting while I was gone?

 

From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 4:49 PM
Subject: Energy and Sustainability Committee 9/21/2016

 

Please find the agenda for the Energy and Sustainability Committee meeting to be held on
September 21.  Please note that the meeting will begin at 6 PM this month.  The full
package is available on the committee web page at: http://www.portlandmaine.
gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee

 

Have a great weekend.

 

--

Troy Moon

Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few

mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee


exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.



From: Troy Moon
To: Jennifer Puser Brennan
Subject: Re: Energy and Sustainability Committee 9/21/2016
Date: Monday, September 26, 2016 5:20:31 PM

Yes, first read on Oct. 5, public hearing and vote on the 17th.

On Mon, Sep 26, 2016 at 2:54 PM, Jennifer Puser Brennan <jpuser@gpcog.org> wrote:
Good luck! Will the full council take it up next?

Sent from my Verizon 4G LTE Droid
On Sep 26, 2016 2:00 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:

The Energy and Sustainability Committee passed the benchmarking ordinance and they
gave us the green light for our Street Light RFP.  I need to reschedule our meeting next
Tuesday because I need to join Councilor Hinck at a meeting with some property owners.

Troy

On Sep 26, 2016 12:31 PM, "Jennifer Puser Brennan" <jpuser@gpcog.org> wrote:

So, what happened at the Council meeting while I was gone?

 

From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2016 4:49 PM
Subject: Energy and Sustainability Committee 9/21/2016

 

Please find the agenda for the Energy and Sustainability Committee meeting to be held
on September 21.  Please note that the meeting will begin at 6 PM this month.  The full
package is available on the committee web page at: http://www.portlandmaine.g
ov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee

 

Have a great weekend.

 

--

Troy Moon

Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

207-756-8362

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jpuser@gpcog.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/586/Energy-Sustainability-Committee
tel:207-756-8362


Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or
city employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very
few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released
to the public and/or the media if requested.

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362



From: Troy Moon
To: Fitzgerald, Matt
Subject: Street Light RFP
Date: Wednesday, October 5, 2016 8:11:30 AM
Attachments: RFP xx17 Street Lighting (draft checklisted 08.29.16).docx

Here is the street light RFP.  Let's touch base on this, CPRC and Waste Zero today.

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:mff@portlandmaine.gov

RFP #xx17





City of Portland, Maine



Request for Proposals –

Conversion of City Street Lights to LED Fixtures 

& Tranfer of Ownership from Utility to Municipality

RFP #xx17





The City of Portland, Maine is inviting qualified companies to submit proposals for the design and implementation of City-wide street light enhancements and conversions to LED fixtures.  Proposals must be submitted no later than 3:00 City on (date).  Late, unsigned bids or bids submitted electronically shall not be accepted.   Four (4) complete hard copies of your proposal, including any descriptive literature, shall be submitted on the forms provided and in an envelope plainly marked on the outside with the RFP’s title and number along with one (1) digital copy on a flash drive.



Proposals from vendors not registered with the Purchasing Office may be rejected; receipt of this document directly from the City of Portland indicates registration.  Should a vendor receive this Request from a source other than the City, please contact 207-874-8654 to ensure that your firm is listed as a vendor for this RFP.



GENERAL



Project Background 



The City of Portland (City) incurs significant annual costs related to street lighting.  Approximately 6,100 of the existing street lights in the City are owned by the local investor owned utility, Central Maine Power.  The City owns another 600 lights in, primarily, decorative fixtures.  Through this RFP, the City is interested in selecting a service provider to assist it in reducing street light costs by retrofitting these street lights to LED technology and enhancing their functionality by implementing advanced controls.  The City anticipates the scope of work to include upgrading the pole mounted street lights as well as lighting in City parking facilities.  The City wishes to explore the deployment of environmental sensors and other “smart city” elements in the LED conversion process.  



The City seeks to build a network of LED streetlights with advanced controls that can serve as the backbone on which to deploy “smart city” technologies that offer increased functionality of infrastructure, innovative services to residents and visitors, and opportunities for public/private partnerships that may expand services while providing revenue streams to the City.  Firms are invited to describe how elements of this vision may be incorporated into this project.



Inventories of utility owned street lights and City owned streetlights are included in this document.



Scope of Services   



The City is seeking proposals from qualified service providers (referred to variously as “proposer”, “firm”, or “contractor”).   This proposal is to be a turn-key proposal that includes: undertaking an IGA (Investment Grade Audit) of the street lights and their attributes, performing an independent and certified lighting design analysis which includes designing each unique street to either an RP 8-14 standards where applicable or at a standard to be specified; providing a comprehensive financial analysis to indicate ROI (Return On Investment), savings and payback period; completing all applicable incentive applications; carrying out all procurement requirements; applying on behalf of the City for all available grants and rebates relating to the LED conversion project; performing project management functions; undertaking or overseeing  the LED luminaire installation and the recycling/disposal of all waste material; and identifying any Financing Options that the supplier can provide. The service provider must also demonstrate experience in performing street light acquisitions from Electric Utilities or submit a detailed approach to how best perform an acquisition and the options associated with an acquisition.  The service provider must also have experience implementing advanced lighting controls to increase the functionality of the lighting system as well as experience deploying environmental sensors that can provide data to support a variety of “smart city” technologies including advanced traffic signal controls, parking control and enforcement, pedestrian and traffic counts, and other public safety functions.  The City may also consider additional functionality to include public Wi-Fi, public information kiosks, and electric vehicle charging.



Conflict of Interest 



The City seeks to work with firms that represent consumers, not suppliers, avoiding both the appearance, as well as any actual conflict of interest.    Any subsequent disclosure of a conflict of interest after the award has been made, but which existed at the time of proposal submission, will be grounds for termination of any resulting contract



General



Pursuant to City procurement policy and ordinance, the City is unable to contract with businesses or individuals who are delinquent in their financial obligations to the City.  These obligations may include but are not limited to real estate and personal property taxes and sewer user fees.  Bidders who are delinquent in their financial obligations to the City must do one of the following:  bring the obligation current, negotiate a payment plan with the City’s Treasury office, or agree to an offset which shall be established by the contract which shall be issued to the successful bidder.



It is the custom of the City of Portland, Maine to pay its bills 30 days following equipment delivery and acceptance, and following the receipt of correct invoices for all items covered by the purchase order.  If your organization prefers to receive payment via electronic transfer rather than by check, please see the web link below* and include that EFT form with your bid submission. In submitting bids under these specifications, bidders should take into account all discounts; both trade and time allowed in accordance with this payment policy and quote a net price.  The City is exempt from the State's sales and use tax as well as all Federal excise taxes.



* http://www.portlandmaine.gov/DocumentCenter/Home/View/817



All materials and equipment used as well as all methods of installation shall comply at a minimum with any and all Federal, OSHA, State and/or local codes, including applicable municipal ordinances and regulations.



Insurance Requirements



The successful bidder shall agree to defend, indemnify and save the City harmless from all losses, costs or damages caused by its acts or those of its agents, and, before signing the contract, will produce evidence satisfactory to the City’s Corporation Counsel of coverage for General Public and Automobile Liability insurance in amounts not less than $400,000 per person, for bodily injury, death and property damage, protecting the contractor and the City, and naming the City as an additional insured from such claims, and shall also procure Workers’ Compensation insurance.



Equal Employment Opportunities



Vendor shall comply fully with the Nondiscrimination and Equal Opportunity Provisions of the Workforce Investment Act of 1998, as amended (WIA, 29 CFR part 37); the Nontraditional Employment for Women Act of 1991; title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended; the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended; title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended; and with all applicable requirements imposed by or pursuant to regulations implementing those laws, including but not limited to 29 CFR part 37 and all other applicable laws, including the Maine Human Rights Act, ordinances and regulations regarding equal opportunity and equal treatment.





August xx, 2016	Matthew Fitzgerald

	Purchasing Manager








PROPOSAL FORMAT



Proposals must be submitted in the following format using the numbering sequence outlined below. This is the minimum information to be provided and will be used in the evaluation process. Proposals are to be limited to a maximum of 25 pages excluding addendums



A. Cover Letter



A cover letter signed by an authorized representative of the company of Proposer shall outline the intent of the response and shall state that the information contained in the Proposal accurately describes the services to be provided



B. Company Profile



· Provide a description of the your firm’s company or business, its purpose, history and successes, including the number of years in LED street lighting business and major successes.

· List any similar projects completed or underway, the client/owner, and the approximate value of the work.

· Describe your firm’s experience developing projects that conform to relevant state laws, local standards, and local Public Utility Commission rules.

· Provide examples where the firm has successfully assisted municipalities with evaluation and acquisition of their street lights from electric utilities.

· Describe the firm’s experience deploying smart city and IoT (internet of things) technology as part of LED street lighting projects.

· Describe partnerships with vendors, technology providers, or service providers and describe how these have added value to previous projects.



C. Key Personnel



Identify key personnel that would be employed for this program and provide a detailed resume/CV of their relevant experience, education & successes. Key personnel should demonstrate ample experience in managing turn-key street lighting projects.





D. References



Include a list of at least three (3) projects that the Proposer has successfully completed an LED retrofit and provide associated references and contact information for the persons or organizations that engaged the Proposer. By submitting a proposal, the Proposer consents to City contacting these references, and consents to City also contacting any other organization for the purposes of evaluating the Proposal.









E. Approach



Describe the approach and/or process proposed to address the project requirements. Include any notable methodologies, tools and techniques, and their respective suitability to this project. Also provide a project plan that reflects your proposed approach/process and demonstrates your ability to meet the milestones.



The following key components must be included in the approach description:



1. Audit 



The provider will determine the existing street and outdoor light inventory via a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) inventory assessment of all the street lights and
outdoor lights included in the project.  The provider should list the attributes that they collect and describe how they relate to the design process.


During the inventory assessment, the provider will report and review all issues with the City weekly so that the City may begin to address them in order to minimize any delay on the eventual conversion.



The proponent must produce an electronic inventory file suitable for use in common GIS software (e.g. ESRI ArcMap), as well as Microsoft Excel, that contains the required attributes.



Based on the inventory, utility bill analysis, and consultation on controls and/or other products, the Proposer will develop an Audit Report which will include:



· Deficiencies in the current street lighting network

· Baseline energy use, energy cost and operations & maintenance costs

· Estimated retrofit energy use and operations & maintenance costs

· Estimated sources of funding, including rebates

· Calculation of estimated total conversion cost (remaining design tasks, product, and installation), energy reduction, and simple payback



The City seeks Proposers who can provide the strongest case for why their Audit will be most accurate and support approval by the City. 



2. Financial stability and capability



· Proposer should demonstrate the capacity to finance street lighting projects by having financed or been part of a financing project using an Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC).



· Should the City opt for this type of financing, the Proposer must produce an ESPC contract at the time opt in.  



· Proposer must have experience with a range of financing mechanisms in order to advise the City on the most advantageous approach.





3. Design  



The design of an LED network will have a measurable impact on both the life cycle savings as well as overall light quality. Proposers must include a design component in the scope of work. 



The determination of adequate light levels for safety of pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles is guided by the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES) Standard for Roadway Lighting (RP-8-14). The City recognizes that existing pole placement limits the degree to which IES standards may be met. The City will look favorably upon proposals that use design methodologies that will best deliver adequate lighting through the City for the expected life of the products and the City’s desire for specific goals associated with customized lighting levels. IES standards may not be the standard selected by the City. Additionally, the designer should incorporate an analysis of the following data points to identify target areas that may need special consideration:



· Pedestrian/vehicle and bicycle/vehicle crash data for the last 5 years to identify areas where light levels and/or spacing have affected public safety.

· Important localized land uses (e.g. parks, schools, hospitals, etc.)

· Relative volumes of pedestrian and bicycle activity

· Unique neighborhood characteristics



The provider should describe their design process, including how actual light levels are measured before & after the conversion, and how designs are modified for unique street characteristics.



4. Project Management 



Proposers shall describe their approach to Project Management and how this will impact cost, quality control and timing of the project. 



· Qualifications and experience of Project Team

· Experience in projects managing multiple projects simultaneously

· Experience in projects managing large LED retrofits of similar scale

· Detailed description on how the project will be managed including:



· A description of the methods to be employed in the performance and coordination of the work that will control the scope, quality, schedule and cost of the Project

· The anticipated risks and assumptions that will be part of completing the Project

· Any special challenges or considerations foreseen by the Proposer and proposed solutions for each.



5. Technology Procurement 



a. Fixtures

Describe the process for selecting appropriate fixtures.  

The Proposer should develop complete and detailed specifications for LED Luminaires to replace lighting fixtures. The specifications will be non-proprietary performance specifications describing all relevant photometric, electrical, physical, and durability characteristics of the luminaires. 



The Proposer should provide details on their method of developing specifications and how that ensures that appropriate quality standards are met.



b. Smart Controls, IoT, and other Smart City solutions



The Proposer will advise the City on the use of controls in terms of impact on safety, standardization, and energy and cost savings. The Proposer should be able to present analysis of how advanced controls could impact the total life-cycle costs of the system. The Proposer should also propose to the City other value-add systems and discuss with the City their financial impacts, commercial readiness, and alignment with utility policies.  These systems include environmental sensors that can generate data to support additional functionality in allied infrastructure and services including traffic controls, parking, public safety, and electronic communication.



The City will require open APIs in all control systems order to ensure functionality across platforms and to ensure our ability to expand the system.





6. Installation & Maintenance 



Based on the finalized design, the Proposer will describe their approach to installation and maintenance or oversight as an owner representative. The following elements should be covered: 



· Description of Work

· Required installation schedule

· Reference standards

· Submittals

· Quality Assurance and Warranty

· Installation

· Field Quality Control

· Adjusting and Cleaning

· Disposal







7. Construction Administration 



The Proposer will describe their approach to Construction Administration including the following:



· Perform a sampling of spot-checks on installed lights to ensure proper installation procedures are being followed, especially at the beginning of the project

· Manage data on installations and provide a weekly status update of the of the project

· Confirmation of satisfactory installation completion by install contractor



8. Acquisition of Street Lights



The Proposer will describe their experience and methodology for assisting municipalities in acquiring their street lights. 



9. Rebates/Incentives



The Proposer will describe their experience and approach to managing rebates/incentives for street lights on behalf of municipalities. 

F. Value Added Services



The City seeks opportunities to provide the public with enhanced services and to make management of municipal infrastructure more efficient.  Proposers should describe how they can leverage the functionality of an advanced LED streetlight network to offer value added services. These may include public facing elements such as citywide Wi-Fi, electric vehicle charging, and public information kiosks as well as operational functions such as advanced traffic and parking management, public safety applications, and location analytics. Each Proposer should describe services or products it can provide and detail what the Proposer is prepared to supply as part of a contract. The City is open to collaborations with third party partners so discussion may include opportunities for the City to monetize elements of the infrastructure through public/private partnerships. 



G. Additional Information



The proposer may provide other information that may be relevant for the review and evaluation of the prospective vendor’s experience or capabilities.



H. Project Schedule



The selected Proposer shall begin work immediately upon contract signing and complete the tasks in their entirety within a reasonable yet aggressive schedule. 









I. Submission



Four (4) paper copies and one (1) digital copy of the proposal must be submitted. No facsimile or e-mail submissions will be considered. Please submit the electronic copy as a disc or thumb drive in PDF format and enclose with your paper copies. 



J. Proposer Selection



At its discretion, the City may select a firm outright or select a finalist(s) for in-person interviews. The City reserves the right to negotiate directly with the firm selected for additional project work at a negotiated contract for services.  The City reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals for any reason, to negotiate with any individual or firm and to select one or more of the proposals. Attachment B includes a table that identifies the selection criteria which will be used to rank proposals.



K. Questions



All questions shall be directed in writing ONLY to the Purchasing Office at the above address and be received at least five business days prior to the bid opening date (FAX 207-874-8652, or E-mail jrl@portlandmaine.gov ). Questions received after this time will not be addressed.  Responses from the City that substantially alter this bid will be issued in the form of a written addendum to all bid holders registered in the Purchasing Office. Oral explanations or interpretations given before the award of the contract will not be binding.


































PROPOSAL FORM



Request for Proposals –

Conversion of City Street Light System To LED Fixtures 

and from Utility Owned To Municipally Owned 

and Maintained Fixture On Utility Owned Poles

RFP #xx17



** THIS SHEET MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR PROPOSAL **



The undersigned hereby declares that he/she or they are the only person(s), firm or corporation interested in this proposal as principal, that it is made without any connection with any other person(s), firm or corporation submitting a proposal for the same, and that no person acting for or employed by the City of Portland is directly or indirectly interested in this proposal or in any anticipated profits which may be derived there from.



The undersigned hereby declares that they have read and understand all conditions as outlined in this Request for Proposals, and that the proposal is made in accordance with the same.



The bidder acknowledges the receipt of Addenda numbered: __________________________



COMPANY NAME: __________________________________________________________________



AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE: ___________________________________________________



DATE:____________________



PRINT NAME & TITLE: ______________________________________________________________



ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________



E-MAIL ADDRESS:  ________________________________________


PHONE NUMBER: ________________________ FAX NUMBER: ___________________________



TYPE OF ORGANIZATION - PARTNERSHIP, CORPORATION, INDIVIDUAL, OTHER: 



_____________________________________________________________________________________



STATE OF INCORPORATION, IF APPLICABLE: __________________________________



FEDERAL TAX IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (Required): ___________________________



NOTE: Proposals must bear the handwritten signature of a duly authorized member or employee of the organization submitting a proposal.






ATTACHMENT A – Participating City Profile





		City PROFILE

		Approximate Units



		

Portland, Maine



· Lane Miles of Road



· Street Lights attached to utility or decorative poles and scheduled for replacement through this project



· Population





		

568



6,700



66,000















		Electricty Supply Costs

		Streetlight Group A

		Streetlight Group B



		Energy Rate

		$0.584

		$0.0568



		Capacity Rate

		$0.0002

		$0.0001



		Total Supply Rate

		$0.0586

		$0.05569



		Supply Spend (annual)

		$109,645

		$76,640



		

		

		



		T&D Rate

		$0.161

		$0.161



		T&D Spend (annual)

		$154,505

		$217,033



		

		

		



		kWh (annual)

		1,872,677

		1,348,029



		

		

		
















ATTACHMENT B – Rating Categories





The following table will be used to rank proposals in the selection process:





		RATING CATEGORY

		WEIGHTT



		Company Capability & Experience

· Respondent demonstrates strong knowledge of street light technology, quality standards, and design requirements.

· Respondent documents relevant experience

· Managing or performing all aspects of the proposed project

· With comparably sized projects in urban and suburban environment

· Knowledge of municipal street lighting operations and maintenance 

· Experience or demonstrated understanding of utility requirements and incentives.

· Experience in assisting municipalities with evaluation and acquisition of their street lights

· Experience providing and/or recommending financing solutions for street light conversions

· Possession of unique tools and technologies to improve system performance

· Experience incorporating smart cities and IoT technologies into LED street light conversions

· Sufficient qualified staff to support project implementation









·  from electric utilities, particularly National Grid

		







40



		Project Approach

· Describes a coherent, convincing plan to meet or exceed requirements of scope of work for all tasks

· Includes a detailed project plan that accelerates implementation where possible

· Includes a description of a rigorous Audit Report that can be used to support financing of the remaining project costs

· Includes a design approach that will meet the City’s goals of safety, standardization, and minimizing lifecycle costs

· Includes a project management approach which demonstrates efficiencies in time and cost

· Describes the City’s involvement in all phases and describes an efficient use of  their time and resources (e.g. efficient plan for meetings, use of police details or avoiding them)

· Describes opportunities to implement smart cities and IoT technologies that enhance the capabilities of urban infrastructure and provide improved services to residents and visitors.  

· Identifies opportunities for public/private partnerships that may provide services to the public and potentially generate revenue for the City.

		







60
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From: Troy Moon
To: Nathan Poore
Subject: street light project - budget question
Date: Wednesday, October 5, 2016 5:47:49 PM

Nathan,

Quick question - how are you guys funding payment to Realterm Energy?  Are you funding
them in a distinct budget line or through an energy savings performance contract?

Troy

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org


From: Nathan Poore
To: Troy Moon
Subject: Re: street light project - budget question
Date: Wednesday, October 5, 2016 6:29:53 PM

I am planning a distinct budget line item.

Nathan

On Oct 5, 2016, at 5:46 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>> wrote:

Nathan,

Quick question - how are you guys funding payment to Realterm Energy?  Are you funding them in a distinct
budget line or through an energy savings performance contract?

Troy

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city employees
about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be
advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested.

mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


From: Troy Moon
To: Nathan Poore
Subject: Re: street light project - budget question
Date: Thursday, October 6, 2016 9:29:06 AM

Thanks -

We're launching our RFP this weekend.  Can you send me the names addresses of your
respondents?  Realterm and TEN have reached out to me already so I have their info.

Troy

On Wed, Oct 5, 2016 at 6:28 PM, Nathan Poore <npoore@falmouthme.org> wrote:
I am planning a distinct budget line item.

Nathan

On Oct 5, 2016, at 5:46 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:
thm@portlandmaine.gov>> wrote:

Nathan,

Quick question - how are you guys funding payment to Realterm Energy?  Are you funding
them in a distinct budget line or through an energy savings performance contract?

Troy

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public
officials or city employees about government business may be classified as public records.
There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-
mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested.

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
tel:207-756-8362


From: Nathan Poore
To: Troy Moon
Subject: Re: street light project - budget question
Date: Thursday, October 6, 2016 11:23:47 AM

Hi Troy,

They are on our web site. The web page address for everything about our project including contact infor for
consultants will be available. The launch and link will be at the end of our presentation. Let me know if you can't
make it and I will send you the presentation with the link.

Nathan

On Oct 6, 2016, at 9:28 AM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>> wrote:

Thanks -

We're launching our RFP this weekend.  Can you send me the names addresses of your respondents?  Realterm and
TEN have reached out to me already so I have their info.

Troy

On Wed, Oct 5, 2016 at 6:28 PM, Nathan Poore <npoore@falmouthme.org<mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org>>
wrote:
I am planning a distinct budget line item.

Nathan

On Oct 5, 2016, at 5:46 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>
<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>>> wrote:

Nathan,

Quick question - how are you guys funding payment to Realterm Energy?  Are you funding them in a distinct
budget line or through an energy savings performance contract?

Troy

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362<tel:207-756-8362>

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city employees
about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be
advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested.

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city employees
about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be
advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested.



From: Troy Moon
To: Nathan Poore
Subject: Re: street light project - budget question
Date: Thursday, October 6, 2016 12:28:45 PM

Thanks again - you have done a great service for Maine towns with your leadership on this
issue!

On Thu, Oct 6, 2016 at 11:22 AM, Nathan Poore <npoore@falmouthme.org> wrote:
Hi Troy,

They are on our web site. The web page address for everything about our project including
contact infor for consultants will be available. The launch and link will be at the end of our
presentation. Let me know if you can't make it and I will send you the presentation with the
link.

Nathan

On Oct 6, 2016, at 9:28 AM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:
thm@portlandmaine.gov>> wrote:

Thanks -

We're launching our RFP this weekend.  Can you send me the names addresses of your
respondents?  Realterm and TEN have reached out to me already so I have their info.

Troy

On Wed, Oct 5, 2016 at 6:28 PM, Nathan Poore <npoore@falmouthme.org<mailto:
npoore@falmouthme.org>> wrote:
I am planning a distinct budget line item.

Nathan

On Oct 5, 2016, at 5:46 PM, Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:
thm@portlandmaine.gov><mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:t
hm@portlandmaine.gov>>> wrote:

Nathan,

Quick question - how are you guys funding payment to Realterm Energy?  Are you funding
them in a distinct budget line or through an energy savings performance contract?

Troy

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362<tel:207-756-8362>

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
tel:207-756-8362
tel:207-756-8362


Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public
officials or city employees about government business may be classified as public records.
There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-
mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested.

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public
officials or city employees about government business may be classified as public records.
There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-
mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested.

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

tel:207-756-8362


From: Nathan Poore
To: "Troy Moon"
Subject: RE: street light project - budget question
Date: Friday, October 7, 2016 8:14:42 AM

Hi Troy,
 
This is the link to all the information we have that can be of assistance re street light conversion.
There are links to the four vendors that submitted proposals to our four community collaboration.
 
http://www.falmouthme.org/finance/streetlight-conversion-process
 
Good luck!
 
Nathan
 
From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, October 06, 2016 12:29 PM
To: Nathan Poore
Subject: Re: street light project - budget question
 
Thanks again - you have done a great service for Maine towns with your leadership on this
issue!
 
On Thu, Oct 6, 2016 at 11:22 AM, Nathan Poore <npoore@falmouthme.org> wrote:
Hi Troy,

They are on our web site. The web page address for everything about our project including
contact infor for consultants will be available. The launch and link will be at the end of our
presentation. Let me know if you can't make it and I will send you the presentation with the
link.

Nathan

On Oct 6, 2016, at 9:28 AM, Troy Moon
<thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>> wrote:

Thanks -

We're launching our RFP this weekend.  Can you send me the names addresses of your
respondents?  Realterm and TEN have reached out to me already so I have their info.

Troy

On Wed, Oct 5, 2016 at 6:28 PM, Nathan Poore
<npoore@falmouthme.org<mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org>> wrote:
I am planning a distinct budget line item.

Nathan

mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org
mailto:npoore@falmouthme.org


On Oct 5, 2016, at 5:46 PM, Troy Moon
<thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>
<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>>> wrote:

Nathan,

Quick question - how are you guys funding payment to Realterm Energy?  Are you funding
them in a distinct budget line or through an energy savings performance contract?

Troy

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362<tel:207-756-8362>

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials
or city employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are
very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be
released to the public and/or the media if requested.

--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials
or city employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are
very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be
released to the public and/or the media if requested.

 
--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public
and/or the media if requested.

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
tel:207-756-8362
tel:207-756-8362
tel:207-756-8362


From: Rasmussen, Susanne
To: Troy Moon
Cc: Lenkauskas, Steve
Subject: RE: streetlight contact
Date: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:30:07 PM

Hi Troy,
 
Please meet Steve Lenkauskas, City Electrician and LED street light expert in Cambridge (cc’d).
 
Steve – please meet Troy Moon, Sustainability Director in Portland, ME. Portland is ready to move on
a LED street light project and I told him that you had great experience, not only in getting the work
done but also saving astounding amounts of energy.
 
Hope you guys get a chance to talk J
 
From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
Subject: streetlight contact
 
Hi Susanne,
 
It was great to see you in Toronto!  You mentioned that you could put me in touch with the
gentleman who is in charge of your streetlights in Cambridge.  I would love to chat with him
to learn more about how the LED program has worked for you guys.
 
Thanks,
 
Troy
 
--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public
and/or the media if requested.

mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:slenkauskas@CambridgeMA.GOV


From: Troy Moon
To: Rasmussen, Susanne
Cc: Lenkauskas, Steve
Subject: Re: streetlight contact
Date: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:54:59 PM

Thanks, Susanne.

Steve, I would love to chat with you.  I have some time Friday afternoon or Monday
afternoon.  Let me know if you have any time then for a call.

Troy

On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:30 PM, Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
wrote:

Hi Troy,

 

Please meet Steve Lenkauskas, City Electrician and LED street light expert in Cambridge (cc’d).

 

Steve – please meet Troy Moon, Sustainability Director in Portland, ME. Portland is ready to move
on a LED street light project and I told him that you had great experience, not only in getting the
work done but also saving astounding amounts of energy.

 

Hope you guys get a chance to talk J

 

From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
Subject: streetlight contact

 

Hi Susanne,

 

It was great to see you in Toronto!  You mentioned that you could put me in touch with the
gentleman who is in charge of your streetlights in Cambridge.  I would love to chat with him
to learn more about how the LED program has worked for you guys.

 

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
mailto:slenkauskas@cambridgema.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov


Thanks,

 

Troy

 

--

Troy Moon

Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

tel:207-756-8362


From: Lenkauskas, Steve
To: Troy Moon; Rasmussen, Susanne
Subject: RE: streetlight contact
Date: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:05:53 PM

Troy,
 
Monday afternoon works best, my direct line is 617-349-4949. I look forward to talking with you.
 
Steve
 
From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:55 PM
To: Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
Cc: Lenkauskas, Steve <slenkauskas@CambridgeMA.GOV>
Subject: Re: streetlight contact
 
Thanks, Susanne.
 
Steve, I would love to chat with you.  I have some time Friday afternoon or Monday
afternoon.  Let me know if you have any time then for a call.
 
Troy
 
On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:30 PM, Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
wrote:

Hi Troy,
 
Please meet Steve Lenkauskas, City Electrician and LED street light expert in Cambridge (cc’d).
 
Steve – please meet Troy Moon, Sustainability Director in Portland, ME. Portland is ready to move
on a LED street light project and I told him that you had great experience, not only in getting the
work done but also saving astounding amounts of energy.
 
Hope you guys get a chance to talk J
 
From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
Subject: streetlight contact
 
Hi Susanne,
 
It was great to see you in Toronto!  You mentioned that you could put me in touch with the
gentleman who is in charge of your streetlights in Cambridge.  I would love to chat with
him to learn more about how the LED program has worked for you guys.
 

mailto:slenkauskas@CambridgeMA.GOV
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov


Thanks,
 
Troy
 
--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.

 
--
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public
and/or the media if requested.

tel:207-756-8362


From: Troy Moon
To: Lenkauskas, Steve
Subject: Re: streetlight contact
Date: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 4:01:07 PM

Sounds good.  I'll give you a call around 2 on Monday afternoon.

Troy

On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 2:05 PM, Lenkauskas, Steve <slenkauskas@cambridgema.gov>
wrote:

Troy,

 

Monday afternoon works best, my direct line is 617-349-4949. I look forward to talking with you.

 

Steve

 

From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:55 PM
To: Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
Cc: Lenkauskas, Steve <slenkauskas@CambridgeMA.GOV>
Subject: Re: streetlight contact

 

Thanks, Susanne.

 

Steve, I would love to chat with you.  I have some time Friday afternoon or Monday
afternoon.  Let me know if you have any time then for a call.

 

Troy

 

On Wed, Oct 26, 2016 at 1:30 PM, Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
wrote:

Hi Troy,

 

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:slenkauskas@cambridgema.gov
mailto:slenkauskas@cambridgema.gov
tel:617-349-4949
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov


Please meet Steve Lenkauskas, City Electrician and LED street light expert in Cambridge (cc’d).

 

Steve – please meet Troy Moon, Sustainability Director in Portland, ME. Portland is ready to
move on a LED street light project and I told him that you had great experience, not only in
getting the work done but also saving astounding amounts of energy.

 

Hope you guys get a chance to talk J

 

From: Troy Moon [mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2016 3:17 PM
To: Rasmussen, Susanne <srasmussen@cambridgema.gov>
Subject: streetlight contact

 

Hi Susanne,

 

It was great to see you in Toronto!  You mentioned that you could put me in touch with
the gentleman who is in charge of your streetlights in Cambridge.  I would love to chat
with him to learn more about how the LED program has worked for you guys.

 

Thanks,

 

Troy

 

--

Troy Moon

Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:srasmussen@cambridgema.gov
tel:207-756-8362


public and/or the media if requested.

 

--

Troy Moon

Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME

207-756-8362

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

tel:207-756-8362


From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon
Cc: patrick.regan; Greg Brown; joe.statler; mike.schneider; rob.campbell
Subject: Street Light development minutes
Date: Thursday, April 20, 2017 1:45:07 PM
Attachments: D2 Meeting Minutes.City of Portland.2017-04-13.pdf

Hi Troy –
Here are the minutes from our meeting last Thursday.  We’ve tried to clearly show the action items
for everyone involved.  If you have any questions or if you recall a topic which we’ve omitted, please
let me know.
 

Our next meeting is tentatively scheduled for 2pm Thursday April 27th – I’ll touch base with you
when you’re back in the office on Monday to confirm the details.  I’ll also give you an update on our
anticipated discussion with CMP regarding the buyback.
 
Looking forward to seeing you next week!  Talk with you soon –
 
Regards,
Jim
 
 
Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
Cell: 412-992-1397
jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
https://www.tenconnected.com/

 

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:patrick.regan@tensaves.com
mailto:greg.brown@tensaves.com
mailto:joe.statler@tensaves.com
mailto:mike.schneider@tensaves.com
mailto:rob.campbell@tensaves.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
https://www.tenconnected.com/
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  Project Development Meeting Minutes 


 


Name of Project: City of Portland 
Project 


Description 


CONVERSION OF CITY STREET LIGHT 


SYSTEM TO LED FIXTURES AND 


TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP  


FROM UTILITY TO MUNICIPALITY 


Date: 
Thursday, April 13, 2017,  


2:00 -3:00 pm 
Mtg. No. D2 


Location: City of Portland 


389 Congress St. 


Project 


Coordinator: 
TEN Connected Solutions, Inc. (TCS) 


Attendees: 


 


Troy Moon – (TM) 


 


Jim Schriver – (JSch) 


Patrick Regan – (PR) via phone 


Joe Statler – (JS) via phone 


Greg Brown – (GB) 


Mike Schneider – (MS) via phone 


Rob Campbell – (RC) 


City of Portland 


 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


Sustainability Coordinator 


 


Director, Innovation & Development 


VP, Customer Solutions 


Director of Installation 


Senior Project Manager 


Director of Design Services 


President-COO 


Additional 


distribution: 


Troy Geanopulos (TG) 


Christopher Niemiec (CN) 


TCS 


TCS 


CEO 


VP, Finance 


 


 
 


No. Item Action 


by 


Target 


Date 


 MINUTES for 3/16, 4/13 (new content in yellow below) 
 


  


1.0 Team Introductions: TCS and Portland teams introduced. TM/RC  


2.0 Approach: 


- Phase 1: owned city lights addressed 
 


- Rapid Implementation:  TCS would start with a base design from utility 


data, would then design project as we moved throughout installation 


making any design adjustments in the field as necessary. TM to send utility 


information 


 


 
TM 


 
TM 


 


 


 
 


Received 


by TCS 


3.0 Implications and Benefits – Front End Audit or Rapid Implementation: 
 


Control System – Installed on Cobra heads; installed on Decorative Post Tops 


PR/MS/ 


TM 


 


4.0 Scope: 


- Street Lights:   City-owned, CMP-owned 


- Parking Garages 


- Other: 


o Future maintenance consideration to be made in final project 


offering 
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o Poles need additional electrical infrastructure for city events 


 


Scope update 4-13-17: 


o City-owned: ~ 600 lights 


o CMP-owned: ~ 6,000 lights 


o Two parking garages (Elm St. and Spring St): count TBD 


o Smart Cities components: 


▪ Wi-Fi (likely Redzone) 


▪ Possibly kiosks (TCS proposed Smart City Media, NYC) 


▪ Possibly parking assist / traffic flow technology 


                                      (Troy indicated Portland would like to test the above) 


o Other: Explore inquiry on Olli Bus – cost and feasibility 


 


Need to get detailed maps and light inventories, and confirm details of Smart 


Cities components 
 


Need to find out if any street lights are located on M-DOT roads, and what 


implications this may have.  TCS noted that other cities discovered this issue. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ASAP 


 


By May 


5.0 Street Lighting System Buyback from Central Maine Power (CMP): 


- Bernstein Shur Scope 


- Customer Authorizations:  TCS will request to be listed as authorized 


representative to negotiate with CMP on behalf of City. 


- City concerns regarding CMP buyback: 


o CMP currently has a fleet of equipment trucks to immediately 


address issues; the city does not have this depth of equipment or 


operators 


o CMP currently cannot support the fuse installation of the 


approximately 4,400 fixtures required for system acquisition 


o Concerns of a slow response anticipated by CMP 


o Lewiston did not have fuses installed 


 


Buyback update 4-13-17 


- TCS recommends we ask Bernstein Shur to engage CMP immediately, 


and Troy (TM) agreed; a meeting date will be set and communicated; 


Bernstein Shur will recommend a strategy on meeting participants 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


JSch 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ASAP 


6.0 
 


Design – Mike Schneider 


Standardization of fixture types, Performance Characteristics Matrix, Life Cycle 


Cost Analysis, Photometric Evaluation, Dark Skies, Other Considerations 


 


- Newberry Street is already LED, would this street be changed during the 


current project to bring up to consistent design standards? JH to advise 


- CC mentioned that the City Design Dev Planning Manual would need 
revised to the new design specifications.  MS could keep the data flowing 


to CC during the design phase so their records can be kept current.  


Since the City has done 600 conversions on their own, this is a good 


foundation for the Design Manual and can be made the current spec 


until all TCS designs are complete 


- JH and MS presented the various LED temperature options.  It was 


decided that the 3000k would be a good project fit and TCS will proceed 


with this design intent 


- Parking Garage Discussion:  Ameresco did an audit but it is believed the 


audit should be redone by TCS.  Some stairs have HPS wall packs and the 


 


 


 


JH 


 


MS/CC 


 


 


 


Next Dev 


Meeting 


 


Ongoing 


through 


design 
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by 
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parking authority is currently evaluating LED wall packs.  Some garage 


areas have been converted from HPS to linear fluorescent T8 technology.  


TEN will evaluate retrofit versus replacement in these areas and will 


develop both prices for City.  The various technologies of linear 


fluorescent LED tube technologies were discussed and the preferred 


option if retrofit is considered is the LED tubes with external drivers. During 
the design stage, MS was asked to be mindful of future maintenance in 


the design strategy. Some areas were already lowered to the bottom of 


the beams. It is preferred to not have a single point of fixture mounting as 


it leads to maintenance challenges if the one point becomes 


disconnected from ceiling when vibration in concrete causes mount 


deficiencies 
 


- 4/13/17: Regarding garage lighting, it was noted there were 2 options 


being considered: LED light tubes and external drivers, or new fixtures 


 


7.0 
 


LED Product Selection – Mike Schneider 


 


- Preferred Fixture Manufacturers: streetlights TBD, Interior wall packs for 


parking garage=TBD 


- Intelligent Wireless Controls: design intention discussed 
- Cost Analysis evaluation-JH would like to see a cost analysis of retrofit 


versus replacement when possible. MS to prepare 


 


Update 4-13-17 


- Troy (TM) indicated the City did not have a vendor or brand preference 


for lighting.  They would like to examine and evaluate the samples for 


performance and aesthetics, but don’t have requirements for any 


particular brand or manufacturer 
 


- Troy (TM) would like to see the cost analysis at our next meeting.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


            
MS 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                
By 4/27 


8.0 
 


Schedule 


High level review: 


-Approximately 6,600 fixtures in total scope 


-Material acquisition 4-6 weeks, manufacturer dependent 


-4 to 5 trucks expected on project of this size 


-20 to 30 lights required each day (100-150 fixtures/truck/week) 


-An average of 440 fixtures per week would result in a 15 week installation 


duration. 


 


• Seasonal challenges may affect project timing (ie-wind, snow, rain) 


• City event scheduling would be closely monitored prior to 


construction and during construction.  Crews would make every 


attempt to take advantage of scheduled street cleaning/sweeping, 


line painting, or any other known events. 


 


Schedule update 4-13-17 


- Fixture count likely to be higher than 6600 noted above 


- TCS suggested a two-phased approach for the project: 


o Phase 1: The City-owned lights and the two garages 


o Phase 2: The CMP-owned lights 
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- TCS requested a calendar of city events with affected streets noted 
 


- TCS will explore having “Make-Fit” work done by CMP-approved 


contractors, but overseen by TCS on behalf of the City. 


 


TM     


JSch 


In May  


To discuss 


with CMP 


In April 


10.0 
 


Pilot - measuring cruising for parking  


 


TCS to contact CMU regarding a pilot project in Portland 


 


 


 


JSch 


 


In April 


 


11.0 Owner-controlled contingency discussed 


 


The intent would be to allocate monies to cover unforeseen conditions 


found in construction, such as: tree trimming, wiring deficiencies, mast 


arm issues, fixtures outside of base scope, replace missing globes on 


decorative lights, etc… 


 


   


 


12.0 


 


Finance:  


-Troy (TM) would like to review the Qualified Energy Conservation Bond 


(QECB) process at the next meeting 
 


- Troy (TM) requested a Not-to-Exceed number for the project that he can 


share with others.  TCS noted it would be difficult to provide right now, 


with a large number of details yet to be finalized, and roughly 85% of the 


lights currently being owned by CMP (with an unknown acquisition cost 


structure).  Troy (TM) and Jim (JSch) will discuss with Portland stakeholders. 
 


-Troy (TM) recommended TCS meet with Brendan O’Connell (Dir. Finance) 


to review the QECB, possible participation by local banks, and a Not-To-


Exceed number for the project 


 


JSch  
 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


 


By 4-27 
 


 


 


ASAP 


 


 


ASAP 


 


13.0 


 


Miscellaneous topics: 


- TCS would like to contact the City of Lewiston and learn about their 


experiences having owned their street lights for many years.  Troy (TM) 


noted the Portland Director of Public Works (Chris Branch) used to work in 


Lewiston, and he would connect Chris with TCS to share observations 
 


- Ongoing lighting fixture maintenance was discussed.  Troy (TM) noted 


the City does not have a large workforce like CMP does.  He believes the 


long lifespan of the LED fixtures will enable the City’s team to handle 


maintenance, as long as failure rates are reasonable.  He estimated they 


could easily replace 20 units per year  
 


- There was a short discussion about how the decorative lights would be 


controlled.  There does not appear to be photocells on each of the green 


decorative light poles, so it is currently unclear how they are turned on 


and off.  It was speculated that there is either a central timer, or there 


might be a photocell installed to control small sub-groups of lights (per 


block or per neighborhood).  It was agreed that it probably does not 


make sense to explore installing a photocell on each fixture.  Troy (TM) will 


make an inquiry to see if the City can define how the decoratives work. 
 


 


 


TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


TM 


 


 


In April 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In April or 


May 
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- TCS inquired about any contractual requirements for Minority-owned or 


Woman-owned subcontractor participation.  Troy (TM) indicated the City 


did not have any requirements. 
 


- Troy noted a June meeting planned with the local Texas Instrument Plant 


Manager.  Several Portland employees will go and he invited a TCS 


representative as well.  Troy (TM) to get invitation forwarded to TCS. 
 


- TCS provided an overview of the strategy on subcontractors for the 


project, including TCS vetting the contractors already approved by CMP.  


Troy (TM) agreed and noted he has worked with several before, including 


On Target 
 


- TCS clarified Portland’s project requirements for interior project labor 


(versus exterior work); Troy (TM) indicated there are no special 


requirements from Portland regarding interior work – he suggested we just 


follow state code on this topic. 
 


- TCS is considering placing an ad in the Maine Townsman to 


congratulate Portland on their project; we can discuss in future meetings 


 


 


 


 


TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Rec’d 4-18 


 


 


Next regularly scheduled Meeting date:   April 27th, 2017          time of day: 2-3 pm 


 


Submitted by: 


Jim Schriver   


Director, Innovation and Infrastructure Development 


Distribution Date: April 20, 2017 


 


Note: Please advise the writer of any errors or omissions within five (5) business days. 


 
 


 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 


         


Images will be provided throughout project 







From: Jim Schriver
To: Christopher Branch
Subject: RE: thanks
Date: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 11:56:02 AM
Attachments: D2 Meeting Minutes.City of Portland.2017-04-13.pdf

Chris –
As I was going through my notes of last week’s meeting, I jotted down a note to myself to send you
an electronic copy of the meeting minutes from our April 13 meeting with Troy…
 
Here are those notes – let me know if you have any questions –
 
Thanks,
Jim
412-992-1397
 
 

From: Jim Schriver 
Sent: May 1, 2017 9:04 AM
To: Christopher Branch <cbranch@portlandmaine.gov>
Subject: thanks
 
Chris – it was great meeting you last week – thanks for your time in our meeting on Thursday.
 
Greg and I (and the rest of the TEN Connected team) are excited to be working with the City of
Portland, and look forward to a successful completion of your lighting efficiency/Smart City project.
 
I appreciated the many insights you shared with us – there are a lot of moving parts with a project
like this, and its really helpful to get the inside scoop as much as possible.
 
I also greatly appreciated your willingness to share your contacts up at Lewiston.  I’ll be reaching out
to David Jones in the next few business days to see how Lewiston has fared with owning their own
street lights for quite a while.  It will be good to get his perspective on how that process has gone for
them.
 
From several comments you and Troy made, it looks like we’ll be tapping into Kevin and Jeremiah’s
knowledge in the next few weeks…    if you’d prefer to let them communicate directly with Greg and
me, just let me know.  Otherwise, we’d be happy to work through you for any requests…   whatever
makes sense for you.
 
Thanks again for your time…    we’ll be talking soon –
 
Regards,
Jim
 
 

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:cbranch@portlandmaine.gov
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Name of Project: City of Portland 
Project 
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CONVERSION OF CITY STREET LIGHT 


SYSTEM TO LED FIXTURES AND 


TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP  


FROM UTILITY TO MUNICIPALITY 


Date: 
Thursday, April 13, 2017,  


2:00 -3:00 pm 
Mtg. No. D2 


Location: City of Portland 


389 Congress St. 


Project 


Coordinator: 
TEN Connected Solutions, Inc. (TCS) 


Attendees: 


 


Troy Moon – (TM) 


 


Jim Schriver – (JSch) 


Patrick Regan – (PR) via phone 


Joe Statler – (JS) via phone 


Greg Brown – (GB) 


Mike Schneider – (MS) via phone 


Rob Campbell – (RC) 


City of Portland 


 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


Sustainability Coordinator 


 


Director, Innovation & Development 


VP, Customer Solutions 


Director of Installation 


Senior Project Manager 


Director of Design Services 


President-COO 


Additional 


distribution: 


Troy Geanopulos (TG) 


Christopher Niemiec (CN) 


TCS 


TCS 


CEO 


VP, Finance 


 


 
 


No. Item Action 


by 


Target 


Date 


 MINUTES for 3/16, 4/13 (new content in yellow below) 
 


  


1.0 Team Introductions: TCS and Portland teams introduced. TM/RC  


2.0 Approach: 


- Phase 1: owned city lights addressed 
 


- Rapid Implementation:  TCS would start with a base design from utility 


data, would then design project as we moved throughout installation 


making any design adjustments in the field as necessary. TM to send utility 


information 


 


 
TM 


 
TM 


 


 


 
 


Received 


by TCS 


3.0 Implications and Benefits – Front End Audit or Rapid Implementation: 
 


Control System – Installed on Cobra heads; installed on Decorative Post Tops 


PR/MS/ 


TM 


 


4.0 Scope: 


- Street Lights:   City-owned, CMP-owned 


- Parking Garages 


- Other: 


o Future maintenance consideration to be made in final project 


offering 
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o Poles need additional electrical infrastructure for city events 


 


Scope update 4-13-17: 


o City-owned: ~ 600 lights 


o CMP-owned: ~ 6,000 lights 


o Two parking garages (Elm St. and Spring St): count TBD 


o Smart Cities components: 


▪ Wi-Fi (likely Redzone) 


▪ Possibly kiosks (TCS proposed Smart City Media, NYC) 


▪ Possibly parking assist / traffic flow technology 


                                      (Troy indicated Portland would like to test the above) 


o Other: Explore inquiry on Olli Bus – cost and feasibility 


 


Need to get detailed maps and light inventories, and confirm details of Smart 


Cities components 
 


Need to find out if any street lights are located on M-DOT roads, and what 


implications this may have.  TCS noted that other cities discovered this issue. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ASAP 


 


By May 


5.0 Street Lighting System Buyback from Central Maine Power (CMP): 


- Bernstein Shur Scope 


- Customer Authorizations:  TCS will request to be listed as authorized 


representative to negotiate with CMP on behalf of City. 


- City concerns regarding CMP buyback: 


o CMP currently has a fleet of equipment trucks to immediately 


address issues; the city does not have this depth of equipment or 


operators 


o CMP currently cannot support the fuse installation of the 


approximately 4,400 fixtures required for system acquisition 


o Concerns of a slow response anticipated by CMP 


o Lewiston did not have fuses installed 


 


Buyback update 4-13-17 


- TCS recommends we ask Bernstein Shur to engage CMP immediately, 


and Troy (TM) agreed; a meeting date will be set and communicated; 


Bernstein Shur will recommend a strategy on meeting participants 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


JSch 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ASAP 


6.0 
 


Design – Mike Schneider 


Standardization of fixture types, Performance Characteristics Matrix, Life Cycle 


Cost Analysis, Photometric Evaluation, Dark Skies, Other Considerations 


 


- Newberry Street is already LED, would this street be changed during the 


current project to bring up to consistent design standards? JH to advise 


- CC mentioned that the City Design Dev Planning Manual would need 
revised to the new design specifications.  MS could keep the data flowing 


to CC during the design phase so their records can be kept current.  


Since the City has done 600 conversions on their own, this is a good 


foundation for the Design Manual and can be made the current spec 


until all TCS designs are complete 


- JH and MS presented the various LED temperature options.  It was 


decided that the 3000k would be a good project fit and TCS will proceed 


with this design intent 


- Parking Garage Discussion:  Ameresco did an audit but it is believed the 


audit should be redone by TCS.  Some stairs have HPS wall packs and the 


 


 


 


JH 


 


MS/CC 


 


 


 


Next Dev 


Meeting 


 


Ongoing 


through 


design 
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parking authority is currently evaluating LED wall packs.  Some garage 


areas have been converted from HPS to linear fluorescent T8 technology.  


TEN will evaluate retrofit versus replacement in these areas and will 


develop both prices for City.  The various technologies of linear 


fluorescent LED tube technologies were discussed and the preferred 


option if retrofit is considered is the LED tubes with external drivers. During 
the design stage, MS was asked to be mindful of future maintenance in 


the design strategy. Some areas were already lowered to the bottom of 


the beams. It is preferred to not have a single point of fixture mounting as 


it leads to maintenance challenges if the one point becomes 


disconnected from ceiling when vibration in concrete causes mount 


deficiencies 
 


- 4/13/17: Regarding garage lighting, it was noted there were 2 options 


being considered: LED light tubes and external drivers, or new fixtures 


 


7.0 
 


LED Product Selection – Mike Schneider 


 


- Preferred Fixture Manufacturers: streetlights TBD, Interior wall packs for 


parking garage=TBD 


- Intelligent Wireless Controls: design intention discussed 
- Cost Analysis evaluation-JH would like to see a cost analysis of retrofit 


versus replacement when possible. MS to prepare 


 


Update 4-13-17 


- Troy (TM) indicated the City did not have a vendor or brand preference 


for lighting.  They would like to examine and evaluate the samples for 


performance and aesthetics, but don’t have requirements for any 


particular brand or manufacturer 
 


- Troy (TM) would like to see the cost analysis at our next meeting.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


            
MS 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                
By 4/27 


8.0 
 


Schedule 


High level review: 


-Approximately 6,600 fixtures in total scope 


-Material acquisition 4-6 weeks, manufacturer dependent 


-4 to 5 trucks expected on project of this size 


-20 to 30 lights required each day (100-150 fixtures/truck/week) 


-An average of 440 fixtures per week would result in a 15 week installation 


duration. 


 


• Seasonal challenges may affect project timing (ie-wind, snow, rain) 


• City event scheduling would be closely monitored prior to 


construction and during construction.  Crews would make every 


attempt to take advantage of scheduled street cleaning/sweeping, 


line painting, or any other known events. 


 


Schedule update 4-13-17 


- Fixture count likely to be higher than 6600 noted above 


- TCS suggested a two-phased approach for the project: 


o Phase 1: The City-owned lights and the two garages 


o Phase 2: The CMP-owned lights 
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- TCS requested a calendar of city events with affected streets noted 
 


- TCS will explore having “Make-Fit” work done by CMP-approved 


contractors, but overseen by TCS on behalf of the City. 


 


TM     


JSch 


In May  


To discuss 


with CMP 


In April 


10.0 
 


Pilot - measuring cruising for parking  


 


TCS to contact CMU regarding a pilot project in Portland 


 


 


 


JSch 


 


In April 


 


11.0 Owner-controlled contingency discussed 


 


The intent would be to allocate monies to cover unforeseen conditions 


found in construction, such as: tree trimming, wiring deficiencies, mast 


arm issues, fixtures outside of base scope, replace missing globes on 


decorative lights, etc… 


 


   


 


12.0 


 


Finance:  


-Troy (TM) would like to review the Qualified Energy Conservation Bond 


(QECB) process at the next meeting 
 


- Troy (TM) requested a Not-to-Exceed number for the project that he can 


share with others.  TCS noted it would be difficult to provide right now, 


with a large number of details yet to be finalized, and roughly 85% of the 


lights currently being owned by CMP (with an unknown acquisition cost 


structure).  Troy (TM) and Jim (JSch) will discuss with Portland stakeholders. 
 


-Troy (TM) recommended TCS meet with Brendan O’Connell (Dir. Finance) 


to review the QECB, possible participation by local banks, and a Not-To-


Exceed number for the project 


 


JSch  
 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


 


By 4-27 
 


 


 


ASAP 


 


 


ASAP 


 


13.0 


 


Miscellaneous topics: 


- TCS would like to contact the City of Lewiston and learn about their 


experiences having owned their street lights for many years.  Troy (TM) 


noted the Portland Director of Public Works (Chris Branch) used to work in 


Lewiston, and he would connect Chris with TCS to share observations 
 


- Ongoing lighting fixture maintenance was discussed.  Troy (TM) noted 


the City does not have a large workforce like CMP does.  He believes the 


long lifespan of the LED fixtures will enable the City’s team to handle 


maintenance, as long as failure rates are reasonable.  He estimated they 


could easily replace 20 units per year  
 


- There was a short discussion about how the decorative lights would be 


controlled.  There does not appear to be photocells on each of the green 


decorative light poles, so it is currently unclear how they are turned on 


and off.  It was speculated that there is either a central timer, or there 


might be a photocell installed to control small sub-groups of lights (per 


block or per neighborhood).  It was agreed that it probably does not 


make sense to explore installing a photocell on each fixture.  Troy (TM) will 


make an inquiry to see if the City can define how the decoratives work. 
 


 


 


TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


TM 


 


 


In April 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In April or 


May 
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- TCS inquired about any contractual requirements for Minority-owned or 


Woman-owned subcontractor participation.  Troy (TM) indicated the City 


did not have any requirements. 
 


- Troy noted a June meeting planned with the local Texas Instrument Plant 


Manager.  Several Portland employees will go and he invited a TCS 


representative as well.  Troy (TM) to get invitation forwarded to TCS. 
 


- TCS provided an overview of the strategy on subcontractors for the 


project, including TCS vetting the contractors already approved by CMP.  


Troy (TM) agreed and noted he has worked with several before, including 


On Target 
 


- TCS clarified Portland’s project requirements for interior project labor 


(versus exterior work); Troy (TM) indicated there are no special 


requirements from Portland regarding interior work – he suggested we just 


follow state code on this topic. 
 


- TCS is considering placing an ad in the Maine Townsman to 


congratulate Portland on their project; we can discuss in future meetings 


 


 


 


 


TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Rec’d 4-18 


 


 


Next regularly scheduled Meeting date:   April 27th, 2017          time of day: 2-3 pm 


 


Submitted by: 


Jim Schriver   


Director, Innovation and Infrastructure Development 


Distribution Date: April 20, 2017 


 


Note: Please advise the writer of any errors or omissions within five (5) business days. 


 
 


 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 


         


Images will be provided throughout project 







Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

 

https://www.tenconnected.com/


From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Cc: Greg Brown; rob.campbell; mike.schneider; joe.statler
Subject: minutes - Portland 4-27-17 meeting
Date: Thursday, May 4, 2017 5:07:42 PM
Attachments: D3 Meeting Minutes.City of Portland.2017-04-27.pdf

Troy -
Sorry it took several days to compile and edit, but here are the meeting minutes from our meeting last Thursday 4-
27.  The format is the same as before, with the latest information highlighted to provide for easy reading.  The
various action items are called out in the right-hand columns with some estimated dates for completion.

If you think we've omitted any topics, please let us know.  If you are comfortable with the content as-is, I can send
to Chris, John, and Brendan, unless you'd prefer to forward it yourself.

Thanks - talk with you soon -

Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:greg.brown@tensaves.com
mailto:rob.campbell@tensaves.com
mailto:mike.schneider@tensaves.com
mailto:joe.statler@tensaves.com
https://www.tenconnected.com/
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  Project Development Meeting Minutes 


 


Name of Project: City of Portland 
Project 


Description 


CONVERSION OF CITY STREET LIGHT 


SYSTEM TO LED FIXTURES AND 


TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP  


FROM UTILITY TO MUNICIPALITY 


Date: 
Thursday, April 27, 2017,  


2:00 -3:00 pm 
Mtg. No. D3 


Location: City of Portland 


389 Congress St. 


Project 


Coordinator: 
TEN Connected Solutions, Inc. (TCS) 


Attendees: 


 


Troy Moon – (TM) 


John Peverada – (JP) 


Chris Branch – (CB) 


Brendan O’Connell (BO) 


 


Jim Schriver – (JS) 


Greg Brown – (GB) 


Rob Campbell – (RC) via phone 


City of Portland 


City of Portland 


City of Portland 


City of Portland 


 


TCS 


TCS 


TCS 


Sustainability Coordinator 


Parking Manager 


Director, Public Works 


Director, Finance 


 


Director, Innovation & Development 


Senior Project Manager 


President-COO 


Additional 


distribution: 


Mike Schneider 


Joe Statler 


TCS 


TCS 


Director of Design 


Director of Construction 


 


 
 


No. Item Action 


by 


Target 


Date 


 MINUTES for 3/16, 4/13, 4/27 (new content in blue below) 
 


  


1.0 Team Introductions: TCS and Portland teams introduced. TM/RC  


2.0 Approach: 


- Phase 1: owned city lights addressed 
 


- Rapid Implementation:  TCS would start with a base design from utility 


data, would then design project as we moved throughout installation 


making any design adjustments in the field as necessary. TM to send utility 


information 


 


 
 


 
TM 


 


 


 
 


Received 


by TCS 


3.0 Implications and Benefits – Front End Audit or Rapid Implementation: 
 


Control System – Installed on Cobra heads; installed on Decorative Post Tops 


PR/MS/ 


TM 


 


4.0 Scope: 


- Street Lights:   City-owned, CMP-owned 


- Parking Garages 


- Other: 


o Future maintenance consideration to be made in final project 


offering 
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o Poles need additional electrical infrastructure for city events 


 


Scope update 4-13-17: 


o City-owned: ~ 600 lights 


o CMP-owned: ~ 6,000 lights 


o Two parking garages (Elm St. and Spring St): count TBD 


o Smart Cities components: 


▪ Wi-Fi (likely Redzone) 


▪ Possibly kiosks (TCS proposed Smart City Media, NYC) 


▪ Possibly parking assist / traffic flow technology 


                                      (Troy indicated Portland would like to test the above) 


o Other: Explore inquiry on Olli Bus – cost and feasibility 


 


Need to get detailed maps and light inventories, and confirm details of Smart 


Cities components 
 


Need to find out if any street lights are located on M-DOT roads, and what 


implications this may have.  TCS noted that other cities discovered this issue. 


 


Scope update 4-27-17: 


- Chris (CB) thinks the city owned inventory may be closer to 700 


- When TCS asked about lights in parks or parking lots, Troy (TM) indicated 


they were not identified as Street Lights, so they may or may not be 


included in the inventory.  Several specific areas were noted, including 


parking lots near the water in Old Port, and parks in downtown Portland.  


Troy would like a per-light option in the contract to add additional light 


poles as they are discovered.  Additionally, Troy (TM) and Chris (CB) will try 


to identify additional light inventories which should be upgraded, but 


may not be currently reflected on the street light inventory (including 


lights in the new Public Works and Parks & Rec facilities.  


- In addition to the Elm Street and Spring St garages, the city would like us 


to add the Casco Bay garage and the Temple Street garage to the 


scope, which are fully or partially owned by the city.  The city will 


communicate this to MHR, who manages these two additional garages. 


o UPDATE:  after an additional discussion late Friday, John (JP) and 


Brendan (BO) decided the city would suggest MHR conduct any 


lighting efficiency project on their own, but have the City’s terms 


extended to MHR for these 2 additional garages.  


- WiFi and Kiosks and Parking/Traffic efficiency pilot are still of interest 


- City would also like some sensor capability (temperature, wind?, other?) 


- Chris (CB) would like to see the LED upgrade provide for a platform that 


would provide connectivity for signal light controls 


o Chris (CB) also suggested a signal-light control upgrade project is 


needed, although it could be structured as a component of the 


existing project, or a whole new project. 


o It was suggested Kevin or Jeremiah would know more about signal 


light control and existing sensors and cameras installed.  


- Troy (TM) noted interest in WiFi connectivity, but noted a larger initiative 


for WiFi is being considered.  He suggested we discuss with Brendan (BO) 


to get an update on the ‘Sci-Fi - WiFi’ project (?) 


o Brendan (BO) noted the proposals ranged from ~ $10M - $100M 


over 30 years, but all proposals have been rejected.  He was 


supportive of including a limited/basic approach to WiFi in the 


Lighting Upgrade project 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
TM/CB 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Mid May? 
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- TCS confirmed Rapid Flow would like to conduct pilot in Portland; likely 


approach will be 40-80 sensors placed at key intersections.  Chris (CB) 


thought there were roughly 126 signal-enabled intersections in Portland.  


Chris (CB) and Troy (TM) to provide preliminary recommendation of which 


of the ~ 60 intersections would be suggested for inclusion in pilot 


- TCS asked for physical or electronic maps of City-owned streetlights.  Chris 


(CB) thought Taya (?) might know if Portland has a GIS map of lights.  He 


will check with her or connect TCS with Taya to find out. 


- Troy clarified the interest in the Olli Bus; it is an interesting idea, but asked 


TCS to not spend much or any time investigating it.  It was thought to be 


very expensive, and would require a substantial amount of infrastructure 


to support.  Its on their long-range wish-list, but not a short-term priority. 


- Troy (TM) shared an additional element to be added to the project – EV 


Charging stations.  The city has a few EV charging stations in the first-floor 


of several parking garages.  They would like to add more spots, preferably 


in more high-profile locations (perhaps open parking lots).  Troy (TM) 


provided some info on the systems they were interested in 


(ReVisionEnergy).  Jim (JS) will contact them, Troy to provide more detail. 


o Troy (TM) expressed a possible interest in solar charging of EV 


stations; need to define level of interest versus potential cost 


- Regarding a question of City-owned light poles being located on M-DOT 


roads, Troy (TM) and Chris (CB) indicated it might be possible.  They will 


need to take a close look at the inventory once it is located.  They 


thought most M-DOT roads would be highway ramps, which would be out 


of scope for this project. 


- Chris (CB) thought there might be a few poles in the City which are 


owned by the State of Maine (possibly some major signal-light poles, 


which also contain Portland Street Lights?).  If these are found, Portland 


may need to obtain a pole permit from the State.  Chris/Troy (CB) to 


identify, possibly with help from Kevin Thomas or Jeremiah. 


- It was noted by several people from the City that the Bayside area might 


need better light density or coverage – perhaps more fixtures on poles 


than currently exist.  We’ll need to better define this as we move forward. 


- Troy (TM) noted the scope includes the islands of Peak, Great Diamond, 


Little Diamon, and Cliff (not Cushing or Long Island) 


 


 


TM/CB 


 


CB 


 


 


 


 


JS/TM 


TM 


 


 


 


 


CB 


 


late May 


 


by 5/10 ? 


 


 


 


 


ASAP 


mid-May 


 


 


 


 


mid-May 


5.0 Street Lighting System Buyback from Central Maine Power (CMP): 


- Bernstein Shur Scope 


- Customer Authorizations:  TCS will request to be listed as authorized 


representative to negotiate with CMP on behalf of City. 


- City concerns regarding CMP buyback: 


o CMP currently has a fleet of equipment trucks to immediately 


address issues; the city does not have this depth of equipment or 


operators 


o CMP currently cannot support the fuse installation of the 


approximately 4,400 fixtures required for system acquisition 


o Concerns of a slow response anticipated by CMP 


o Lewiston did not have fuses installed 


 


Buyback update 4-13-17 


- TCS recommends we ask Bernstein Shur to engage CMP immediately, 


and Troy (TM) agreed; a meeting date will be set and communicated; 


Bernstein Shur will recommend a strategy on meeting participants 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


JSch 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ASAP 
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Buyback update 4-27-17: 


- Tentative May 15 meeting at 1pm, with CMP, TCS, and Bernstein Shur in 


Augusta; pre-meeting prep-call scheduled for 9am Tuesday, 5/2/17 


- Money for QECB via State of Maine is still available.  Approx $9M 


available as of January 2017 


- Fuse installation required; use of CMP-approved subcontractors would 


probably allow for fuse install during streetlight upgrade (1 trip to pole) 


6.0 
 


Design – Mike Schneider 


Standardization of fixture types, Performance Characteristics Matrix, Life Cycle 


Cost Analysis, Photometric Evaluation, Dark Skies, Other Considerations 


 


- Newberry Street is already LED, would this street be changed during the 


current project to bring up to consistent design standards? JH to advise 


- CC mentioned that the City Design Dev Planning Manual would need 
revised to the new design specifications.  MS could keep the data flowing 


to CC during the design phase so their records can be kept current.  


Since the City has done 600 conversions on their own, this is a good 


foundation for the Design Manual and can be made the current spec 


until all TCS designs are complete 


- JH and MS presented the various LED temperature options.  It was 


decided that the 3000k would be a good project fit and TCS will proceed 


with this design intent 


- Parking Garage Discussion:  Ameresco did an audit but it is believed the 


audit should be redone by TCS.  Some stairs have HPS wall packs and the 


parking authority is currently evaluating LED wall packs.  Some garage 


areas have been converted from HPS to linear fluorescent T8 technology.  


TEN will evaluate retrofit versus replacement in these areas and will 


develop both prices for City.  The various technologies of linear 


fluorescent LED tube technologies were discussed and the preferred 


option if retrofit is considered is the LED tubes with external drivers. During 
the design stage, MS was asked to be mindful of future maintenance in 


the design strategy. Some areas were already lowered to the bottom of 


the beams. It is preferred to not have a single point of fixture mounting as 


it leads to maintenance challenges if the one point becomes 


disconnected from ceiling when vibration in concrete causes mount 


deficiencies 
 


- 4/13/17: Regarding garage lighting, it was noted there were 2 options 


being considered: LED light tubes and external drivers, or new fixtures 


 


Update 4/27/17:   


- After prelim inspection by TCS, fixtures in the two initial garages were 


deemed to be in good shape, therefore retrofit would be the best 


approach (new LED bulb and ballast).  Stairwells would be LED wallpacks 


- John (JP) indicated they weren’t interested in sensors or other accessories 


for the garages.  They don’t anticipate a need for WiFi either; the recently 


installed surveillance cameras are all hard-wired. 


- When discussing possible use of electrical contractors for the install, John  


shared names of two city-approved contractors:  Casco Bay Electric, and 


Walsh Electric.  Both were deemed of good quality. 


- John also confirmed that Steve Kalisz (from MHR mgmt., formerly from 


Duke Energy, Noresco) is interested in speaking with TCS about 3 


additional garages (Temple St, Casco Bay, and Custom House), with the 


 


 


 


JH 


 


MS/CC 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Next Dev 


Meeting 


Ongoing 


through 


design 
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first two being partially or fully owned by the city. John believes MHR has 


already been approached by several lighting contractors, including 


THINKLITE (just did the Prudential garage in Boston).  Jim to contact. 


 


JS 


 


ASAP 


7.0 
 


LED Product Selection – Mike Schneider 


 


- Preferred Fixture Manufacturers: streetlights TBD, Interior wall packs for 


parking garage=TBD 


- Intelligent Wireless Controls: design intention discussed 
- Cost Analysis evaluation-JH would like to see a cost analysis of retrofit 


versus replacement when possible. MS to prepare 


 


Update 4-13-17 


- Troy (TM) indicated the City did not have a vendor or brand preference 


for lighting.  They would like to examine and evaluate the samples for 


performance and aesthetics, but don’t have requirements for any 


particular brand or manufacturer 
 


- Troy (TM) would like to see the cost analysis at our next meeting.  


 


Update 4/27/17: 


- Some cost information being compiled, but can’t be finalized until full 


existing inventory known, and final engineering recommendations made.  


This will come quickly after receiving complete light inventory from CMP 


- Troy (TM) confirmed LED fixture samples have been arriving 


- We will want to jointly conduct some pilot installs to allow select decision-


makers view and comment on the light samples.  Location/scope TBD 


 


 


 


 


 


 


            
MS 


 


 


 


TM/JS 


 


 


 


 


 


 


                
By 4/27 


 


 


 


Mid May? 


8.0 
 


Schedule 


High level review: 


-Approximately 6,600 fixtures in total scope 


-Material acquisition 4-6 weeks, manufacturer dependent 


-4 to 5 trucks expected on project of this size 


-20 to 30 lights required each day (100-150 fixtures/truck/week) 


-An average of 440 fixtures per week would result in a 15 week installation 


duration. 


 


• Seasonal challenges may affect project timing (ie-wind, snow, rain) 


• City event scheduling would be closely monitored prior to 


construction and during construction.  Crews would make every 


attempt to take advantage of scheduled street cleaning/sweeping, 


line painting, or any other known events. 


 


Schedule update 4-13-17 


- Fixture count likely to be higher than 6600 noted above 


- TCS suggested a two-phased approach for the project: 


o Phase 1: The City-owned lights and the two garages 


o Phase 2: The CMP-owned lights 


 


- TCS requested a calendar of city events with affected streets noted 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


TM     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In May  
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- TCS will explore having “Make-Fit” work done by CMP-approved 


contractors, but overseen by TCS on behalf of the City. 


 


Schedule update 4/27/17 


- Troy (TM) will get City calendar of events from Ted 


- TCS has met and will continue to meet with potential sub-contractors. 


 


JSch 


 


TM 


To discuss 


with CMP 


In April 


By 5/10 ? 


10.0 
 


Pilot - measuring cruising for parking  


 


TCS to contact CMU regarding a pilot project in Portland 


 


Update 4/27/17: 


- TCS Spoke with RapidFlow about a pilot in Portland 


- RapidFlow is interested in a pilot – suggested the following parameters: 


o Needing between 40-80 intersections (out of Portland’s 120) 


o Need to place one sensor (small box of electronics) at each 


intersection; preferable height is ~ 15 feet, but that can vary. 


- The goal is to have Rapidflow provide hardware and software at no 


charge, with City providing install labor.  Jim to confirm. 


- Jim (JS) will set up a call with RapidFlow and Portland in the next few 


weeks, to discuss more detail and next steps.  Likely attendees would 


include Troy (TM), Chris (CB), and Jeremiah. 


- Chris (CB) and Troy (TM) will begin to identify the more important 


intersections which should be included in the pilot.   


 


 


JS 


 


 


 


 


JS 


 


CB/TM 


 


In April 


 


 


 


 


May/June 


 


By June1 ?  


 


11.0 Owner-controlled contingency discussed 


 


The intent would be to allocate monies to cover unforeseen conditions 


found in construction, such as: tree trimming, wiring deficiencies, mast 


arm issues, fixtures outside of base scope, replace missing globes on 


decorative lights, etc… 


 


   


 


12.0 


 


Finance:  


-Troy (TM) would like to review the Qualified Energy Conservation Bond 


(QECB) process at the next meeting 
 


- Troy (TM) requested a Not-to-Exceed number for the project that he can 


share with others.  TCS noted it would be difficult to provide right now, 


with a large number of details yet to be finalized, and roughly 85% of the 


lights currently being owned by CMP (with an unknown acquisition cost 


structure).  Troy (TM) and Jim (JSch) will discuss with Portland stakeholders. 
 


-Troy (TM) recommended TCS meet with Brendan O’Connell (Dir. Finance) 


to review the QECB, possible participation by local banks, and a Not-To-


Exceed number for the project 


 


Finance update 4/27/17: 


- Jim (JS) and Troy (TM) discussed QECB funds, noting roughly $9M 


available for Maine as of Jan2017.  Later discussed with Brendan (BO), he 


said the City might elect to apply for QECB funds, or use existing capital 


funding methods. We discussed the likely interest rate of a QECB, and 


noted QECB fees will need to be estimated to calculate the best method.  


 


JSch  
 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


 


TM/JSch 


 


 


By 4-27 
 


 


 


ASAP 


 


 


ASAP 
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- A discussion on a Not-To-Exceed number produced general 


understanding that TCS does not yet have enough information to provide 


a reasonable NTE number (without wildly over-inflating it), but that 


Portland would like to get that nailed down quickly to facilitate funding 


and contracts. 


- Troy noted there might be some Portland CIP monies available (Capital 


Improvement Program), which might help fund some of the Smart Cities 


components that might fall out of scope of the main upgrade project. 


- Brandan (BO) reiterated the City’s strong interest in saving electricity and 


money through the Street Light upgrade, but also emphasized their 


interest in leveraging those cost savings to pay for some new Smart City 


components which will help them deliver new services and drive 


additional efficiencies within Portland.  


- When asked about potential financing options in Portland, Brendan 


suggested using either Key Bank or TD Bank.  He can provide contacts if 


and when needed. 


 


13.0 


 


Miscellaneous topics: 


- TCS would like to contact the City of Lewiston and learn about their 


experiences having owned their street lights for many years.  Troy (TM) 


noted the Portland Director of Public Works (Chris Branch) used to work in 


Lewiston, and he would connect Chris with TCS to share observations 
 


- Ongoing lighting fixture maintenance was discussed.  Troy (TM) noted 


the City does not have a large workforce like CMP does.  He believes the 


long lifespan of the LED fixtures will enable the City’s team to handle 


maintenance, as long as failure rates are reasonable.  He estimated they 


could easily replace 20 units per year  
 


- There was a short discussion about how the decorative lights would be 


controlled.  There does not appear to be photocells on each of the green 


decorative light poles, so it is currently unclear how they are turned on 


and off.  It was speculated that there is either a central timer, or there 


might be a photocell installed to control small sub-groups of lights (per 


block or per neighborhood).  It was agreed that it probably does not 


make sense to explore installing a photocell on each fixture.  Troy (TM) will 


make an inquiry to see if the City can define how the decoratives work. 
 


- TCS inquired about any contractual requirements for Minority-owned or 


Woman-owned subcontractor participation.  Troy (TM) indicated the City 


did not have any requirements. 
 


- Troy noted a June meeting planned with the local Texas Instrument Plant 


Manager.  Several Portland employees will go and he invited a TCS 


representative as well.  Troy (TM) to get invitation forwarded to TCS. 
 


- TCS provided an overview of the strategy on subcontractors for the 


project, including TCS vetting the contractors already approved by CMP.  


Troy (TM) agreed and noted he has worked with several before, including 


On Target 
 


- TCS clarified Portland’s project requirements for interior project labor 


(versus exterior work); Troy (TM) indicated there are no special 


requirements from Portland regarding interior work – he suggested we just 


follow state code on this topic. 
 


- TCS is considering placing an ad in the Maine Townsman to 


congratulate Portland on their project; we can discuss in future meetings 


 


 


TM 
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TM 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In April 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In April or 


May 
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by 
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Misc updates 4/27/13: 


- Chris (CB) provided various background information on Lewiston’s 


approach to street lighting.  Apparently Lewiston used to produce their 


own power, so they owned their own poles and electrical wires.  He 


believed they still utilize the older lighting technologies, though, so they 


may be interested in an LED upgrade project.  He suggested David Jones 


and Denis Caron would be the proper contacts. 


- It was suggested that Kevin Thomas would know how the decorative light 


fixtures are controlled.  Jim (JS) will send an email to Chris (CB) to forward. 


- Troy (TM) expressed concern that there was so much work being done by 


TCS without having a contract.  Jim (JS) agreed, noting there was risk for 


both Portland and TCS. The parties discussed a mutual approach of 


remaining transparent with each other, and keeping costs “reasonable 


and necessary”, and striving toward a contract as soon as possible.   


- Brandan shared that the City signed an agreement with Verizon to 


enable Verizon to install Small Cell technologies on City poles (to help 


alleviate coverage and capacity issues with Verizon’s macro cellular 


network.  


- Troy recommended future in-person meeting schedules might be every 2-


4 weeks, depending on the progress of the project.  Scheduled phone 


calls and emails can occur in between as needed. The mutual goal of 


TCS and Portland is to move the project forward as quickly as possible, yet 


being conscious to keep costs (including travel) at reasonable levels .   


 


 


 


 


 


JS 


 


 


 


 


By May 10 


Next regularly scheduled Meeting date:   May 15, 2017 (CMP)          time of day: 1pm (in Augusta) 


 


Submitted by: 


Jim Schriver   


Director, Innovation and Infrastructure Development 


Distribution Date: May 4, 2017 
 


Note: Please advise the writer of any errors or omissions within five (5) business days. 
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From: Christopher Branch
To: Bartlett, Jeremiah; Kevin Thomas
Subject: Fwd: Introduction to RapidFlow - traffic analysis technology
Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 3:21:59 PM
Attachments: invite.ics

Confirmation on the TEN meeting on the RapidFlow technology related to the Street Light
Replacement.
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Fri, May 12, 2017 at 1:20 PM
Subject: Introduction to RapidFlow - traffic analysis technology
To: "Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)" <thm@portlandmaine.gov>, "Christopher
Branch (cbranch@portlandmaine.gov)" <cbranch@portlandmaine.gov>, "Greg Barlow
(gjb@rapidflowtech.com)" <gjb@rapidflowtech.com>, "rob.campbell"
<rob.campbell@tensaves.com>

Troy and Chris -
Below is the web-link and dial-in number for the call with Greg Barlow from RapidFlow... 
the CMU spin-off

The goal of the meeting is to:

  *   Provide brief introduction to RapidFlow and what they do
  *   Provide an overview of the technology (Phaenon) they are proposing to pilot in Portland
     *   Describe its general purpose, what benefits it provides
     *   Outline how it works (at a high level)
     *   Discuss specifics of mounting, installation
  *   Confirm scope and duration of pilot, and define responsibilities for elements of cost or
operation
  *   Answer any questions from the Portland team (general or specific)

Looking forward to the conversation -

Jim

[https://storage.googleapis.com/switch_static/UC/common/UberConference_by_Dialpad.png]

Greg Barlow has invited you to a conference call:

Rapid Flow / City of Portland
May 30, 2017 at 1:00PM (EDT - America/New_York)

________________________________
Ways to Join
Go to: https://www.uberconference.com/rapidflowtech or just call 716-293-6768 and use PIN
23500.
________________________________
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Invited Participants
jim.schriver@tenconnected.com<mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>, Greg Barlow
________________________________

Add to my calendar:
Google <http://www.uberconference.com/googlecalendar/4508572050915328> | Outlook
<http://www.uberconference.com/icsdownload/4508572050915328> | iCal
<http://www.uberconference.com/icsdownload/4508572050915328> | Yahoo
<http://www.uberconference.com/yahoocalendar/4508572050915328>

[Facebook]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/facebook>

[Twitter]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/twitter>

[LinkedIn]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/linkedin>

[Google+]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/google-plus>

UberConference by Dialpad
100 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94111 <https://www.uberconference.com/?utm_source=db_n&utm_
medium=email&utm_term=trial-email-2&utm_campaign=dp-us-in-trial&utm_content=dp-
footer-link>

You are receiving this email because you signed up for UberConference
If you'd like to stop getting reminder emails from UberConference,
contact Greg Barlow, the organizer.

-- 
Christopher C. Branch, P.E.
Director 
Portland Public Works
55 Portland Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 874-8801
cbranch@portlandmaine.gov
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https://www.uberconference.com/?utm_source=db_n&utm_medium=email&utm_term=trial-email-2&utm_campaign=dp-us-in-trial&utm_content=dp-footer-link
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From: Jeremiah Bartlett
To: Christopher Branch
Cc: Kevin Thomas
Subject: Re: Introduction to RapidFlow - traffic analysis technology
Date: Monday, May 15, 2017 3:25:03 PM

I can be there until 1:30, 1:45 or so.  Development Review starts at 1:30, but I will let them
know I will be running late.

Jeremiah J. Bartlett, PE, PTOE
Transportation Systems Engineer
Department of Public Works
City of Portland, Maine
jbartlett@portlandmaine.gov

On Mon, May 15, 2017 at 3:21 PM, Christopher Branch <cbranch@portlandmaine.gov>
wrote:

Confirmation on the TEN meeting on the RapidFlow technology related to the Street Light
Replacement.
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Fri, May 12, 2017 at 1:20 PM
Subject: Introduction to RapidFlow - traffic analysis technology
To: "Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)" <thm@portlandmaine.gov>, "Christopher
Branch (cbranch@portlandmaine.gov)" <cbranch@portlandmaine.gov>, "Greg Barlow
(gjb@rapidflowtech.com)" <gjb@rapidflowtech.com>, "rob.campbell"
<rob.campbell@tensaves.com>

Troy and Chris -
Below is the web-link and dial-in number for the call with Greg Barlow from RapidFlow... 
the CMU spin-off

The goal of the meeting is to:

  *   Provide brief introduction to RapidFlow and what they do
  *   Provide an overview of the technology (Phaenon) they are proposing to pilot in Portland
     *   Describe its general purpose, what benefits it provides
     *   Outline how it works (at a high level)
     *   Discuss specifics of mounting, installation
  *   Confirm scope and duration of pilot, and define responsibilities for elements of cost or
operation
  *   Answer any questions from the Portland team (general or specific)

Looking forward to the conversation -

Jim
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Greg Barlow has invited you to a conference call:

Rapid Flow / City of Portland
May 30, 2017 at 1:00PM (EDT - America/New_York)

________________________________
Ways to Join
Go to: https://www.uberconference.com/rapidflowtech or just call 716-293-6768 and use
PIN 23500.
________________________________

Invited Participants
jim.schriver@tenconnected.com<mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>, Greg Barlow
________________________________

Add to my calendar:
Google <http://www.uberconference.com/googlecalendar/4508572050915328> | Outlook
<http://www.uberconference.com/icsdownload/4508572050915328> | iCal
<http://www.uberconference.com/icsdownload/4508572050915328> | Yahoo
<http://www.uberconference.com/yahoocalendar/4508572050915328>

[Facebook]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/facebook>

[Twitter]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/twitter>

[LinkedIn]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/linkedin>

[Google+]<https://www.uberconference.com/social/google-plus>

UberConference by Dialpad
100 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94111 <https://www.uberconference.com/?
utm_source=db_n&utm_medium=email&utm_term=trial-email-2&utm_campaign=dp-us-
in-trial&utm_content=dp-footer-link>

You are receiving this email because you signed up for UberConference
If you'd like to stop getting reminder emails from UberConference,
contact Greg Barlow, the organizer.

-- 
Christopher C. Branch, P.E.
Director 
Portland Public Works
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55 Portland Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 874-8801
cbranch@portlandmaine.gov

tel:(207)%20874-8801
mailto:g@portlandmaine.gov


From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: touch base - street light project
Start: Thursday, May 18, 2017 11:00:00 AM
End: Thursday, May 18, 2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: i"ll call you

Troy - thanks; just a handful of items to cover:

  *   Follow-up from CMP meeting
  *   Sample lights;  you should have received gear from 2 manufacturers; other two coming late May and early June
  *   Discussion on Decoratives:   I can try to prepare a benefit/cost summary for Retrofit versus New Fixtures
  *   Interactive Kiosks:  discuss Portland's interest
  *   WiFi:  any prelim prep discussions for Wifi via Redzone
  *   Cameras - possible inclusion of surveillance cameras via Redzone proposal

Talk with you in the morning -

Jim

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: wifi update - Redzone
Date: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:52:13 PM

Troy -
I spoke with Redzone wireless yesterday.  I discussed both the Portland street light project (with wifi components)
and the existing Redzone service which has experienced some problems recently...

I can fill you in with more details during our call tomorrow, but I wanted to see if you would be available for a prep
call with them next Thurs June 1st at 10am.  The primary goal would be to prep for the June 13th meeting with you
and others on the Portland team, but I also asked them to address the concerns regarding the ongoing Redzone
service.

Does next Thurs at 10am work for you?  Should take 30-45 minutes...

Please let me know - thanks

Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
https://www.tenconnected.com/


From: Troy Moon
To: Jim Schriver
Subject: Re: wifi update - Redzone
Date: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 3:56:04 PM

June 1 at 10 is good for me.

Troy

On Tue, May 23, 2017 at 3:52 PM, Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com> wrote:
Troy -
I spoke with Redzone wireless yesterday.  I discussed both the Portland street light project
(with wifi components) and the existing Redzone service which has experienced some
problems recently...

I can fill you in with more details during our call tomorrow, but I wanted to see if you would
be available for a prep call with them next Thurs June 1st at 10am.  The primary goal would
be to prep for the June 13th meeting with you and others on the Portland team, but I also
asked them to address the concerns regarding the ongoing Redzone service.

Does next Thurs at 10am work for you?  Should take 30-45 minutes...

Please let me know - thanks

Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
tel:412-429-8888%2C%20ext%20131
tel:412-992-1397
https://www.tenconnected.com/


From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: misc items
Date: Monday, June 19, 2017 10:42:36 AM

Troy -

Good morning...  hope you had a good weekend and Father's Day...

I have not yet completed my notes from last week - it is a daunting task!  I've begun work on the critical
components, but haven't typed up everything.

A few things I'd like to share with you early this week, or possibly discuss:

  1.  CMP Sales Agreement:    BShur spoke with Rich Hevey last week;  they agreed on a path forward together, and
BShur will mark up the CMP-provided contract and get that back to Rich within a few days; we've collectively
agreed to continue to push for a July 1 close...  (not sure 7/1 will happen, but we're trying to keep pushing)
  2.  Baxter Blvd:  You expressed some possible interest in doing a complete replacement of the wooden poles and
cobraheads at Baxter Blvd; a quick count of lights last week showed about 66 lights (50 on water side, 11 on other
side, plus 5 on street up by the parking lot;  this assumes we just retrofit the 10 decorative globes in the parking lot,
which seem fine except for surface rust on the bases - see pic below)
     *   If this is of interest, I'd like to explore how this might affect the buy-back cost;  if we ask CMP to simply
remove them, it might cost less than the regular buy-back
     *   We could provide a rough budgetary cost for this, if you want to suggest looking at an Esplanade or Hallbrook
fixture, on a Salem or Hallbrook pole (see below for pics)
  3.  WiFi meeting:   could we discuss next steps for the WiFi project sometime today or tomorrow?  If the larger
project is cancelled, we may not need the Rredzone meeting scheduled for the 28th - it doesn't seem like we need to
convince Jon J to not do the larger project;  should we proceed to defining what WiFi elements to include in the
Street Light project?

Here are the pics and graphics mentioned above:

[cid:image002.jpg@01D2E8E8.C057EC50]    [cid:image003.jpg@01D2E8E8.C057EC50]

Thanks - let me know if  you'd like to talk later -

Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
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From: Jim Schriver
To: Julianne Sullivan
Cc: Troy Moon
Subject: RE: Info
Date: Monday, June 19, 2017 5:36:47 PM
Attachments: Smart-City-Media Preso June2017.pdf

Julie and Troy –
Here is a copy of that Smart City Kiosk presentation…   let me know if you have any questions.
 
Regarding other cities and how they use the Smart City data…   are you specifically asking about the
kiosks, or any Smart City component?
 
Thanks,
Jim
 
 
Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

 
 
 
From: Julianne Sullivan [mailto:jas@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: June 19, 2017 12:16 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Cc: Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>
Subject: Info
 
Hi Jim - great to meet you last week with Troy.  Would you please send me the presentation you
referenced as well as anything else you have on how your client cities are using the data gathered
from their "smart" initiatives?
 
Thank you!!
 

Julie Sullivan
Senior Advisor to the City Manager
tel 207.756.8363
www.portlandmaine.gov

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:jas@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
https://www.tenconnected.com/
http://www.portlandmaine.gov/



CONNECTING CITIES AND PEOPLE


SCM: POWERING SMART CITY  INNOVATION & MONETIZATION


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







MISSION - BETTER ACCESS FOR ALL


“We help citizens and  


tourists feel smarter,  


safer and better  


connected.”


Tom Touchet -CEO


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







CityPost Product &Services


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







CityPost - The Community Broadcast for SmartCities


CityPost is a real time mobile  


broadcast. Our city software,  


content and city apps are  


customized for each and  


every deployment.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







SOFTWARE - MADE FOR THE STREETS


Our City broadcast powers 


real-time local discovery


Special Events - Schedules - Service Alerts/Next Bus - Small 


Business - Arts, Culture, Museums - Parking Services - Public  


Notices - Traffic Alerts - Safety Alerts -E-Services -Parks & 


Recreation  - Latest News  - Tourist Info  - Jobs  - Points of Interest


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







BROADCAST APPLICATIONS: LIGHT POLES


Design solutions tailored to every City.
©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







HARDWARE - MADE FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD


Outdoor Dual 55” CityPost


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







PUBLIC WIFI - ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL


WiFi Hotspots are illustrative only and do  
not depict actual locations


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







SAFETY & SECURITY AT OUR CORE


● 911 Emergency callbox fully integrated


● Secure web interface ready for cityofficials  


to use at a moment’s notice


● Two-way video


● Targeted alert messaging


● IoT Connected sensors


● Facial recognition software available


Safer Communities 


through powerful, 


two-way, audio and 


video Emergency 


Communications


SCM Community  


Tools built in:


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







REAL-TIME TRANSIT APPS BUILT FOR THE CITY


Real-time transit


apps and a 


revolutionary  


messaging platform 


tailored for each City


City admin  


can postfrom  


our website  


software to  


dedicated  


areas of the  


live transit  


broadcast.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







HYPERLOCAL WAYFINDING


Huge 55” maps.  


All fully interactive  


with a live CityPost


broadcast overlay to  


see who’s broadcasting  


around you.


“Send to mobile” is  


attached to every post.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







CommunityTools


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







COMMUNITY - TOURISM FRIENDLY IN 140+ LANGUAGES


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







COMMUNITY - CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND DATA COLLECTION


Dynamic, interactive,  


Real-time, City  


satisfaction surveyscan  


be deployed at a  


moment's notice.


All data providedto


the city via our real-time  


webportal.


Our voicesearch is 


built with Google 


Places API delivering a


robust listing of 


business venues. 


Just touch, ask and


discover.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







COMMUNITY - GAMIFICATION & SOCIAL


KCityPost Selfie - Kate Garman, Office of


Innovation, KCMO and KC Police at


Sprint Center,BIG 12Tournament


We bridge our mobile  


app, with our mobile  


beacons and smart  


kiosks for interactive  


experiences that appeal  


to people big andsmall.


Gamification  


applications arecreated  


by SCMor


third partyadvertisers  


for sponsored brand  


experiences on the  


streets.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC


Example: Easter egg  


hunt that uses  


triangulation todeliver  


free offers via cpapp.







©2017 Smart City MediaLLC


COMMUNITY - SMALL BUSINESS ENGINE


THE END OF OUTDOOR AD CLUTTER.


The content and relevance of mobile brought to public spaces.


Our Content Manager allows 


businesses andcity venues 


to post theirown images, 


YouTube videos and other 


popular social feeds directly  


to our citybroadcast.


Mobile beacons are  


shared with city venuesfor  


location based messaging







Smart CityBenefits
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CITYPOSTBENEFITS


No capital or operational investment  


needed from the City


● Significant, immediate & ongoing revenue toThe City


● Game-changing, cross-cultural content & civic engagement


● Enable free public WiFi starting inthe Downtown area


● Tools to help small businesses compete and grow


● Safer communities through two-way emergencycommunications


● Access for all: Multi-lingual, Multi-platform, ADA award-winning, freeservices  


that bridge the digital divide


● Open platform for third-party integration


● Sensor data helping the City operate existing programs more effectively


● 100% data share to with ZEROpersonal data retained by SCM


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







SAFETY - SENSOR DATA


Weather control and air quality  


applications include humidity and  


temperature sensors and pollution  


detectors (CO2, NO2, CO,O3).


Additionally, monitoring of noise  


pollution from air and road traffic,  


industry, and construction is an  


important feature that help improve  


overall quality of life for citizens.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







Machine Halo Software - A higher form of Intelligence


We have theability to 


identify and extractthe


most valuable  


information from multiple 


sources of real time 


imagery and video


to create advanced  


actionable intelligence.


SAFETY & SECURITY


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC


● OBJECTS -Handguns, rifles, knives, bats,bags


● CONTEXT -Rapid crowd movements, collapsed rider,  


abandon objects


● SYMBOLS -Gang signs orsymbols


● FACES -Wanted criminals


ENVIRONMENTAL INSIGHTS


● OBJECTS - Identify and count thousands of  


common objects like people, cars, shoes and bags


● CONTEXT - Identify traffic flow, number of new  


customers and number ofrepeat customers


● TRENDS -What content is attracting pedestrians


● BRANDS - Identify and count logos such asNike,  


Pepsi andFord







DATA - SERVED FRESH DAILY


Our City Sense platform renders immediate data  


requests on our web portal. We adopt and promote  


open standards, frameworks and SDKs that bring  


new innovation to cities, and creates new markets  


fordevelopment.


All data shared with the City on an ongoing basis.







Smart Monetization
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MONETIZATION - WALKING CITIES ARE RICHER CITIES


Huge health, environmental & economic benefits. Accessibility. Cost savings (both individual & public) Increased  


Efficiency.  Increased Livability.  Improved Public Health.  Economic Development.


REAL ESTATE VALUE:SMALL BIZ ECONOMIC VALUE:


American Companies are moving Downtown
Companies chose neighborhoods that are significantly more  


walkable than their previous locations.*


A One-Two Punch:


Improving Walkability
Adds $10,000 to $30,000 to home values in most cities.**


*Why American Companies are moving downtown, Smart GrowthAmerica


**Walking the Walk How Walkability Increases Home Prices in U.S. Cities By Joseph Cortright
©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







MONETIZATION - DIGITAL OUTDOOR & MOBILE


Two of the fastest growing media formats
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MONETIZATION - WALKING CITIES ARE RICHER CITIES


Content is KING and  


content drives REVENUE







MONETIZATION - MULTI-PLATFORM REVENUE GENERATION


SMART P3 BUSINESS MODEL


ALL REVENUE SHARED WITH THE CITY


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







PROPOSED MEDIA GRID


X15


Dual 55”


Outdoor


CityPosts


X150


Mobile  


Beacons


X35


55” Single  


Side LightPole  


Digital Sign
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Revenue Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Total Yrs 1-5


National, Regional, Local  


Advertising Revenue


65 Screens


$610K $625K $645K $665K $685K $3.2M


MobileApp NA $ 15K $ 25K $ 35K $ 50K $125K


Total Smart City  Media


Revenue


$152K $160K $168K $175K $184K $830K


SAMPLE REVENUE – first 5 years


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







Typical 5 YEAR REVENUE Model


Typical media grid - 200 


communication devices  


including outdoor digital signs,


dedicated mobile app and full mobile beacon coverage.


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC


City Cost:


5-Year City Rev Share:


$0


$830k
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Smart City Media Team
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TEAM: HIGHEST LEVEL MEDIA LEADERSHIP


Tom Touchet  


IoT World Forum  


FoundingMember,


City24/7 CEO,  


Former Executive  


Producer NBC Today  


Show & ABCNews


Mike Mainthow  


Outdoor Interactive  


Media Expert,City24/7  


CMO, Former Ad Exec  


McCann, BBDO (Coke,  


Pepsi accounts)


Karl Turkel  


Acclaimed OOH  


Innovator Publicis,  


Award Winning Art  


Director/Designer,  


Public safety patents  


for City24/7


Aravind Sethuraman  


Software Architect/  


Unified Communications  


Expert, Multiple patents  


related to video,  


communications


CMOCEO CCO CTO
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Experience and Qualifications
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● Smart City Media holds 17 public, privatecontracts  


including Cities, Transit Systems andUniversities.


● Core executive team, with over 30 years collectively inthe  


Smart City arena, founded & built City24/7 inNYC.


● Smart City/IOT honors include prestigious ADA/Sapolin  


Award, and 2017 Edison Award GoldWinner.


● Media awards include multiple Emmys, Peabodys, Gracies,  


Gold and Silver Effies for OOH.


SCM - Powering Smart City Innovation and Monetization


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







PROUD TO BE PART OF THE DISRUPTION
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CITYPOST IS LIVE!


CityPost is the only City content driven, real-time City broadcast


Please click on the images below to see our LIVE City broadcasts.


Explore our content manager websites and mobile apps. ( Use Google Chrome to view links below )


Kansas City  


KCityPost
WashingtonDC  


DCityPost


KCityPostMobile


ContentManager


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







AWARD WINNING ADA FUNCTIONALITY


SCM leadership has received  


Smart City/IOT honors for  


accessibility including the  


prestigious ADA/Sapolin Award


Our software is fully scrollable  


and accessible for users ofany  


height or in awheelchair


Our hardware is equippedwith:


•Hearing inductionloop


•Braillepad


•Sound amplification and  


visual contrastcontrols


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







“Smart City Media has become an extremely valuable and reliable partner for Kansas City.


As a huge baseball fan, I sometimes refer to them as my clean-up hitter.Wehave enjoyed working  


with them on Phase Oneof our Smart City initiative,and look forward to continued


contributions as we expand our platform to the KCI airport,UMKCcampus and transportation line.”


KC CIO Bob Bennett


BOB BENNETT, CIO KANSAS CITY MO


©2017 Smart City MediaLLC







Thank You


Tom Touchet


tom@smartmedia.city


CEO



mailto:tom@smartmedia.city





and/or the media if requested.



From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov); mike.schneider; Pat Bresnahan
Subject: Cobra Head analysis
Start: Friday, June 30, 2017 11:30:00 AM
End: Friday, June 30, 2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Go-To-Meeting (see link below)

Troy -
Thanks for your flexibility on the time for this...

Mike and Pat have compiled a nice comparison of the 4 major brands they've recommended for the largest portion of your Street Light project - the
Cobra Heads.  After you've had a chance to see and feel the 4 vendor's products, this comparison will help you look at the selection from a number of
other angles:

  *   Initial acquisition cost
  *   Light output
  *   Ongoing operational costs
  *   Relative energy efficiency

We'll present the document, explain the calculations, then answer any of your questions.  We'll provide you with a soft copy you can save or share with
others -

We should be able to run through this in 30 minutes...

Below is the webinar and dial-in info...     thanks

Jim

Cobra Head Analysis
Fri, Jun 30, 2017 11:30 AM - 12:00 PM EDT

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/888332197

You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (571) 317-3122

Access Code: 888-332-197

First GoToMeeting? Try a test session: https://care.citrixonline.com/g2m/getready

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:mike.schneider@tensaves.com
mailto:pat.bresnahan@tensaves.com


From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: FW: potential LED light pilot project
Date: Monday, July 31, 2017 1:56:50 PM
Attachments: image004.png

Troy – we’ve been approved for the Cedar/Casco lighting pilot project…

We’ll reach out to On-Target today to get a quote and get it scheduled.  Does Portland have funds to pay for this out
of your operating budget?  Should we send you a quote for the work?  Or will you fold this under the Street Light
project?

Let me know at your convenience –

Thanks,
Jim

From: Daniels, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com]
Sent: July 31, 2017 1:45 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda <Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com>
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Hi Jim,
We approve the location for the LED pilot project on the nine (9) poles you selected. We would like for you to
coordinate this directly with your contractor (On Target) but to keep us informed as to planned start and completion
of the lighting change over. The billing and payment for this pilot project work should just be between the City of
Portland, TEN, and your contractor. There is no need for CMP to be part of the billing and payment process for the
pilot. As a reminder your contractor must install the approved fusing for each light in this pilot project.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns.
Thanks
Steve

[cid:image001.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

Stephen G. Daniels, CEM
Manager, Sales
205 Center Road, Fairfield, ME 04937
Office 207-453-3365
Cell 207-314-1086
Fax 207-629-4931
stephen.daniels@cmpco.com<mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com>

[cid:image002.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

In the interest of the environment,
please print only if necessary and recycle.

From: Jim Schriver [mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com]
Sent: Monday, July 31, 2017 10:21 AM

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com
mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com



To: Daniels, Stephen
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Steve –
Good morning – hope you had a good weekend…

Question:  in order to expedite the process (assuming CMP is able to approve this request) may I reach out to On-
Target this week and request a quote for this work?  I assume it will take them 4-5 business days to turn this around,
so I wanted to get started.

Let me know if you would prefer I wait until you give the formal approval –

Thanks –

Jim

From: Daniels, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com]
Sent: July 28, 2017 9:16 AM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com<mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>>
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda <Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com<mailto:Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com>>; Troy Moon
(thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
<thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>>
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Thanks Jim, we’ll review this and get back to you.
Steve

[cid:image001.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

Stephen G. Daniels, CEM
Manager, Sales
205 Center Road, Fairfield, ME 04937
Office 207-453-3365
Cell 207-314-1086
Fax 207-629-4931
stephen.daniels@cmpco.com<mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com>

[cid:image002.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

In the interest of the environment,
please print only if necessary and recycle.

From: Jim Schriver [mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 5:07 PM
To: Daniels, Stephen
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda; Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Steve –
Here is a modified request…  with only 1-for-1 replacement of existing cobra head lights for LED cobra head
lights.  This new approach only requires 9 lights installed…

mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


[cid:image003.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

The location of each pole is noted on the attached map.  There will be 5 new lights on Casco and 4 lights along
Cedar Street.

Please review this modified request and let us know if you have any questions, or need us to make any changes. If
no changes are required, we’ll reach out to On-Target to get a quote and leadtime for the work.

Thanks again for your help –

Regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

From: Daniels, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com]
Sent: July 27, 2017 3:01 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com<mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>>
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda <Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com<mailto:Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com>>; Troy Moon
(thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
<thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>>
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Jim,
Yes, please resubmit for locations with existing lights that will be replaced with LEDs.
Thanks
Steve

[cid:image001.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

Stephen G. Daniels, CEM
Manager, Sales
205 Center Road, Fairfield, ME 04937
Office 207-453-3365
Cell 207-314-1086
Fax 207-629-4931
stephen.daniels@cmpco.com<mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com>

[cid:image002.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

In the interest of the environment,
please print only if necessary and recycle.
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From: Jim Schriver [mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 9:21 AM
To: Daniels, Stephen
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda; Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Steve –
Good morning…   as promised, here is a summary of our request on behalf of the City of Portland.

The two streets that Portland has identified for the pilot are CEDAR STREET and CASCO STREET.  They are
located close to each other (see the attached map).

We looked at both streets by both walking them and by using Google street view to confirm pole placement.  I’ve
attempted to place dots on the attached map so we know where the CMP poles are located.

There are a total of 11 poles on these two streets – 5 on Casco and 6 on Cedar.  While this number is a little higher
than we expected, we were hoping that CMP would still be willing to proceed with a pilot.

A summary of our request is as follows:   11 new LED light fixtures, roughly 40 watts each, and 3 new brackets to
be placed on poles

[cid:image004.png@01D30A03.214B50C0]

The City will provide, or pay for, the fixtures, the brackets, and the qualified labor to install them.  If it is acceptable
to CMP, TEN Connected would probably request a quote from On-Target, and after receipt of a purchase order, they
would install the equipment as their work schedule allows, but probably in the next 2-4 weeks.

Does this sound acceptable?  Are there any elements we are missing?

As soon as you are able to confirm that our approach is sound, we will proceed to contact On Target about getting a
quote.  If you’d like us to modify any portion of this, please let me know.

Thanks again for your willingness to help the City with this pilot – I look forward to your reply –

Best regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

==============================================================

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete this message and any

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
https://www.tenconnected.com/


attachment hereto and/or copy hereof, as such message contains confidential information intended solely for the
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. The use or disclosure of such information to third parties is prohibited
by law and may give rise to civil or criminal liability.

The views presented in this message are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the opinion of
Avangrid Networks, Inc. or any company of its group. Neither Avangrid Networks, Inc. nor any company of its
group guarantees the integrity, security or proper receipt of this message. Likewise, neither Avangrid Networks, Inc.
nor any company of its group accepts any liability whatsoever for any possible damages arising from, or in
connection with, data interception, software viruses or manipulation by third parties.

 ==============================================================

==============================================================

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete this message and any
attachment hereto and/or copy hereof, as such message contains confidential information intended solely for the
individual or entity to whom it is addressed. The use or disclosure of such information to third parties is prohibited
by law and may give rise to civil or criminal liability.

The views presented in this message are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the opinion of
Avangrid Networks, Inc. or any company of its group. Neither Avangrid Networks, Inc. nor any company of its
group guarantees the integrity, security or proper receipt of this message. Likewise, neither Avangrid Networks, Inc.
nor any company of its group accepts any liability whatsoever for any possible damages arising from, or in
connection with, data interception, software viruses or manipulation by third parties.

 ==============================================================



From: Troy Moon
To: Jim Schriver
Subject: Re: FW: potential LED light pilot project
Date: Monday, July 31, 2017 2:05:29 PM

Yes - I will charge it to the streetlight capital money I have.  That is good news!  Let's get
started.

On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 1:56 PM, Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com> wrote:
Troy – we’ve been approved for the Cedar/Casco lighting pilot project…

We’ll reach out to On-Target today to get a quote and get it scheduled.  Does Portland have
funds to pay for this out of your operating budget?  Should we send you a quote for the
work?  Or will you fold this under the Street Light project?

Let me know at your convenience –

Thanks,
Jim

From: Daniels, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com]
Sent: July 31, 2017 1:45 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda <Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com>
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Hi Jim,
We approve the location for the LED pilot project on the nine (9) poles you selected. We
would like for you to coordinate this directly with your contractor (On Target) but to keep us
informed as to planned start and completion of the lighting change over. The billing and
payment for this pilot project work should just be between the City of Portland, TEN, and
your contractor. There is no need for CMP to be part of the billing and payment process for
the pilot. As a reminder your contractor must install the approved fusing for each light in
this pilot project.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns.
Thanks
Steve

[cid:image001.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

Stephen G. Daniels, CEM
Manager, Sales
205 Center Road, Fairfield, ME 04937
Office 207-453-3365
Cell 207-314-1086
Fax 207-629-4931
stephen.daniels@cmpco.com<mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com>
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In the interest of the environment,
please print only if necessary and recycle.

From: Jim Schriver [mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com]
Sent: Monday, July 31, 2017 10:21 AM
To: Daniels, Stephen
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Steve –
Good morning – hope you had a good weekend…

Question:  in order to expedite the process (assuming CMP is able to approve this request)
may I reach out to On-Target this week and request a quote for this work?  I assume it will
take them 4-5 business days to turn this around, so I wanted to get started.

Let me know if you would prefer I wait until you give the formal approval –

Thanks –

Jim

From: Daniels, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com]
Sent: July 28, 2017 9:16 AM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com<mailto:jim.schriver@
tenconnected.com>>
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda <Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com<mailto:Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.
com>>; Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
<thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>>
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Thanks Jim, we’ll review this and get back to you.
Steve

[cid:image001.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

Stephen G. Daniels, CEM
Manager, Sales
205 Center Road, Fairfield, ME 04937
Office 207-453-3365
Cell 207-314-1086
Fax 207-629-4931
stephen.daniels@cmpco.com<mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com>
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please print only if necessary and recycle.

From: Jim Schriver [mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 5:07 PM
To: Daniels, Stephen
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda; Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:
thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Steve –
Here is a modified request…  with only 1-for-1 replacement of existing cobra head lights for
LED cobra head lights.  This new approach only requires 9 lights installed…

[cid:image003.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

The location of each pole is noted on the attached map.  There will be 5 new lights on Casco
and 4 lights along Cedar Street.

Please review this modified request and let us know if you have any questions, or need us to
make any changes. If no changes are required, we’ll reach out to On-Target to get a quote
and leadtime for the work.

Thanks again for your help –

Regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

From: Daniels, Stephen [mailto:Stephen.Daniels@cmpco.com]
Sent: July 27, 2017 3:01 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com<mailto:jim.schriver@
tenconnected.com>>
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda <Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.com<mailto:Rhonda.Perkins@cmpco.
com>>; Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
<thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov>>
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Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Jim,
Yes, please resubmit for locations with existing lights that will be replaced with LEDs.
Thanks
Steve

[cid:image001.jpg@01D30A03.214B50C0]

Stephen G. Daniels, CEM
Manager, Sales
205 Center Road, Fairfield, ME 04937
Office 207-453-3365
Cell 207-314-1086
Fax 207-629-4931
stephen.daniels@cmpco.com<mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com>
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From: Jim Schriver [mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2017 9:21 AM
To: Daniels, Stephen
Cc: Perkins, Rhonda; Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov<mailto:
thm@portlandmaine.gov>)
Subject: RE: potential LED light pilot project

Steve –
Good morning…   as promised, here is a summary of our request on behalf of the City of
Portland.

The two streets that Portland has identified for the pilot are CEDAR STREET and CASCO
STREET.  They are located close to each other (see the attached map).

We looked at both streets by both walking them and by using Google street view to confirm
pole placement.  I’ve attempted to place dots on the attached map so we know where the
CMP poles are located.

There are a total of 11 poles on these two streets – 5 on Casco and 6 on Cedar.  While this
number is a little higher than we expected, we were hoping that CMP would still be willing
to proceed with a pilot.

A summary of our request is as follows:   11 new LED light fixtures, roughly 40 watts each,

tel:207-453-3365
tel:207-314-1086
tel:207-629-4931
mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com
mailto:stephen.daniels@cmpco.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


and 3 new brackets to be placed on poles

[cid:image004.png@01D30A03.214B50C0]

The City will provide, or pay for, the fixtures, the brackets, and the qualified labor to install
them.  If it is acceptable to CMP, TEN Connected would probably request a quote from On-
Target, and after receipt of a purchase order, they would install the equipment as their work
schedule allows, but probably in the next 2-4 weeks.

Does this sound acceptable?  Are there any elements we are missing?

As soon as you are able to confirm that our approach is sound, we will proceed to contact
On Target about getting a quote.  If you’d like us to modify any portion of this, please let me
know.

Thanks again for your willingness to help the City with this pilot – I look forward to your
reply –

Best regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

==============================================================

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete
this message and any attachment hereto and/or copy hereof, as such message contains
confidential information intended solely for the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.
The use or disclosure of such information to third parties is prohibited by law and may give
rise to civil or criminal liability.

The views presented in this message are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of Avangrid Networks, Inc. or any company of its group. Neither

tel:412-429-8888%2C%20ext%20131
https://www.tenconnected.com/


Avangrid Networks, Inc. nor any company of its group guarantees the integrity, security or
proper receipt of this message. Likewise, neither Avangrid Networks, Inc. nor any company
of its group accepts any liability whatsoever for any possible damages arising from, or in
connection with, data interception, software viruses or manipulation by third parties.

 ==============================================================

==============================================================

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and immediately delete
this message and any attachment hereto and/or copy hereof, as such message contains
confidential information intended solely for the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.
The use or disclosure of such information to third parties is prohibited by law and may give
rise to civil or criminal liability.

The views presented in this message are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of Avangrid Networks, Inc. or any company of its group. Neither
Avangrid Networks, Inc. nor any company of its group guarantees the integrity, security or
proper receipt of this message. Likewise, neither Avangrid Networks, Inc. nor any company
of its group accepts any liability whatsoever for any possible damages arising from, or in
connection with, data interception, software viruses or manipulation by third parties.

 ==============================================================

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362



From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: action items from this week
Date: Friday, September 1, 2017 5:42:17 PM

Troy -
Thanks for the time this week...  I thought we made a lot of progress.

In the spirit of keeping us on the same page, with a project that has a lot of moving parts and seems to evolve each
day, I thought I'd provide a recap of recent activity and upcoming action items.

Here is my list - please feel free to add to it or suggest corrections:

Updates:

  *   A draft of the Bill of Sale between CMP/Portland for the buyback has been finalized and verbally agreed to by
CMP.  It was sent to Michael Goldman and is waiting for his approval before we set a closing date.  It has been
confirmed that the City has the money reserved to pay the ~ $600k to CMP without using any of the Street Light
project funding
  *   The project has been split into 2 phases, roughly $4M and $4M, to help the City manage its debt levels and
maintain its good ratings.  Phase 1 will commence as soon as we can get the contracts signed, and construction will
happen in the fall of 2017 and might spill into the first month or two of 2018.  Phase 2 will likely be July 2018 thru
December 2018

Action items:

  *   Send pilot project pictures to Troy (done; if we find any more good ones, we'll send next week)
  *   Send Brendan a copy of the lighting savings spreadsheet (done)
  *   Confirm BoA's ability to provide the same aggressive rate on just phase 1 of the project (done)
  *   Define activities in Phase 1 and Phase 2; consider various factors (maximize savings, execute the 'low-hanging-
fruit', equipment leadtimes, etc)
     *   Determine how much of the cobra head project to execute in phase 1
     *   Determine how much of the decoratives (or non-cobraheads) for phase 1
     *   Determine what portions of Smart City to execute in phase 1
  *   Contact BoA to set up contract for $4M financing for phase 1
  *   Get Project on City Council meeting agenda for Sept 18th
  *   Determine what materials to prepare for Sept 18th meeting - summary sheet of the project, or a full-blown
presentation by Jon or Troy, supported by TEN Connected?
  *   Confirm final costs and leadtimes on LED fixtures, make a vendor selection by 9/8
  *   Define choices for decoratives by major category or geography (Old Port, Congress Street, etc)
  *   Set up demo installation in September to help aide decision-making for decoratives:
     *   What is the standard, by neighborhood?  What is the approach for dark-sky compliance?
     *   Green teardrops:  screw-in LED lamp, or retrofit kit, or new fixture
     *   Black Town & Country:  screw in LED lamp, or new fixture? Can we rehab any fixtures?
     *   Black Spring City fixtures and poles in Old Port:  2 sockets per pole, glass globe; retrofit or replace?
     *   Wooden poles on Baxter Blvd - add LED or replace everything?
     *   Nautical lights on Eastern Prom and waterfront: upgrade or replace?

What else am I missing?   Lets talk early next week and make sure we're not missing anything -

Thanks - have a great weekend -

Jim

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

https://www.tenconnected.com/


From: Troy Moon
To: Michael Goldman; Nancy English
Subject: Fwd: Street Lighting Project Draft Resolution Language.docx
Date: Monday, September 25, 2017 7:29:41 AM
Attachments: Street Lighting Project Draft Resolution Language.docx

Nancy,

Here is a draft resolution that might be useful to create the council order for the street light
project

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: rob.campbell <rob.campbell@tensaves.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 12, 2017 at 2:39 PM
Subject: Street Lighting Project Draft Resolution Language.docx
To: Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>
CC: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>

Good afternoon Troy,

 

As promised, please find attached, some recommended draft resolution language for your
upcoming council meeting to:

- approve a resolution to enter into a contract with TCS. 

- approve a resolution to enter into a financing agreement with the Bank of America to fund
the project through a tax-exempt municipal lease. 

 

I hope you find this helpful.

 

Best regards,

Rob

 

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:mig@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:nle@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:rob.campbell@tensaves.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com

RESOLUTION NO. ######



CONTRACT: TEN CONNECTED SOLUTIONS FOR A CONVERSION OF CITY STREET LIGHTS TO LED FIXTURES & TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP FROM UTILITY TO MUNICIPALITY



WHEREAS, the City of Portland sought qualified Firms/Contractors to undertake a turnkey (design/build) process for the conversion of approximately #,### citywide street lights to Light Emitting Diode (LED); and

WHEREAS, on October 6, 2016, the City released a Request for Proposals, RFP #2917, seeking firms to achieve a citywide “Conversion of City Street Lights to LED Fixtures & Transfer of Ownership from Utility to Municipality” Project; and

WHEREAS, on November 9, 2016, the City received seven (7) submissions, which were reviewed and ranked, and 2 submissions were selected to make presentations to a panel on January 25, 2017; and

WHEREAS, the submission and presentation from TEN Connected Solutions has been found to be fully qualified and responsive to the City’s request both in project delivery and total project costs; and

WHEREAS, funding for this project is available through a tax exempt municipal lease from the Bank of America for a ten (10) year term at 2.05% annual interest.  

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Portland that the City Manager is authorized to enter into a contract with TEN Connected Solutions for the purpose of undertaking a turnkey process to convert existing City street lights to Light Emitting Diode (LED) technology and to transfer ownership of the street lights from the Utility to the City for an amount not to exceed $8,000,000 to be phased over two fiscal periods: July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018 and July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019 with each phase not to exceed $4,000,000.  A record signature copy of said contract and any amendments to be on file in the Office of the City Clerk.

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Portland that the City Manager is authorized to enter into a financing agreement with the Bank of America for the purpose of funding the conversion of the existing City street lights to Light Emitting Diode (LED) technology and to transfer ownership of the street lights from the Utility to the City for an amount not to exceed $8,000,000 to be phased over two fiscal periods: July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018 and July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019 with each phase not to exceed $4,000,000.  A record signature copy of said agreement and any amendments to be on file in the Office of the City Clerk.





From: Jim Schriver
To: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: request for info - parks
Date: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 2:11:57 PM

Troy -

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street
Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level? 
Junior High?
     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?
  2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting
hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is the
fixture type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the
fountain is located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles
are suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the pond
was full?

Thanks in advance - let me know if you have any questions -

Regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
https://www.tenconnected.com/


From: Troy Moon
To: Ethan Hipple; Jim Schriver
Subject: Fwd: request for info - parks
Date: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 2:13:49 PM

Ethan,

Can you or someone on your staff get back to Jim Schriver at TEN Connected with the info
they are requesting about the Payson Ballfield and the Deering Oaks Fountain? Â 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 26, 2017 at 2:11 PM
Subject: request for info - parks
To: "Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)" <thm@portlandmaine.gov>

Troy -

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into
Phase 1 of the Street Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could
answer these questions?

Â  1.Â  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â can someone define which level of play occurs here?Â  Is it high school
baseball / softball?Â  College level?Â  Junior High?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and
lighting as originally designed?
Â  2.Â  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting
system, the mounting hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently
deployed to light the fountain?Â  Is the fixture type and wattage known?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Is there an estimated depth of that pond?Â  At its deepest point?Â  What is the
approximate depth where the fountain is located?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?Â  (precautions on
system wiring will be taken if turtles are suspected)
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the
equipment installed while the pond was full?

Thanks in advance - let me know if you have any questions -

Regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:ehipple@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PAÂ  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131Â (O)
412-992-1397Â (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

tel:412-429-8888%2C%20ext%20131
tel:412-992-1397
https://www.tenconnected.com/


From: Troy Moon
To: Ethan Owens
Subject: Fwd: request for info - parks
Date: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 2:25:59 PM

Hi Ethan,

I see Ethan Hipple is on vacation.Â  Can you respond here?
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>
Date: Tue, Sep 26, 2017 at 2:13 PM
Subject: Fwd: request for info - parks
To: Ethan Hipple <ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>, Jim Schriver
<jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>

Ethan,

Can you or someone on your staff get back to Jim Schriver at TEN Connected with the info
they are requesting about the Payson Ballfield and the Deering Oaks Fountain? Â 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 26, 2017 at 2:11 PM
Subject: request for info - parks
To: "Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)" <thm@portlandmaine.gov>

Troy -

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into
Phase 1 of the Street Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could
answer these questions?

Â  1.Â  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â can someone define which level of play occurs here?Â  Is it high school
baseball / softball?Â  College level?Â  Junior High?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and
lighting as originally designed?
Â  2.Â  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting
system, the mounting hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently
deployed to light the fountain?Â  Is the fixture type and wattage known?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Is there an estimated depth of that pond?Â  At its deepest point?Â  What is the
approximate depth where the fountain is located?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?Â  (precautions on

mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:ehipple@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov


system wiring will be taken if turtles are suspected)
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the
equipment installed while the pond was full?

Thanks in advance - let me know if you have any questions -

Regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PAÂ  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131Â (O)
412-992-1397Â (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

tel:412-429-8888%2C%20ext%20131
tel:412-992-1397
https://www.tenconnected.com/
tel:(207)%20756-8362


From: Ethan Hipple
To: Ethan Owens
Subject: Fwd: request for info - parks
Date: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 4:28:40 PM

Can you please get back to them? Thanks
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Troy Moon" <thm@portlandmaine.gov>
Date: Sep 26, 2017 1:13 PM
Subject: Fwd: request for info - parks
To: "Ethan Hipple" <ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>, "Jim Schriver"
<jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Cc: 

Ethan,

Can you or someone on your staff get back to Jim Schriver at TEN Connected with the info
they are requesting about the Payson Ballfield and the Deering Oaks Fountain? Â 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Tue, Sep 26, 2017 at 2:11 PM
Subject: request for info - parks
To: "Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)" <thm@portlandmaine.gov>

Troy -

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into
Phase 1 of the Street Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could
answer these questions?

Â  1.Â  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â can someone define which level of play occurs here?Â  Is it high school
baseball / softball?Â  College level?Â  Junior High?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and
lighting as originally designed?
Â  2.Â  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing
lighting system, the mounting hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently
deployed to light the fountain?Â  Is the fixture type and wattage known?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Is there an estimated depth of that pond?Â  At its deepest point?Â  What is
the approximate depth where the fountain is located?
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?Â  (precautions on
system wiring will be taken if turtles are suspected)
Â  Â  Â *Â  Â When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the

mailto:ehipple@portlandmaine.gov
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equipment installed while the pond was full?

Thanks in advance - let me know if you have any questions -

Regards,
Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PAÂ  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131Â (O)
412-992-1397Â (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

-- 
Troy Moon
Sustainability Coordinator
City of Portland, ME
207-756-8362

tel:412-429-8888%2C%20ext%20131
tel:412-992-1397
https://www.tenconnected.com/
tel:(207)%20756-8362


From: Jim Schriver
To: Brendan O"Connell
Subject: touching base - First Reading
Date: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 8:50:41 AM

Brendan –
 
Good morning…      with Troy being out, I wanted to touch base and see if everything went OK with
the first reading of the Council last night.  Is there anything you or Jon need from TEN Connected in
regards to the Street Light project?
 
Let me know if there is anything we can do to help –
 
Thanks,

Jim
 
 
Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

 
 
 
 

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
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From: Ethan Owens
To: jim.schriver@tenconnected.com; Ethan Hipple; Troy Moon; RW
Subject: Portland Maine
Date: Tuesday, October 3, 2017 2:05:40 PM
Attachments: IMG_0562.JPG

MuscoEstimate_City of Portland (1).pdf

Good Morning,
I will add what i can and find out what I don't know.

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street Light project
(Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level?  Junior High?
The lighting system and the poles are very old and none of the existing system
can be used again.  The level of play is normally high school and State Playoff
games.  Attached is a quote for Musco Lighting which we have used at two
other locations and would prefer to use Musco at any new installations because
of our experience with the product and the 25 yr warranty.

     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?  No
 
 2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting hardware, and the
electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is the fixture
type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the fountain is
located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles are
suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the pond was full?

Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP
Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 
212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA
207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
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mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
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 HID & LED 


Budget Estimate  
 
 


City of Portland, ME 
June 8, 2017 
Ethan Owens 


 


Budget Estimate – Materials & Installation         
Musco’s Light-Structure™ as described below, and delivered to the job site: 
 


     Payson Park Softball (HID Light Source – Materials Only)       $110,000 - $120,000 


     Payson Park Softball (LED Light Source – Materials Only)        $155,000 - $165,000 


          Estimated cost to hire an electrical contractor to install:                $60,000 - $70,000 


 


     Deering Oaks Park Baseball (HID Light Source – Materials Only)          $165,000 - $175,000 


     Deering Oaks Park Baseball (LED Light Source – Materials Only)         $215,000 - $225,000 


          Estimated cost to hire an electrical contractor to install:               $60,000 - $70,000 


      


     Riverton Elementary School Softball (HID Light Source – Materials Only)      $115,000 - $125,000 


     Riverton Elementary School Softball (LED Light Source – Materials Only)     $175,000 - $185,000 


          Estimated cost to hire an electrical contractor to install:                $60,000 - $70,000 


Equipment Description 
Light-Structure™ in 5 Easy Pieces™ 


 Pre-Cast concrete bases 


 Galvanized steel poles 


 Remote electrical component enclosures 


 Pole length wire harnesses 


 Factory-aimed and assembled luminaries 
 
Benefits of Light-Structure™ System 


 Reduction of energy and maintenance costs by 50% to 85% over typical 1500w HID equipment 


 Reduction of spill light and glare by 50% or more 


 Guaranteed light levels 


 An unmatched warranty for up to 25 years that includes onsite maintenance 


 A re-lamp of your facility after 5000 hrs of operation for HID fixtures 


 Includes our Control-Link® System for remote on/off control and performance monitoring with 24/7 customer 


support 


Notes 


 Requires confirmation of field dimensions, pole locations, and Musco lighting design prior to providing quote(s) 


 Assumes field dimensions of 60’/273’/273’/273’ for the Payson Park Softball field, 90’/347’/312’/313’ for the 


Deering Oaks Park Baseball field, and 60’/275’/275’/275’ for the Riverton Elementary School Softball field 


 Based upon projects similar in scope, and is intended for preliminary planning purposes only 


 Pricing is based on June 2017 pricing and is subject to change 


 Getting electrical power to the site, coordination with the utility, and any power company fees are the 


responsibility of the owner 


 Assumes standard soil conditions – rock, bottomless, wet or unsuitable soil may require additional engineering, 


special installation methods and additional cost 


 Assumes building code and wind speed – 2009 IBC, 100mph 
 


Please feel free to contact us with any questions you may have. 


Mike Berry – Sales Representative    Cally Sytsma – Project Planning Specialist 
Musco Lighting       Musco Lighting 
Phone: 617-571-3714      Phone:  800/825-6030 
Email: mike.berry@musco.com       Email: cally.sytsma@musco.com 







From: Allison Carroll
To: Amy Segal; Belinda Ray; Carol Hutchins; Chelsea Malacara; Colette Bouchard; Craig Lapine; Cynthia Loebenstein;

Dory Waxman; Ethan Hipple; Jaime Parker; Meri Lowry; Michael Mertaugh; Nathan Robbins; Sally Deluca; Zack
Anchors

Subject: Workshop minutes
Date: Wednesday, October 4, 2017 9:12:38 PM
Attachments: PC Workshop Minutes 092017.pdf

Hello everyone,

Hope you're all having a great week. For those of you who missed the workshop, attached are the
minutes. Of course, if you have any additional questions, feel free to ask Sally or Ethan. 

Take care,

Alli Carroll
Executive Assistant
City of Portland, Parks, Recreation & Facilities
212 Canco Road, Portland, Maine 04103
207.808.5428

“Portland, Maine. Yes. Life's good here.”
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In attendance: Commission Members: Dory Waxman, Chair, Jaime Parker, Vice Chair, Carol Hutchins, Craig Lapine, 


Michael Mertaugh, Nathan Robbins, Colette Bouchard, Amy Segal and Zack Anchors. Staff: Sally DeLuca, Ethan Hipple, 


and Alli Carroll 


 


PARKS COMMISSION WORKSHOP 
September 19, 2017 


The workshop began at 5:43 PM. 


Ethan spent time going over the ten-year CIP draft and timeline. This past summer he had asked the Neighborhood 


Associations and Friends Groups to go through their part of the CIP draft to prioritize their projects. Six Friends Groups 


responded. Ethan then took their feedback and incorporated them into this current plan as well as staff assessments. 


The Department is trying to keep the requests at about $2 million a year and felt that that was a reasonable request 


from the City’s CIP of $12-$15 million a year.  


Ethan then continued to briefly explain the projects: 


 Dougherty Field, athletic field: There was a masterplan done in 2008 that calls for replacing the West School 


athletic field. This is a multipurpose athletic field. This was recommended by the 2011 athletic facilities studies 


that was done. 


 Fitzpatrick Scoreboard and Road Drainage: This was pushed forward from last year. The scoreboard is out of 


date and needs to be replaced. Other piece is the drainage.  The road between Hadlock field and Fitzpatrick 


track has water rushing down it and it is hitting the track. 


 Memorial Field Turf Replacement: This is our biggest project. This is a fresh estimate from those replacing the 


turf and sand and rubber base. They usually have a life expectancy of 10 years and we are over that right now.  


 Payson A Softball Field: We are doing a lot of Title VIIII improvements. The lights need replacing. The current 


lights are too worn to continue to be repaired. They will be LED. This is a legal finding from the office of civil 


rights to make the girls in compliance to the boys that play on Hadlock. 


 Riverton Softball Field: There is a huge drainage problem. All the drainage from the school flows right by the 


field. When rain comes, it erodes the infield. Crews have been filling it in but the water should be redirected. 


 Evergreen Columbarium phases 2 and 3: This is part of the cemetery expansion. We have built 1/3 of it so far 


and are selling niches slowly. This is revenue producing. Once the circle is complete, we believe it would be 


much more attractive to people. It would be a more secluded place for reflection and mourning. Th is is revenue 


producing.  


 Evergreen Tree Planting: This was a request from the Friends of Evergreen, however, that is in the operating 


budget. We are not seeking CIP money for this. 


 Community Gardens: We have shifted our thoughts on Community Gardens to expanding existing gardens. 


 Deering Oaks Light Replacement: This will very likely happen. If it does, it could be under the City Manager’s 


budget for the LED street light replacement program. Been working with project planners to prioritize parks and 


facilities lights.  


 Dougherty Skatepark Expansion: Loving it to death. It is very crowded and needs to expand. We have held two 


public meetings to plan a design with more advanced terrain. Total price tag for this is $300,000. It will be a 


public private partnership with $100,000 fundraised by the public. 


 Fort Gorges Structural Improvements: This has been a public-private partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of 


Engineers and the Friends of Fort Gorges. These are improvements that will help preserve the area, make it 


safer for the public, and more accessible. Right now, people go at their own risk. The City would like to get to a 







 


place where it is comfortable giving event permits. This is a public private partnership with the Friends of Fort 


Gorges and the Army Corp.  


 Portland Landing: This will be for design development.  


 Riverton Playground: The City has 27 Playgrounds city wide but the Riverton playground is  used heavily. Trying 


to do a rotation where one year we will do one playground, the next two playgrounds, the next one, etc. 


Riverton used to have two playgrounds. Now everyone is using one. This new design will most likely be a 
mixture of manufactured and natural elements. 


Dory opened the discussion up to everyone.  


Jaime started. He asked when the operating budget process happen. Members would like to see the operating budget to 


have a better understanding of the bigger picture. Sally expressed that she will be in budget mode from November 2017 


until May 2018 but it is not public knowledge while she is building it. Ethan said that he has a list of projects under 


$25,000 and that is a useful thing to look at because a lot can be done for less than $25,000. So those go in line with our 


operating budget and is called minor capital. Sally and Ethan would be more than happy to share that list. The current 
budget is online for those interested in more information. 


Michael showed interest in tree planting, especially in Evergreen Cemetery. Ethan said that they planted more trees 


than they took out this year. Also, the division is budgeting to take care of hazardous trees and continuing to budget to 


plant more trees. 


Craig inquired about the community gardens. Historically, CDBG usually funds this. So, is the amount listed supplemental 


or as if CDBG funding wasn’t available? Ethan said that this could be supplemental but the division does not know if they 
will get CDBG funding.  


A question was raised about whether the fees gathered at sporting events on these athletic field cycles back to the parks 


in some way. Sally explained that generally those fees go to the school department or to the organization renting the 


facility. The City doesn’t receive any revenue for youth playing on grass fields. We do get a fee from anyone using the 


artificial stadiums. Ethan added that these fees would be offsetting revenue to pay for the cost to operate them. 


Unfortunately, it doesn’t come close to funding the operating budget for ballfields. 


Colette asked about the requests from Neighborhood Associations and Friends Groups. Ethan said that those requests 


that we didn’t already have on our list have “***” next to them. Some requests did not make the list and those are listed 
on the last page. He explained them:  


 Evergreen Cemetery tree planting: it is definitely planned on but it in our operating budget. 


 Deering Oaks Vegetative Sound Barrier: the Division is not opposed to this concept but we are designing a 


multiuse trail for this area right now and we aren’t sure what the landscape architect is planning for trees just 


yet.  


 Longfellow Park lighting, electrical and water: at this time the Division does not feel that this is necessary 


because of the size of the park.  


 Longfellow Park sidewalk widening to 60”: This is a great topic. The City is aiming to make parks, facilities, etc. 


ADA accessible. We are currently studying the issue and have a consultant. We didn’t include this request in this 


list because we need to know what the study says first. At this time, the sidewalks at Longfellow Park meet the 


minimum requirements. 


 Orland St. Parklet: requested by Libbytown Neighborhood Association. This is a transportation project and Ethan  


recommended they contact that department. 







 


 Thompsons Point boat launch: also requested by Libbytown Neighborhood Association, unfortunately this is not 
City property. 


Amy excused herself from the meeting at 6:33 PM. 


Craig brought up the Deering Oaks restroom. It has been one of the top priorities from the Parks Commission but the CIP 


shows it under 2021. Ethan said that it wasn’t on last year’s CIP list but yes, it made it to fiscal year 2021 (July 2020). 


Sally added that there are restaurants there and the porter potties and by adding permanent bathrooms we have to 
budget to maintain it. Meanwhile, the Department is dealing with not having any sort of bathroom in other areas.  


Nathan continued by stating his concern that he’s seeing a lot of playgrounds and ballfields. Sally explained the amount 


of use they get and that their revenue needs to come in to offset operations. It’s a tricky balance. Nathan then stated 


that the area of Back Cove Trail crossing Tukey’s Bridge collects puddles. Some people have told him that they have seen 


people getting up on the guardrail to avoid the puddle. Ethan said that there are some maintenance things that can be 


done to help that problem. As for trails, the City maintains Fore River, Bayside, Back Cove, and Eastern Prom Trail. Our 


partner, Portland Trails maintains the rest with some exceptions. The reason you don’t see a lot here is they aren’t that 


expensive, so they don’t end up on this list of projects over $25,000. Nathan wonders an assessment can be done so that 


trails don’t fall behind. Jaime said that Portland Trails have been partnering with the City much more. People do value 


trails and the improvement of those are instrumental. A bundle of all trail issues could result in $50,000 in 


improvements. Ethan reiterated that this list is projects over $25,000 and that other trail projects end up in other city 


budgets. Jaime and Michael again showed interest in seeing the current operating budget to understand the process 


fully. Sally and Ethan continued to try to explain the process and that the ballfields tend to get the capital money to fix it 


but the passive parks get more of the operating budget. Parks Division (Forestry, Horticulture, Parks, Cemeteries, and 


Ballfields) budget is $4 million and $800,000 of that is Ballfields. Less than a quarter of it. Sally wanted to remind 
everyone that the passive areas are their focus in the operating budget.  


Dory, Jaime and the other Commission Members thanked Ethan and Sally for their work and gave them their blessing.  


The workshop ended at 7:23 PM. 


   







From: Belinda Ray
To: Ethan Hipple; Sally Deluca
Subject: Fwd: Workshop minutes
Date: Thursday, October 5, 2017 8:30:55 AM
Attachments: PC Workshop Minutes 092017.pdf

Just read the workshop minutes. Bless you both. A million times over. 

:-)

Belinda S. Ray
City Council, District 1
City Hall
389 Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
BSR@portlandmaine.gov

Sign up for my newsletter or visit my blog!

Please Note: Under Maine law, emails sent or received by public officials or city
employees may be classified as public records. There are very few exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is
written in an e-mail could be released to the public and/or the media if requested. 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Allison Carroll <acarroll@portlandmaine.gov>
Date: Wed, Oct 4, 2017 at 9:12 PM
Subject: Workshop minutes
To: Amy Segal <amybellsegal12@gmail.com>, Belinda Ray <bsr@portlandmaine.gov>,
Carol Hutchins <hutchins_carol@hotmail.com>, Chelsea Malacara
<chelsea.foote@maine.edu>, Colette Bouchard <coletteb1821@gmail.com>, Craig Lapine
<craig@cultivatingcommunity.org>, Cynthia Loebenstein <cloebenstein@yahoo.com>, Dory
Waxman <mermaidst@gmail.com>, Ethan Hipple <ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>, Jaime
Parker <Jaime@trails.org>, Meri Lowry <mnlowry@hotmail.com>, Michael Mertaugh
<michaelmertaugh@gmail.com>, Nathan Robbins <npalmer.robbins@gmail.com>, Sally
Deluca <sld@portlandmaine.gov>, Zack Anchors <zack.anchors@gmail.com>

Hello everyone,

Hope you're all having a great week. For those of you who missed the workshop, attached are the
minutes. Of course, if you have any additional questions, feel free to ask Sally or Ethan. 

Take care,

Alli Carroll
Executive Assistant
City of Portland, Parks, Recreation & Facilities
212 Canco Road, Portland, Maine 04103

mailto:bsr@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:ehipple@portlandmaine.gov
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mailto:BSR@portlandmaine.gov
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In attendance: Commission Members: Dory Waxman, Chair, Jaime Parker, Vice Chair, Carol Hutchins, Craig Lapine, 


Michael Mertaugh, Nathan Robbins, Colette Bouchard, Amy Segal and Zack Anchors. Staff: Sally DeLuca, Ethan Hipple, 


and Alli Carroll 


 


PARKS COMMISSION WORKSHOP 
September 19, 2017 


The workshop began at 5:43 PM. 


Ethan spent time going over the ten-year CIP draft and timeline. This past summer he had asked the Neighborhood 


Associations and Friends Groups to go through their part of the CIP draft to prioritize their projects. Six Friends Groups 


responded. Ethan then took their feedback and incorporated them into this current plan as well as staff assessments. 


The Department is trying to keep the requests at about $2 million a year and felt that that was a reasonable request 


from the City’s CIP of $12-$15 million a year.  


Ethan then continued to briefly explain the projects: 


 Dougherty Field, athletic field: There was a masterplan done in 2008 that calls for replacing the West School 


athletic field. This is a multipurpose athletic field. This was recommended by the 2011 athletic facilities studies 


that was done. 


 Fitzpatrick Scoreboard and Road Drainage: This was pushed forward from last year. The scoreboard is out of 


date and needs to be replaced. Other piece is the drainage.  The road between Hadlock field and Fitzpatrick 


track has water rushing down it and it is hitting the track. 


 Memorial Field Turf Replacement: This is our biggest project. This is a fresh estimate from those replacing the 


turf and sand and rubber base. They usually have a life expectancy of 10 years and we are over that right now.  


 Payson A Softball Field: We are doing a lot of Title VIIII improvements. The lights need replacing. The current 


lights are too worn to continue to be repaired. They will be LED. This is a legal finding from the office of civil 


rights to make the girls in compliance to the boys that play on Hadlock. 


 Riverton Softball Field: There is a huge drainage problem. All the drainage from the school flows right by the 


field. When rain comes, it erodes the infield. Crews have been filling it in but the water should be redirected. 


 Evergreen Columbarium phases 2 and 3: This is part of the cemetery expansion. We have built 1/3 of it so far 


and are selling niches slowly. This is revenue producing. Once the circle is complete, we believe it would be 


much more attractive to people. It would be a more secluded place for reflection and mourning. Th is is revenue 


producing.  


 Evergreen Tree Planting: This was a request from the Friends of Evergreen, however, that is in the operating 


budget. We are not seeking CIP money for this. 


 Community Gardens: We have shifted our thoughts on Community Gardens to expanding existing gardens. 


 Deering Oaks Light Replacement: This will very likely happen. If it does, it could be under the City Manager’s 


budget for the LED street light replacement program. Been working with project planners to prioritize parks and 


facilities lights.  


 Dougherty Skatepark Expansion: Loving it to death. It is very crowded and needs to expand. We have held two 


public meetings to plan a design with more advanced terrain. Total price tag for this is $300,000. It will be a 


public private partnership with $100,000 fundraised by the public. 


 Fort Gorges Structural Improvements: This has been a public-private partnership with the U.S. Army Corps of 


Engineers and the Friends of Fort Gorges. These are improvements that will help preserve the area, make it 


safer for the public, and more accessible. Right now, people go at their own risk. The City would like to get to a 







 


place where it is comfortable giving event permits. This is a public private partnership with the Friends of Fort 


Gorges and the Army Corp.  


 Portland Landing: This will be for design development.  


 Riverton Playground: The City has 27 Playgrounds city wide but the Riverton playground is  used heavily. Trying 


to do a rotation where one year we will do one playground, the next two playgrounds, the next one, etc. 


Riverton used to have two playgrounds. Now everyone is using one. This new design will most likely be a 
mixture of manufactured and natural elements. 


Dory opened the discussion up to everyone.  


Jaime started. He asked when the operating budget process happen. Members would like to see the operating budget to 


have a better understanding of the bigger picture. Sally expressed that she will be in budget mode from November 2017 


until May 2018 but it is not public knowledge while she is building it. Ethan said that he has a list of projects under 


$25,000 and that is a useful thing to look at because a lot can be done for less than $25,000. So those go in line with our 


operating budget and is called minor capital. Sally and Ethan would be more than happy to share that list. The current 
budget is online for those interested in more information. 


Michael showed interest in tree planting, especially in Evergreen Cemetery. Ethan said that they planted more trees 


than they took out this year. Also, the division is budgeting to take care of hazardous trees and continuing to budget to 


plant more trees. 


Craig inquired about the community gardens. Historically, CDBG usually funds this. So, is the amount listed supplemental 


or as if CDBG funding wasn’t available? Ethan said that this could be supplemental but the division does not know if they 
will get CDBG funding.  


A question was raised about whether the fees gathered at sporting events on these athletic field cycles back to the parks 


in some way. Sally explained that generally those fees go to the school department or to the organization renting the 


facility. The City doesn’t receive any revenue for youth playing on grass fields. We do get a fee from anyone using the 


artificial stadiums. Ethan added that these fees would be offsetting revenue to pay for the cost to operate them. 


Unfortunately, it doesn’t come close to funding the operating budget for ballfields. 


Colette asked about the requests from Neighborhood Associations and Friends Groups. Ethan said that those requests 


that we didn’t already have on our list have “***” next to them. Some requests did not make the list and those are listed 
on the last page. He explained them:  


 Evergreen Cemetery tree planting: it is definitely planned on but it in our operating budget. 


 Deering Oaks Vegetative Sound Barrier: the Division is not opposed to this concept but we are designing a 


multiuse trail for this area right now and we aren’t sure what the landscape architect is planning for trees just 


yet.  


 Longfellow Park lighting, electrical and water: at this time the Division does not feel that this is necessary 


because of the size of the park.  


 Longfellow Park sidewalk widening to 60”: This is a great topic. The City is aiming to make parks, facilities, etc. 


ADA accessible. We are currently studying the issue and have a consultant. We didn’t include this request in this 


list because we need to know what the study says first. At this time, the sidewalks at Longfellow Park meet the 


minimum requirements. 


 Orland St. Parklet: requested by Libbytown Neighborhood Association. This is a transportation project and Ethan  


recommended they contact that department. 







 


 Thompsons Point boat launch: also requested by Libbytown Neighborhood Association, unfortunately this is not 
City property. 


Amy excused herself from the meeting at 6:33 PM. 


Craig brought up the Deering Oaks restroom. It has been one of the top priorities from the Parks Commission but the CIP 


shows it under 2021. Ethan said that it wasn’t on last year’s CIP list but yes, it made it to fiscal year 2021 (July 2020). 


Sally added that there are restaurants there and the porter potties and by adding permanent bathrooms we have to 
budget to maintain it. Meanwhile, the Department is dealing with not having any sort of bathroom in other areas.  


Nathan continued by stating his concern that he’s seeing a lot of playgrounds and ballfields. Sally explained the amount 


of use they get and that their revenue needs to come in to offset operations. It’s a tricky balance. Nathan then stated 


that the area of Back Cove Trail crossing Tukey’s Bridge collects puddles. Some people have told him that they have seen 


people getting up on the guardrail to avoid the puddle. Ethan said that there are some maintenance things that can be 


done to help that problem. As for trails, the City maintains Fore River, Bayside, Back Cove, and Eastern Prom Trail. Our 


partner, Portland Trails maintains the rest with some exceptions. The reason you don’t see a lot here is they aren’t that 


expensive, so they don’t end up on this list of projects over $25,000. Nathan wonders an assessment can be done so that 


trails don’t fall behind. Jaime said that Portland Trails have been partnering with the City much more. People do value 


trails and the improvement of those are instrumental. A bundle of all trail issues could result in $50,000 in 


improvements. Ethan reiterated that this list is projects over $25,000 and that other trail projects end up in other city 


budgets. Jaime and Michael again showed interest in seeing the current operating budget to understand the process 


fully. Sally and Ethan continued to try to explain the process and that the ballfields tend to get the capital money to fix it 


but the passive parks get more of the operating budget. Parks Division (Forestry, Horticulture, Parks, Cemeteries, and 


Ballfields) budget is $4 million and $800,000 of that is Ballfields. Less than a quarter of it. Sally wanted to remind 
everyone that the passive areas are their focus in the operating budget.  


Dory, Jaime and the other Commission Members thanked Ethan and Sally for their work and gave them their blessing.  


The workshop ended at 7:23 PM. 


   







207.808.5428

“Portland, Maine. Yes. Life's good here.”

tel:(207)%20808-5428


From: Jim Schriver
To: Ethan Owens
Cc: Pat Bresnahan
Subject: RE: Portland Maine
Date: Friday, October 13, 2017 10:46:12 AM

Ethan –
Thanks for the Deering Oaks pond light picture…   do you know how many of those fixtures are
currently installed?  Pat Bresnahan (copied here) is with our engineering team and will reach out to
you separately to ask a few more questions.
 
Also – thanks for the Musco Lighting quote.  They usually have really good lighting products, so we’ll
reach out to Mike Berry and try to coordinate the details.  Would you mind sending Mike an email
letting him know that we’re working with the City on the Lighting project, and that we’re not some
random company trying to scheme their way into some work!?!
 
Regarding the Payson Park location – we’ve been told there is some urgency to getting that project
done.  Can you share any additional insight about that?  If you’d prefer to speak briefly on the
phone, that is fine too – let us know when would be convenient –
 
Thanks again, Ethan –
 
Jim
 
 
Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/

 
 
From: Ethan Owens [mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: October 3, 2017 2:06 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>; Ethan Hipple <ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>;
Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>; RW <rbw@portlandmaine.gov>
Subject: Portland Maine
 

Good Morning,
I will add what i can and find out what I don't know.

 
Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street
Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:pat.bresnahan@tensaves.com
https://www.tenconnected.com/


Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level?  Junior
High?

The lighting system and the poles are very old and none of
the existing system can be used again.  The level of play is
normally high school and State Playoff games.  Attached is a
quote for Musco Lighting which we have used at two other
locations and would prefer to use Musco at any new
installations because of our experience with the product and
the 25 yr warranty.

     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?  No
 
 2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting
hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is the
fixture type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the
fountain is located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles
are suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the
pond was full?
 
 
Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP
Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 
212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA
207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public
and/or the media if requested.

tel:(207)%20808-5400
mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov


From: Ethan Owens
To: RW
Subject: Fwd: Portland Maine
Date: Friday, October 13, 2017 10:52:38 AM

When you have a chance, please educate these guys on your DO lights.

Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP
Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 
212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA
207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 13, 2017 at 10:46 AM
Subject: RE: Portland Maine
To: Ethan Owens <eowens@portlandmaine.gov>
Cc: Pat Bresnahan <pat.bresnahan@tensaves.com>

Ethan –

Thanks for the Deering Oaks pond light picture…   do you know how many of those fixtures
are currently installed?  Pat Bresnahan (copied here) is with our engineering team and will
reach out to you separately to ask a few more questions.

 

Also – thanks for the Musco Lighting quote.  They usually have really good lighting products,
so we’ll reach out to Mike Berry and try to coordinate the details.  Would you mind sending
Mike an email letting him know that we’re working with the City on the Lighting project, and
that we’re not some random company trying to scheme their way into some work!?!

 

Regarding the Payson Park location – we’ve been told there is some urgency to getting that
project done.  Can you share any additional insight about that?  If you’d prefer to speak briefly
on the phone, that is fine too – let us know when would be convenient –

 

Thanks again, Ethan –

 

Jim

 

mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:rbw@portlandmaine.gov
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Jim Schriver

TEN Connected Solutions

1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401

Pittsburgh, PA  15233

412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)

412-992-1397 (C)

https://www.tenconnected.com/

 

 

From: Ethan Owens [mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: October 3, 2017 2:06 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>; Ethan Hipple
<ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>; Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>; RW
<rbw@portlandmaine.gov>
Subject: Portland Maine

 

Good Morning,

I will add what i can and find out what I don't know.

 

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street
Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level? 
Junior High?

The lighting system and the poles are very old and none of
the existing system can be used again.  The level of play is
normally high school and State Playoff games.  Attached is
a quote for Musco Lighting which we have used at two
other locations and would prefer to use Musco at any new
installations because of our experience with the product

https://maps.google.com/?q=1501+Reedsdale+Street,+Suite+401%0D+*Pittsburgh,+PA%C2%A0+15233*&entry=gmail&source=g
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https://maps.google.com/?q=1501+Reedsdale+Street,+Suite+401%0D+*Pittsburgh,+PA%C2%A0+15233*&entry=gmail&source=g
tel:(412)%20429-8888
tel:(412)%20992-1397
https://www.tenconnected.com/
mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:jim.schriver@tenconnected.com
mailto:ehipple@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:thm@portlandmaine.gov
mailto:rbw@portlandmaine.gov


and the 25 yr warranty.

     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?
 No
 

 2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting
hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is the
fixture type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the
fountain is located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles
are suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the pond
was full?

 

 

Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP

Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 

212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA

207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public
and/or the media if requested.

https://maps.google.com/?q=212+Canco+Road%C2%A0Portland,+Maine%C2%A0+04103+~%C2%A0+USA&entry=gmail&source=g
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mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov


From: Robert Weyer
To: Ethan Owens
Subject: Re: Fwd: Portland Maine
Date: Friday, October 13, 2017 11:24:34 AM

You bet, aisle get it done today

On Oct 13, 2017 10:52 AM, "Ethan Owens" <eowens@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:
When you have a chance, please educate these guys on your DO lights.

Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP
Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 
212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA
207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>
Date: Fri, Oct 13, 2017 at 10:46 AM
Subject: RE: Portland Maine
To: Ethan Owens <eowens@portlandmaine.gov>
Cc: Pat Bresnahan <pat.bresnahan@tensaves.com>

Ethan –

Thanks for the Deering Oaks pond light picture…   do you know how many of those fixtures
are currently installed?  Pat Bresnahan (copied here) is with our engineering team and will
reach out to you separately to ask a few more questions.

 

Also – thanks for the Musco Lighting quote.  They usually have really good lighting
products, so we’ll reach out to Mike Berry and try to coordinate the details.  Would you
mind sending Mike an email letting him know that we’re working with the City on the
Lighting project, and that we’re not some random company trying to scheme their way into
some work!?!

 

Regarding the Payson Park location – we’ve been told there is some urgency to getting that
project done.  Can you share any additional insight about that?  If you’d prefer to speak
briefly on the phone, that is fine too – let us know when would be convenient –

 

Thanks again, Ethan –
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Jim

 

 

Jim Schriver

TEN Connected Solutions

1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401

Pittsburgh, PA  15233

412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)

412-992-1397 (C)

https://www.tenconnected.com/

 

 

From: Ethan Owens [mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: October 3, 2017 2:06 PM
To: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>; Ethan Hipple
<ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>; Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>; RW
<rbw@portlandmaine.gov>
Subject: Portland Maine

 

Good Morning,

I will add what i can and find out what I don't know.

 

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street
Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level? 
Junior High?

The lighting system and the poles are very old and none
of the existing system can be used again.  The level of play
is normally high school and State Playoff games. 
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Attached is a quote for Musco Lighting which we have
used at two other locations and would prefer to use
Musco at any new installations because of our experience
with the product and the 25 yr warranty.

     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?
 No
 

 2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting
hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is
the fixture type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the
fountain is located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles
are suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the
pond was full?

 

 

Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP

Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 

212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA

207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city
employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the
public and/or the media if requested.
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From: Robert Weyer
To: Ethan Owens
Cc: jim.schriver@tenconnected.com; Ethan Hipple; Troy Moon
Subject: Re: Portland Maine
Date: Friday, October 13, 2017 2:16:04 PM

The current fountain lighting system is fed by 5 circuits. Each has a 20 amp breaker. The outer
ring has 20 lights divided up by four of the circuits( five each).  In the center of the fountain,
the fifth circuit, has three lamps. So twenty three lamps total. 
The lights all are 120 volt with 250 watt bulbs in the outer lights and 500 watt bulbs in the
center lights. The outer lights were rated at 4800 lumens and the center lamps were 9800
lumens.
The depth of the pond where the fountain sits is three feet or less. The lights are raised on the
bases(see the picture Ethan O. provided) we made so they are at the most about 8 " under the
surface. These light must be submerged to operate due to the heat produced.
Before the pond was scraped out and the gravel base installed a couple of years ago I had seen
one snapping turtle in the pond. None since. 
The fountain lights are removed with the rest of the fountain for the winter. Removal is
usually done in the first week of November and installation is done the first week of May. The
pond is drained for several weeks spring and fall for removing/installing the fountain and duck
house as well as cleaning of the pond bottom.
If you still need more information I may have a binder with further specs. 

On Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 2:05 PM, Ethan Owens <eowens@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:
Good Morning,
I will add what i can and find out what I don't know.

Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street Light
project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level?  Junior
High?
The lighting system and the poles are very old and none of the existing
system can be used again.  The level of play is normally high school and State
Playoff games.  Attached is a quote for Musco Lighting which we have used
at two other locations and would prefer to use Musco at any new installations
because of our experience with the product and the 25 yr warranty.

     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?  No
 
 2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting hardware, and
the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is the fixture
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type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the fountain is
located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles are
suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the pond was
full?

Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP
Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 
212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA
207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

tel:(207)%20808-5400
mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov


From: Jim Schriver
To: Robert Weyer; Ethan Owens
Cc: Ethan Hipple; Troy Moon; Pat Bresnahan
Subject: RE: Portland Maine
Date: Friday, October 13, 2017 2:29:36 PM

Robert –
This is great information – thank you…
 
I’ll circle back with our engineering team to see if there are any further questions, but this should
give us a great start –
 
Regards,
Jim
 
From: Robert Weyer [mailto:rbw@portlandmaine.gov] 
Sent: October 13, 2017 2:16 PM
To: Ethan Owens <eowens@portlandmaine.gov>
Cc: Jim Schriver <jim.schriver@tenconnected.com>; Ethan Hipple <ehipple@portlandmaine.gov>;
Troy Moon <thm@portlandmaine.gov>
Subject: Re: Portland Maine
 
The current fountain lighting system is fed by 5 circuits. Each has a 20 amp breaker. The outer ring
has 20 lights divided up by four of the circuits( five each).  In the center of the fountain, the fifth
circuit, has three lamps. So twenty three lamps total. 
The lights all are 120 volt with 250 watt bulbs in the outer lights and 500 watt bulbs in the center
lights. The outer lights were rated at 4800 lumens and the center lamps were 9800 lumens.
The depth of the pond where the fountain sits is three feet or less. The lights are raised on the
bases(see the picture Ethan O. provided) we made so they are at the most about 8 " under the
surface. These light must be submerged to operate due to the heat produced.
Before the pond was scraped out and the gravel base installed a couple of years ago I had seen one
snapping turtle in the pond. None since. 
The fountain lights are removed with the rest of the fountain for the winter. Removal is usually done
in the first week of November and installation is done the first week of May. The pond is drained for
several weeks spring and fall for removing/installing the fountain and duck house as well as cleaning
of the pond bottom.
If you still need more information I may have a binder with further specs. 
 
 
 
 
On Tue, Oct 3, 2017 at 2:05 PM, Ethan Owens <eowens@portlandmaine.gov> wrote:

Good Morning,
I will add what i can and find out what I don't know.
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Our engineering team has requested information about two projects that will likely fall into Phase 1 of the Street
Light project (Payson Park field lights, Deering Oaks fountain lights)

Could you pass this along to the appropriate person, or help us find someone who could answer these questions?

  1.  Regarding Payson Park softball field:
     *   can someone define which level of play occurs here?  Is it high school baseball / softball?  College level? 
Junior High?

The lighting system and the poles are very old and none of
the existing system can be used again.  The level of play is
normally high school and State Playoff games.  Attached is
a quote for Musco Lighting which we have used at two
other locations and would prefer to use Musco at any new
installations because of our experience with the product
and the 25 yr warranty.

     *   Are there any plans available which show the electrical infrastructure and lighting as originally designed?

 No
 
 2.  Regarding Deering Oaks pond fountain:
     *   Can the City share any drawing or documents that outline the existing lighting system, the mounting
hardware, and the electrical infrastructure that supports it?
     *   If no drawings are available, how many physical fixtures are currently deployed to light the fountain?  Is the
fixture type and wattage known?
     *   Is there an estimated depth of that pond?  At its deepest point?  What is the approximate depth where the
fountain is located?
     *   Are there snapping turtles known to inhabit the pond?  (precautions on system wiring will be taken if turtles
are suspected)
     *   When the fountain lighting was installed, was the pond drained, or was the equipment installed while the
pond was full?
 
 
Ethan Owens CPRP, CPSI, AOLCP
Parks Assistant Director, Athletic Facilities and Playground/Courts Manager
City of Portland - Parks, Recreation and Facilities Management Dept. 
212 Canco Road Portland, Maine  04103 ~  USA
207-808-5400  eowens@portlandmaine.gov

 

Notice: Under Maine law, documents - including e-mails - in the possession of public officials or city

tel:(207)%20808-5400
mailto:eowens@portlandmaine.gov


employees about government business may be classified as public records. There are very few
exceptions. As a result, please be advised that what is written in an e-mail could be released to the public
and/or the media if requested.



From: Casey, Christopher
To: Dan Boutilier (dcb@portlandmaine.gov); Bob Tolliver
Cc: Casey, Samuel
Subject: RE: Portland, Maine, Approves Wi-Fi-Enabled Lighting Project
Date: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 5:10:38 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image004.png
image005.png
LAWN YW.PDF

Hi Dan and Bob,
 
Hope all is well. I read this article the other day in the PPH and wanted to reach out to discuss WiFi technology partners involved.
 
Carousel recently launched with Yelp WiFi and I thought it might be a great fit for this initiative. Attached is a press release highlighting the free public WiFi initiative that London, Ontario implemented back in 2011. Below is
a snip from a PPT “What is Yelp WiFi”:

 
 
Please let me know if you want to setup an engineering call to discuss further.
 
Thank you!!!
 
 
 
Christopher M. Casey | Senior Account Executive 
Remote Office | Cape Elizabeth, ME  04107 
o: 617-701-5031  c: 207-653-5986   
ccasey@carouselindustries.com
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YELP WIFI DOWNTOWN  
LONDON & CISCO MERAKI


Downtown London used Yelp WiFi to engage with visitors and drive business in the area.


HOW IT WORKS


THE RESULTS


In 2011, downtown London, Ontario implemented a free public WiFi network to become 
a smart-city and drive tourism. The problem? Outdoor WiFi for a large, heavily-populated 
area is not cheap. That’s why Downtown London turned to Yelp WiFi to get the most for  


its WiFi network costs. 


DOWNTOWN LONDON’S GOALS


Customer is presented with a custom 
branded WiFi login page


Customer logs in for WiFi access with 
their email, mobile number, social media 
account, or other information


Business uses these details to send 
and automate relevant emails and 
SMS messages to stay in touch and 
reward customer loyalty


Customer enters venue and  
selects WiFi network on their 
mobile device


STEP 1


STEP 4


STEP 3


STEP 2


To learn more about Yelp WiFi and how it can benefit your business call (877) 452-7180  


or email info@yelpwifi.com. Learn more at www.yelpwifi.com


• Showcase local businesses and advertise 
upcoming events 


• Push promotions directly to customer’s 
phones


Proximity-driven campaigns and 
11,000 messages sent


20
Yelp WiFi logins since launch


22,000
Average email open rate on 


campaigns to Yelp WiFi users in 
Downtown London


29.5%







From: Jim Schriver
To: Wardwell, Dana
Cc: Troy Moon (thm@portlandmaine.gov)
Subject: follow-up: Streetlight RFP
Date: Thursday, November 9, 2017 5:12:40 PM

Dana -
During our discussion earlier this week, you asked about getting examples of other Street Light RFP's that Bangor
could review.

I spoke with Troy Moon, Sustainability Coordinator for the City of Portland.  They conducted an RFP process late
last year, which finished in early 2017... and it would appear to provide all of the things Bangor was looking for.

Troy (copied here) has agreed to share any documents and insights with you.   Please contact him directly and
continue the conversation.

Let me know if you have any other questions -

Thanks - and good luck -

Jim

Jim Schriver
TEN Connected Solutions
1501 Reedsdale Street, Suite 401
Pittsburgh, PA  15233
412-429-8888, ext 131 (O)
412-992-1397 (C)
https://www.tenconnected.com/
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